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ãBSTRÀCT

In two sunmer field seasons in L984 and l-985, Native healers
and beliefs concerning healing srere investigated in a
Muskekiwininiw (Swampy Cree) community in northern Manitoba,
and an Asiniitniw (Rocky Cree) community in northern
Saskatche\{an. Two traditional roles htere distinguished:
herbalist, and rituatist charismatic (shanan). A third type,
Native Pentecostal charismatic, in the Muskekiwiniw community
was a derivative of the traditional ritualist charismatic. The
herbalist activity was declining in the Muskekiwiniw
community, whíIe both ritualist types were active. In the
other community, both herbalist and ritualist roles were
active. Active healers were capable of alleviating stress
associated with changing cultural conditions. Stress leveIs in
the Muskekiwiniw community were higher, resulting frorn a
forced move of the community from its traditional location
because of flooding from a hydro-electric project. The
herbalist role could not provide adeguate coping mechanisms in
the face of escalating violence and alcohol abuse. The
emergent Pentecostal ritualist role reduced stress by offering
some members of the Muskekiwininiw community a ner^¡ world view.
The active traditional ritualist role incorporated elements of
southern Nithawitniw ( Ptains Cree) and Anishinabe (Saulteaux)
belief, and the charismatic nature of the role was adequate to
reduce stress associated with cultural change for some
individuaLs. El-ements of older belief l^¡ere sti11 present in
both communities; the concept of dream visitors, the
pawakanak, was known among younger people and still subscribed
Lo by elders. The pawakanak are a source of power for healing,
and in the past, a source of help in hunting and gathering
activities. The pawakanak can take different forms, and most
often appear in the shape of an animal. In both communities,
sickness was categorized in 2 ways: that amenable to treatment
by traditional herbal-ists or non-Native medical people, and
ilLness j-nduced by a person with powerful pawakanak. Many
Nithawitniw believe that the latter type cannot be
successfully treated by herbalists or non-Native medicine.
Herbalist practitioners v¡ere usually women; in the past, many
vJomen practitioners also functioned as midwives. Herbalist
materia medica included 67 plant species mentioned in
interviews.
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Chapter I

Iì|ITRODUCTION

1. 1 PREAI,ÍBI,E

Mortality statistics for Canadian aboríginal1 people are

alarrning; between l-973 and 1,976, the mortality rate (deaths

per I-OOO) for Status Indian people in all age groups' except

over 65, was two to four times higher than the national

average (Medical services Annual Review, l-981- ; Indian

Conditions 1980). Suicide, violence and poísonings were the

leading single causes of death in the five year period 1980-

i-985 amongi Status Indians (Muir I ]g87). The Status Indian

suicide rate exceeds the national rate for all age categories

(Muir 1-987).

The d.itemma of Nativez health is recognized by the

Department of National Hea1th and Welfare; the Indian Hea1th

Canadian aboriginal peoples have been referred to in many

different ways. The d.oriinant-Euio-canadian society has arbitrarily
assigned a Íegal def inition to the term rrlndianrr; this term is
based on European concepts of property ownership and male
inheritance wh-ich are ioreign to most aboriginal groups.
Unfortunately, statistics for nõn-Status Indians as defined by the
Indian Act arã scarce. Where I have used data applicable only to
aboriginal people defined as Status Indian, I have indicated this.
I do not su¡sc-ribe to the artificial segregation of Native people
which is the basis of the 1egaI definition; I use it only where my

information is based on this definition.

?. I use the term ItNativerr as a synonym for aboriginal people
throughout the rest of this Paper.



Discussion Paper of lg7g, pubtished by the Medical Services

Branch, states:

problems still_ exist in providing INative people]
äftective treatment and preventive health services.
Breakdowns in communication (linguistic, administrative
and political) have resulted in their different ways in
lack of understanding on both sídes of what must be done
to make a health service actually effective.

To increase the guality of medical service to Natíve

people, the same Indian Heatth Discussion Paper proposed a

number of objectives, including:

ttol encourage practitioners of traditional Indian
lneaícine to pãrtióipate in health services Studying
more carefully the role of Indian medicine in healing and
promoting conêultation and cooperation with medicine men
ãre wortn aoing for the potentially beneficial effects on
Indian patients A combination of traditional
practiceá and Western medicine could be a powerful force
tor healing particularly those illnesses caused by the
intolerablé sociat environment in many Indian
communities.

T.2 PROBI,EIII STÀTEMENT

Despite the availabitity of Western medical services in

Native communities, the health status of Native people is

generally much below that of the Euro-Canadian population.

The barriers to communication between non-Native medical

practitioners and Native patients are one aspect of this

problem; understandings of health held by non-Native health

care professionals often conflict with víews hetd by Native



patients. Communication problems may hinder the healing

process íf Native patients fail to comply $¡ith prescribed

therapeutíc regimes.

In recognition of these problems, the Manitoba

Keewatinowi Okinakanak has reguested that traditional Native

medicine be included in the medical services received by

reserves (Winnipeg Free Press, October l-984). The traditional

healer-patient relationship is poorly understood by Vüestern

medical professionals but such an understanding is reguired

before any successful introduction of Native practitioners

into the structure of medical services can be accomplished.

Further, the conceptuat framework of N'ative beliefs about

health has not been el-ucidated to the extent where it may be

easiJ.y considered in the treatment of Native people in a non-

Native medical environment. Indeed, no single body of beliefs

may be successfutly applied to all Natives; Native concepts of

health and disease are not homogeneous amongi communities or

among groups within communities. In this regard, careful

documentation of current beliefs, traditions and practices and

the influences shaping their present manifestations are

reguired for any sensitive and practical application of Native

concepts to the medical treatment of Native people.



1.3 BACKGROUND

The Nithawitni# in northern Manitoba and Saskatchevran

belong to two major dialect groups, the Asiniitniw (Woods

Cree) and. Muskekiwininiw (Swanpy Cree). Both grroups have

descended from a cultural tradition based on adaptations to

the Sub-Àrctic, although the most southern Muskekiwininiw

communities have ties to the Anishinabe (Saulteaux)1 and

Plains Nithawitniw of southern Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

The socio-political organization of contemporary

northern Nithavritniw communities reflects the extended family

structure in which these people qtere traditionalty organized.

With no focus of central politicat po$/er, the social framework

of the socÍety allowed no formal organization of a medicine

culture. Traditional heal-ers operated in the shamanistic

mode, passing information on to an apprentice who showed

special interest or aptitude.

Since initial contact with Euro-Canadian soci-ety, the

3. I use the term 'Nithawitniwf when for the people normally
referred to as northern and Swampy Cree. This term is not the
correct díalect form for the Muskekiwininiw (Swanpy Cree) and I use
it only in reference to both groups; I use the correct dialect form
where referring specifically to one or the other dialect group.
Where I am referencing other hrork, I retain the designation used by
the author (such as P1ains Cree).

I use the term tAnishinaber to replace the terms Ojibway
and Sau1teux.



Nithawitniw have experienced a transformation of traditional

values and knowledge. Sti11, certain patterns persist which

derive uniguely from past cultural traditions. Native forms

of medicine are stilI available in many Nithawitniw

communities in the shadow of White medical services, but such

practices are usually shrouded from non-Natives for fear of

ridicule and possible recrimination. A real basis for such

fear exists in federat legislation of the recent past which

defined traditional religious and healing pursuits as criminal

acts (Pettipas, l-989 ) .

l.]hile the existence of these practitioners is almost

universally acknowledged by Nithawitniw people, the extent to

which such individuals are used in the communities and the

distínctions between users and non-users of such services are

unknown to non-Natives. As welL, differences among healers in

terms of training, origin of their conceptual framework and

the nature of their theories of disease and healing are not

well-defined.

I conducted pretiminary research during the suntmer of

L984 in Muskekiwininiv/ conmunities in the Canoe Portage region

of northern Manitoba. This research suggested the existence

of a number of active healers providing services for

individuals from a wide area. three approaches or traditions

which have direct irnpact on conceptions of healing and the

degree of use of White medical services t¡ere identified. I



have caIled these three forms: herbatist, ritualist

charismatic, and. Native Pentecostal charismatic.

In the primary community of study, most older residents

are famil-iar with a number of plant remedies for relief of

conmon ailments. Among these older PeoPle, certain

individuals are recognized as possessing a more extensive

knowledge of medicines and being particularly adept at their

applicationi in this ol-der form of herbalist Muskekiwininiw

healing practice, plant medicj-ne plays a large role and ritual

is reduced.

Healers in the rituaList tradition of the Canoe Portage

region incorporate elements of both Plains and Sub-Àrctic

derivation. The primary healing ceremony is the sweat bath

which, in the region of study, has supplanted the rain dance

in active use. Healers in this tradition rely on ritual

connections with a source of supernatural pos/er as well as

apptication of numerous plant medicines in the healing

process.

f,iithin the study area, a recent third movement has had an

important irnpact on Native conceptions of health and healing.

fn the last six years, a Pentecostal form of Christian bel-ief

has been adopted with fervour by many indíviduals in several

Muskekiwininiw communities. Particularly relevant concepts of



the doctrine include the belief that aIt disease proceeds from

satan, true belief in Jesus will cure alt sickness and Native

traditional healers are witches who receive power through

demonic connections. The Nithawitniw in the study area have

interpreted the Christian rnythology with emphasis on aspects

relevant to their own culture; certain themes are apparent in

the structure of this Nithawitniw interpretation that reflect

indigenous patterns of healing belief'



1.4 STUDY LOCÀrION

The research focused on a Muskekíwininiw community in

Manítoba, hereafter known by the fictitious name Canoe

Portage, and a Asiniitniw community in Saskatchewan, hereafter

known as Big Is]and. I have chosen to use pseudonyms for

these communities to preserve the privacy of these communities

from people who are unfaniliar with either location.

These particular locations were chosen because of my

personaÌ contacts in both communities (see ¡tMethodsrr). These

communities have some common features: both are l-ocated on

major lakes which have been flooded for hydro-electric

projects, both have been recently establ-ished and have similar

population sizes with both a non-Status and Status component.

Both communities are relatively isolated despi-te road access.

Geographically, the locations of the two communities

differ. Big Isl-and is situated on the south end of a large

lake at the outl-et of a river. The settlement is located in

the Open Canopy Boreal forest of the Precambrian Shield, a

region of rugged topography of glacial origin. Granite

bedrock and poor soils linit vegetational diversity. Canoe

Portage is located on the northern perimeter of the Manitoba

Lowlands, a Palaeozoic formation of extensive Iimestone



deposits creating a flat topography with extensive bogs and

marshes possessing a greater diversity of plant life than the

true boreal forest of the Shie1d. The Àsiniitniw of Big Island

live on the northern edge of the true boreal forest and the

Muskekiwininiw of Canoe Portage live on the southern edge.

smith (L975) has noted that the Asiníitniw and

Muskekiwininiw operate in different spheres of marriag;e

universe; both groups show a strong tendency to inter-marry

among communities speaking the same dialect, a pattern which

has contributed to the continued distinction between

Muskekiwininie and Asiniitniw. The contrasts and sinilarities

between the Nithawitniw of Big Island and Canoe Portage may

yield valuable insights into uníversal aspects of healing and

transmission of cultural knowledge. Elements of Nithawitniw

healing traditions which persist through time must possess

importance in the culture.

1.5 RESEÀRCH STATE}TENT ÀND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The theoretical framework of medical anthropology

suggests that human sickness, that is deviance from a perfect

state of health, should be considered from the perspective of

both illness and disease, where cultural understandings about

underlying physical and biological causes (disease) are

defined as il-Iness. Kteinman has postulated that the Western



medical subculture places over$Ihe1míng emphasis on treatment

of disease while ignoring treatment of illness, i.e. treatment

of the cultural expressions of disease. Practitioners of

indigenous forms of medicine more often are concerned with the

illness and spend tine treating the patientrs understanding of

his disease through a high level of interaction with the

patient (Kleinnan and Sung | 1979).

The ecological model of medical systems (see chapter 3,

Literature Review) accommodates the concept of role as the

equivalent of niche space. The curing role among North

American Native cultures may fall- into one of severaÌ

categories proposed by Landy (L974) | adaptive, attenuated or

emergent. Survival of indigenous roles is dependent on their

adaptive ability (see ChaPter 3).

Dissonance theory and. the concept of revitalization

suggest that cultures faced with high level-s of stress will

become extinct unless they develop new mechanisms to deal with

this tension. The evolution of charismatic leaders and

adaptation of oId roles to new circumstances are products of

such developrnents (see Chapter 3). In situations of

unpredictability, charismatic figures will achieve prominence.

Charisma, or natural ability or unl-earned talent, will be an

important element of any role operating in a system

characterized by unpredictability.

10



In accordance with the above theoretical considerations,

I propose the following general research statement: Native

traditional curing roles which exist today must possess some

features of adaptability that allow them to survive in viable

forms; conversely, indigenous heating roles whích are

attenuating (dirninish over tírne) today must lack adaptive

components which reduce their relevance for modern Native

people. Dissonance theory further predicts that older roles

surviving in periods of acculturation must demand some form of

charisma on the part of the practitioners; this charisma is a

response to the increased unpredictability of the environment.

This unpredictability results from destruction of old

paradigfms and incomplete acceptance of new cognitive systems.5

Where older forms of belief and healing practice survive

relatively intact, the particular culture must be experiencing

relatively little conflj-ct or disruption.

An inplication or prediction arising from this general

statement is that forms of Native healing traditions which

address conternporary culturaL expressions of Nithawitniw

understandings about disease will flourish.

5. cognitive systems are
structuring experience that
cul-tures.

the modes of categorizing and
are characteristic of different

1l_



1. 6 oB,tEcrrvEs

The prirnary goal of this study is an examínation of the

current role of healers in two northern Nithawitniw

communities. A secondary goal is the collection and

documentation of plant medicines remembered and used by

residents in both communities.

Objectives arising from these goals are:

to determine the types of healers and the nature of

their activity in the Muskekiwininiw community of

Canoe Portage and surroundingi area, and among the

Asiniitniw of the Big Island community of northern

S askatchewan-Man itoba ;

2. to describe concepts of disease and heal-th

currently utilized by the Nithawitniw in the study

area, especially as expressed by healers; and

t.

3. provide a list of Plants used

communities, and a descriPtion

l_n

of

medicine in both

their use.

L.7 TT.fPORTÀNCE

L2



I

Due to the reluctance of knowledgeable individuals to

reveal information and the general drift of young Nithawítniw

people away from many traditional institutions and values,

aspects of Nithawitniw medicine and its ínherent values stand

in jeopardy of being lost to future gienerations. The general

reticence of Native people to articulate traditional beliefs

and the inability of White health care practitioners to

anticipate the effects of concepts radically different from

their own has resulted in a lack of understanding detrimental

to the health of Indian people. Furthermore, wkrere

traditional values are recognized, blanket assumptions about

their universality also contribute to communication problems

which impede the development of a more responsive health care

delivery system.

The value of this research, aside from document j-ng

distinct cultural traditions, lies in its practical benefits

in terms of holistic and preventive medicine where the health

of Indian people may be enhanced by a sensitive consideration

of indigenous paradigrrns of health and healing. This is

especially relevant for older residents of northern

communities, people who still maintain a strong affiliation

with tradition and feel highly uncomfortable in large medical

centres tocated far from their homes both culturally and

geographically. Further, the general Native catalogue of

medicinal plants has made irnportant contributions to modern

L3



pharmacology (Vogel, L97o); investigation of present plant use

may reveal ítems of significant consequence for contemporary

use.

Present patterns of fndian healing address problems

manifested in the statistics of death and suicide among Indian

people. The rise of Pentecostal religíous belief and the

resurgence of older forms of Indian healing are an internal

response to a fragTmented culture experiencing stress under

impact of alien values. Careful examination of the values and

goals of Indian healing institutj-ons can suggest directions

for the broader application of traditional medicine to

contemporary health problems.

The general lack of published research on Muskekiwininiw

medicine and Asiniitniw ethnology is a serious gap which rnay

never be cl-osed if information is not gathered in the

immediate future. Many of my informants amongi the

Muskekiwininiw are elderly and ailing; the passing of these

peopte means much of their knowtedge may be lost forever if

the information is not recorded.

t4



Chapter II
LITERÀTT'RE REVIEIÍ

2.L INTRODUCTTON

This chapter reviews two broad categories of literature

on healing: general theoretical frameworks, and specific

ethnographic treatments of North American fndian healing. The

theoreticat treatment moves from a consideration of medical

systems in broad terms to a more specific treatment of healing

roles.

2.2 THE ECOLOGICAL tfODEL OF IIÍEDICAI¡ SYSTEIÍS

2.2.L Theoretical Framework

Wellin (L977) has described the ecological model of

medical systems as an important contributj-on to medical

anthropology. The model treats health and disease as products

of both biological and cultural variables. This

conceptualization proceeded from biotogical theories of

population ecology which treat single populations as the basic

units of evolutionary change (Snith, l-981). In application to

medical systems, the ecological model uses health and disease

as measures of the efficiency of human groups in adapting to

theír environments utilizing both biological and cuLtural

15



means. The medical system exists within a larger ecosystem of

cultural and biological variables in dynamic interaction.

Wellin (1977) believes that the medical theories and

specif ic therapies of rrsimplerr societies have Iess direct

irnpact on the control of disease than those customs outside

the medical system. That is, customs which are followed for

reasons not related to health or medicine, âs stated by

members of the society, ilaY have more impact on the physical

heatth of the population. A well \,tlorn example is the Hebrew

proscription against eating pork, a restriction interpreted by

some as a precaution against contraction of trichinosis.

Wellin postulates that the medical systems of more complex

societies with full-time health practitioners and a codified

body of medíca1 knowledge contribute more directly to the

prevention of disease. This postulate has not been supported

by evidence.

AIIand (1966) also proposed an evolutionary ecological

approach for medical anthropotogy. He points out that

functional relationships exist between specific ecological

niches and. different leveIs of cultural complexity. He

suggests that the Darwinian model of evolution can be applied

to cultural evolution. In this regard, the basic unit of

study is the human population occupying a specific ecological

space by virtue of a specific configuration of bioLogical and

l-6



cuttural traits. Alland emphasizes the adaptive value

cultural traits, rather than their mode of origin

transmission, for application of biological models

evolution:

rTraits which have survival value may be sorted out in
a process which may well be, though it need not be,
inäependent of the individuals involved. This is not
to sáy that all cultural traits are adaptive, but the
proposition that many of them are is not a nevr one. what
ís new is the proposed biological adaptability of such
traits within a given environment.l

A series of general problems for research in medical-

anthropology vlere proposed by AIIand (l-966). Two categories

relevant to this study are ethnomedicine and accufturation.

The research problern of ethnomedicine is divided into

three components: drugs, cognitive systems, and the medical

practitioner. The use of drugs, the indigenous pharmacopoeia,

affects the prevalence of disease in the society. The

cognitive system of a society affects individual response to

disease, which feeds back to the entire ecological system.

The role of the medical practitioners in a society and their

methods of operation will affect disease incidence.

Acculturation as a research problem in a medicaL

ecological framework may focus on introduction of new diseases

through change in cultural practices. AIland failed to

suggest that acculturation may effect a change in the role of

of

or

of

L7



the traditionat medical practitioner or provide new medica-l

roles.

While population ecology focuses on the evolutionary

adaptation of populations as units, recent thinking in

behaviouriat ecology suggests that individuals are the primary

genetic targets of evolutionary forces (Gou1d, l-983). In

accordance with the ecological model, individuals in a society

may warrant examination as units of cultural evolution. More

specifically, the roles embodied in a medical system may be

regarded as fundamental units subject to evolutionary forces.

2.2.2 Paradigrm Structures and tealing

with the expansion of modern western European society,

two broad classifications of healers are apparent: the

scientific medical practitioner and the non-scientific healer-

Can a practical definition be constructed to embrace both

categories?

within the context of current ecological medical

anthropotogy, both categories can exist in sinilar roles in an

ecological system approach. While not equivalent, the roles

of scientific physician and non-scientific practitíoner

operate in simil-ar and overlapping niches within a larger

ecosystem of cu1tural, physical and biological variables. The

essential area of overlap is the realm of healing; the

l_8



difference in approach

differences are defined

each role subscribes.

healing and the essential rol e

the different Paradigms to which

to

by

Subscription to a paradig¡m allows each individual

practitioner to operate with great assurance and purpose. The

specific structure of the paradigm does not have to be fuIly

articulated within the mind of the individual. However, the

unconscious subscription to such an all-encompassíng structure

is necessary for performance of the role (fulfilment of the

niche) .

The paradigrrns governing performance of the scientific

physician were derived from the larger structure of modern

science and as such incorporate the major tenets of this

structure. Kuhn (lg7O) expresses these paradigims very clearly

and I shall not dwell on them except in passing to contrast

the non-scientific practitioner.

Aberle (L966) provides a broad framework to anchor a

paradigm structure for non-scientific healers in the realm of

magic and religion. He postulates that magic is employed

where empirical knowledge does not permit sufficient

predictability of significant events. Violations of normative

codes of behaviour are ubiquitous and unpredictable. Religion

deals t^Iith the disparity between the normative and the actual.
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Religion provides mechanisms to deal with predictable gaps

between normative codes and actual behaviour, while magíc

deals r^/ith this gap in nature.

In the area of science, $re have whole disciplines devoted

to explanation of the gap between the normative and the

actual; for example, statistical analysis can be characterized

as the study of error in results. fn the area of health and

disease, a healer must explain and/or solve differences

between the normative (heatthy state) and the actual

(illness).

within the ecological model of medical systems, a

potential non-scientific system may employ both religj-ous and

magical elements to explain the gap between health and illness

in terms of nature and in terms of violations of a moral code.

Such an approach does not preclude use of physiologically

effective practices and rnedicines, but the paradigms governing

their utilization are not the same as those embracing

scientific rnedicine.

Reference to a particutar paradigm or set of theories

allows a practitioner to exercise his vocation with purpose.

Without such a paradigrm structure, the individual could not

apply hirnself with great energy to the tasks of healing.

Within an accepted healing paradigrn, attribution of healing
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povter to some supernatural force whích uses the healer as a

tool can be fully believed and allow the practitioner to act

with confidence.

Thus, one sign of a successful heal-er should be devotion

to the tasks of healing with relatively little energy spent

doubting the process. This should be true whether or not the

healer possesses a paradigm unique to himself or shared among

a large body of subscribers.

2.2.3 Role

The idea of role is significant for'the ecological model

of rnedica1 systems. Role can be equated with the biological

concept of niche; each rspacer must have an upper linit to the

number of individuals who operate within it. A1so, niche and

role specialization are proportional to the cornplexity of the

system. In complex societj.es, greater speciatization of

curing roles woul-d be expected; in simpler systems, curing

roles should encompass a wide variety of activity and

functions.

The concept of role also has value in an ecoLogical model

of medical systerns which are in contact with dominant outside

societies. Landy (L974) has provided a theoretical treatment

of role change among healers in response to infringement by
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competing val-ue systems.

In his analysis, Landy presents a conceptual framework

containing three theoretical responses to such contact:

adaptive curing ro1es, attenuated curing roles, and emergent

curing roles.

The adaptive curing role inplies survival of indigenous

practices in some rnodified form. The modifications must

accommodate at least two different roles and separate

conceptions about healing. The adaptive role must incorporate

some ne\^/ elements, whether they are strictly technological or

conceptual. Adaptation of old roles enables practitioners to

maintain much of the indigenous fundamental-s.

Attenuated curing

adherents due to the

services. Attenuation

results from failure of

a successor.

roles result from attrition of

greater attraction of competitive

of the role as a cultural comPonent

practitioners to pass knowledge on to

Emergent or nehl curing roles may emerge where contact

between two cultures provides gaps or unfilled cultural
Inichesr. Initiators of revitalization movements probably

fall in this category. In relation to contacts between

western industrial societies and less complex cultures, such
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roles may appear where scientific physicians need indigenous

assistants to aid then in local- communities. Such assistants

may gain a new role status in the community guite apart from

their roÌe in the larger society. Medical interpreters may

belong in this role categorY.

Aberle (Lg66) has proposed a concept of charisma which

relates directty to the idea of the curing role in a medical

system. He defines charisma as the special talent of office-

holders which is not derived from education or experience.

The possession of supernatural por^/er is a charismatic

category. AIso, people who possess special natural ability

which cannot be communicated (eg. athletic ability) can be

said to have charisma. Referring back to our earlier

definitions of magic and religion, charisma as an unlearned

trait is a good quality with which to deal hlith an

unpredictable Phenomenon.

The charismatic leader is both a source and reducer of

unpredictability and anbiguity. Such leaders emerge during

disintegration of value systems where new forms have not yet

become established. By his possession of unlearnable

attributes, the charismatic leader has intimate access to

unknowable supernatural powers. By this virtue, he can

provide new interpretations and rules.
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Aberle suggests that power is obtained through contact

hrith the unpredictable and ambiguous, and the demonstration of

some successful reduction of these characteristics. He

postulates that it should be possibte to demonstrate that

variations in amount of charisma or in use of magic is

correlated with the degree of unpredictability in a system.

However, Aberle has underestimated the role of charisma in the

practice of the scientific rnedical doctor.

The implications of the idea of charisma for curing roles

in medical systems direct attention to the rel-ative degree of

magic as a correlate of unpredictability facing a culture. A

high degree of unpredictability l^/ould suggest the potential

for highly charismatic curing roles. Such roles would stress

the inherent traits of the individual rather than a body of

learned knowledge. The traditíonal conception of shamanism

allocates a high degree of charisma to that ro}e. In

contrast, Western medical- science places very little emphasis

on the natural ability of individuals to cure.

2.3 COGNITIVE DISSONANCE THEORY

Rosenthal and Siegel (l-959) applied cognitive dissonance

theory to the practice of magic and religion. They define

dissonance as a relationship between clusters of knowledge

where one cluster negates what the other affirms. Where this
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situation

which wilt

tension.

obta j_ns in an individuat, stress will be induced

drive the individual to elininate or alleviate this

Some important postulates of dissonance theory are:

Where dissonance is present, people witt avoid

situations which might increase it;

The magnitude of stress varies proportionately with

the importance of the cognitions which are in

dissonance;

In reducing dissonance, it is usually easier to

change behaviour than to change the environrnent.

If the behaviour is important, addition of elements

to the cognitive cluster may occur to justify the

behaviour,'

Reduction of dissonance may also be approached

through social suPPort;

Indivídual-s possess different tolerance levels to

dissonance.

l.

2.

I

4.

5.

Magic and religion perform at teast two different

functions: deating with environmental phenomenon not subject

to empirical control and reducing stress in the individual

resulting from environmental unpredictability. Rosenthal and

Siegel (l-959) call the first function copíncr, and the second

compensatory.
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This conceptualization treats magic as a tool with the

inplication that if a particular form is ineffective, other

forms T¡¡ilI be adopted. The following postulate can then be

made: if empirical knowledge remains constant, the removal or

rejection of one form of magic should result in adoption of

alternate forms of magic. This postulate wil-I apply egually

to curing systems to the extent that they incorporate magical

elements.

The degree to which healing systems incorporate magical

elements can be postulated as inversely proportional to their

empirical success in treating dÍsease. Hov/ever, it is

irnportant to realize that a heating system may be performing

other functions besides physical healing; in such cases, the

presence of rmagical I elements rnight be related to such non-

physical functions.

2.4 REVITALIZÀTTON MOVEUENTS

Previously, revitalization movements were mentioned as

possible vehicles providing emergent curing roles. Vlallace

(l-956) first coined this phrase and defined it as a systematic

process of cultural innovation. It is a conscious' organized

attempt by members of a culture to construct a more meaningful
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culture. The process implies dissatisfaction of some members

of society with the present system of values.

Wallace employs an anaÌogy between total organism and

culture. He suggests that individuals maintain a comparable

bodyrimager and a culture rimager in a mental frarnework he

caIls the mazewav. The mazer^ray framework includes perceptions

of the network of physical environment and strategies for

manipulation of the network by the self and others to minimize

stress.

Revitalization movements occur where a present mazeway

and its inherent strategies cannot reduce. stress; íf the level

of stress cannot be tolerated, the individual must change his

mazeway. Such a transformation means changing the entire

synthesis of conceptions of self, culture and society.

Several categories of revitalization movements are

provided by I{aIIace. These categoríes are not mutually

excl-usive:

Nativistic movements seek the removal of al-ien

values, people and material from the mazev¡ay.

Revivalistic movements seek to resurrect mazeways

which are perceived as belonging to the past but

are presently defunct.

1_.

2.
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3. Millenarian movements emphasize transformation in

an apocalyptic sense as devised by a supernatural

pohrer.

4. Messianic movements involve a divine fÍgure as a

saviour in the forn of a human

A general process for revitalization can be summarized as

follows:

l-. Steady State

The present cul-tural system provides mechanisms to deal

with stress that are adequate for the vast najority. Some

severe stress exists in the system and some people employ

'deviantr strategies to deal with it.

2. Period of Increased Individual Stress

Decrease in efficiency of specific ways of dealing with

stress results in a general increase in stress leve1s.

Acculturation frequently induces such reduction in efficiency.

Individual recognition of the failure of traditional cultural

mechanj-sms to deal with stress is tantamount to guestioning

the viability of the entire mazeway. This arnbiguity over

culture viability further increases stress levels to the point

where alternative schemes must be considered.
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3. Period of Cultural Disintegration

Prolonged stress and the failure of farniliar culture

mechanisms to deal with it will result in a variety of

individual responses. Endurance of high stress level-s without

mazeway change may occur where individuals are rigid. Others

may experiment with limited changes in mazeway structure.

Regressive responses among some members of the society are

rnanifested in atcoholism, extreme passivity and indolence, and

increased levels of violence. Culture essentially inplodes

into a combination of dissonant and inconsistent elements.

Conflict and stress will reach very high levels with

associated apathy and confusion.

4. Period of Revitalization

This process of cultural- implosion can result in the

destruction of the society and cultural extinction. The

process may be averted or delayed by a transformation to a

more harmonious mazeway through revitalization.

Mazeway reformulation is usually an inspirational process

in the minds of individuals rather than whole groups. A very

sudden and abrupt synthesis of problem and solution occurs as

an insight resulting in an internally consistent structure.

The formulation of this new mazeway structure is usual-Iy the
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product of visionary dreams experienced by single indivídua1s.

Such people exhibit radicatly changed personalities

accompanied by rejection of old regressive habits and

behaviour patterns. Such change is communicated through a

drive to evangelize and spread the newly synthesised mazev¡ay.

Charisma is a major property of the leadership in

revitalization movements. The dreamer becomes a prophet'

preaching revelations to people. The synthetic structure of

the ne\,¡ mazevlay attracts converts in a chain-effect manner.

The charismatic features of prophetic leadership derive from

the special rel-ationship of the prophet to the supernatural.

This relationship is evidenced by the initial visionary dreams

and subsequent visions experienced by the prophet. Charisma,

as a function of unpredictability in the environment, shoul-d

be expected to play a large role in such leadership; the

process of cultural breakdown can be characterized as a highly

unpredictable environment providing ample opportunity for the

genesis of charismatic leaders.

The theory of revitalization proposed by Vlallace is quite

consistent with the application of dissonance theory to magic

and religion as discussed by Rosenthal and Siegel (l-959). The

process of revitalization may be seen as a response to very

high levels of dissonance among several important cognitive

systems.
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2.5 NORTH ÀüERICÀN INDTãN HEÀIJING: ETHNOGRÀPHTES

The preceding sections dealt with some theoretical

aspects of healing and medical systems in general. The

following treatment will review some of the ethnographic

Iiterature relevant to this study. I will assess the present

state of the literature on Nithawitniw rnedicine practices in

reference to the larger body of work on Native medicine in

general.

Most ethnographic studies of Native medicine practices

faII into one of two categorj-es: an annotated materia medica

with special focus on plants, or a description of specific

healers and ceremonies. Studies of Blackfoot ethnobotany

(Hellson and Gadd I 1-g'74) and Algonguin ethnobotany (Black,

l-980) belong in this first category as recent efforts in a

field of study which is sometimes justified as a search for

plants which may contribute to modern pharmacology.

The ethnographic tradition of research into healing

ceremonies such as that undertaken for the Plains Nithawitniw

and Anishinabe by Tarasoff (l-980), Kehoe (1-963) and Mandelbaum

(l-940) lack a detailed botanical component and ignore social

and econornic aspects of the healer-patient relationship, âD

important element to consider in any discussion of the

participation of traditional healers in the treatment of
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Native patients.

As well as lacking an integrated and holistic focus, the

literature also reflects the superficiality of data on Western

Asiniitniw ethnography in general and Muskekiwininiw medicine

practices in particular. While some aspects of the healing

culture of most major Atgonguian groups have been documented,

the only literature inmediately available on Muskekiwininiw

medicine is Beardsleyrs (I94L) paper which consists of little

more than a short literature review and list of medicine

plants collected by M. Cowie (1-892), and Holmesr (l-884)

annotated list of plants collected by Vüa1ton Hayden from

Nithawitniw in the same general area.

Research on almost every aspect of Western Asiniitniw

ethnography is lacking; among most recent efforts is Srnithts

(I975) work on the Rocky Nithawitniw of I^Iindy Lake, a division

of the Àsiniitniw. Previously, onty Rossignol (l-938; 1939)

published any ethnographic material on the Rocky Nithawitniw.

Snith (1-975) confined his study to the Asiniitniw people of

Brochet on the northern end of Reindeer Lake. His work was a

broad ethnographic survey of the people with litt1e detail; he

recommended that more research should be conducted in the

Asiniitniw communities to the south before irreversible change

occurred.
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2.5.L Eealinq Àmong the Northern Anishinabe: the lfork of

À.I. HaIlowell

The work of Hallowell among the Berens River Anishinabe

in northern Manitoba from l-930 to L940 provides an excellent

foundation upon which to structure an approach to healing

among the northern Nithawitniw. Both groups share a conmon

linguistic heritage and adaptation to identical environmental

conditions. The concepts presented by Hallowell in three major

papers (1960 ,!963 tL966) are relevant to this paper.

HaIloweI1 postulated that the grammatical structure of

Algonkin languages (including Anishinabe and Nithawitniw)

reflects a distinct world view. The prirnary divísion of the

languages into animate and inanímate grammatical structures

reflects a world view where inter-relations between people are

the primary focus of the culture.

However, the Anishinabe definition of animation and

people differs from the Euro-canadian conception. In the

Anishinabe world view, certain objects which are normally

inanimate can be animate under certain circumstances. Special

rocks and objects such as a pipe are animate and exist as

I other-than-humanr persons (Hallowell t s term) . The category of
rother-than-humanr persons also includes personified

phenomenon such as the sun, the winds from the four cardinal

directions, and characters from nyth.

other-than-human persons are distinguished from ordinary
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people on the basis of power, particularly the ability to

change shape. The ability to change shape is a sign of power;

this ability is expected in other-than-humans, and it is a

possibility for ordinary persons with great power

Such power in an ordinary person results as a gift from

other-than-human persons. Manifestations of this power

include, besides the ability to transform, such things as

invulnerability to bulIets, and success in hunting.

The Anishinabe among whom Hatlowell worked believed that

a goocl life free of misfortune and illness could only be

achieved with the help of other-than-human persons, and

maintenance of good relations with other people. The aid of

other-than-humans was sought by young males between the ages

of 1O and 15 through a vision guest. Fasting for 7 to l-0 days

alone, a young man was visited by other-than-human persons who

would bestow power and sometines special gifts that would be

with the man for the rest of his life.

I,Ihile such aid was sought specifically during the vision

quest, such visitors might come at any time. The prirnary

vehicle for communication $Ias the dream or vision; hence, such

beings were cal-ted PAWAKANAIf , Hallowe1lts term which he

translates as dream visitors.

The Anishinabe did not distinguish between events of

dreams and non-drearning life in the same way the Euro-canadian

The tCrM PAWAKÀNAK
rt is the plural formi the

is identical with the Nithawitniw term.
singular is PAWAKAN.
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people do. As a mode of communication for PAWAKANAK' dreams

held a signifance which could affect decision-making in non-

dreaming life. Information communicated through dreams vlas

accorded serious consideration and instruction received in

dreams could be ignored only at the dreamer's peril.

It v¡as forbidden to communicate to others specific

details of oners PÀWAKAN or significant dream experiences.

Therefore, the fuII extent of any personrs power ralas unknovln.

Thus, courtesy was extended to everyone for fear of offending

someone with great power who could curse the offender.

The principle of reciprocity structured the inter-

rel-ationships between people, and between people and other-

than-human persons. Other-than-human beings shared their power

with human beings, and in return certain obligations were

placed on the recipient. If these obligations h¡ere not met,

iLlness or misfortune could befall the recipient or his

family.

Similarly, if the principles of reciprocity were not

observed among human beings, if a person was greedy or hoarded

surplus goods, rnisfortune or sickness could visit the

offender. In an environment where natural resources are not

avail-able at all times at levels sufficient to support human

life, the necessity for sharing is obvious. The principle of

sharing is of such fundarnental Ímportance that any breach

would result in sickness.

Thus, sickness among the Anishinabe where whom Hallov¡e]1
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worked rl¡as attributable to an imbalance in social relations'

This netvtork of relations extended also to other-than-human

beings with to hlhom human beings had personal obligations.

Minor ailments vlere not considered in this category; rather,

chronic or life threatening conditions were attributed to some

breach in the network of social responsibilities'

2 .6 SUI{¡I.ARY

An ecological model of medical systems is a major

evolution of medical anthropological theory. The model

incorporates cultural and biological variables into a general

framework eguivalent to the ecological concept of ecosystem.

Within this framework, curing roles can be regarded as niches;

the niche or role space varies in size according to the

complexity of the surrounding society.

The degree of unpredictability facing a society is a

function of the empirical efficiency of the society in

manipulating its environment. Similarly, in medical systems

the degree of magic incorporated into healing regimes may be

a function of the ernpirical success of that system. Magic is

defined as a tool to explain and deal with the unpredictable

in nature.

where cognitive clusters in a culture become highly
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dissonant, uncommon stress will be generated. If the cultural

mechanisrns fail to deal adeguately with this sÈress, a

complete breakdown of the systems can occur. such dissolution

of cultural systems can be resolved by revitalization, a

movement to reconstruct a cultural structure on the basis of

a synthesis of problem and solution. such a synthesis is

usually achieved through visionary experiences of individuals

who become prophets of the ne!¡ way'

The literature of North American Native healing and

medicine is divided into two general classes: annotated lists

of botanical medicines and general ethnographic treatments of

individual- healers. A theoretical basis is conspicuously

lacking in the relevant literature. Direct information on

Muskekir.¡ininiw medicine and most aspects of Asiniitniw

ethnology is almost non-existent'

The work of Hal1owell in the 1930rs among the Ànishinabe

of northeastern Manitoba provides a good general framework for

Àlgonkin ideas of healing and disease. The concept of other-

than-human persons who bestow power upon human beings,

particularly through dreams, and the principle of reciprocity

as a governing force in the relationships between human beings

and other-than-human beings are important to Àlgonkin beliefs

about the nature of disease. As demonstrated in this paper,

these betiefs exist among the linguistic relatives of the

Anishinabe, the Nithawitniw.
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cbapter III

I.TETEODS

Methodology in social research has been criticized for

lack of planning and haphazard structure (Pe1to and Pelto,

l-984). This criticism has often been directed at field

research which is fraught with uncontrollabte variables. Yet,

the challenge of such a dynarnic working environment should

demand carefutly planned research strategies.

Ideally, research methods should be designed to

operationalize some research hypothesis (Kuhn, L97 0; Pel-to and

Pelto I Ig84; Snith, 1981-). The generation of a testable

hypothesis is essential to the practical application of

methodology. However, often the goal of field research is to

derive a set of empirical facts from which initial hypothesis

can be inductively generated. In this sense, much initial

field research is exploratory in nature. The orientation of

this study is exploratory but it vlas guided by theoretical

guidelines suggested by medical anthropology.

No single research method is perfect. A combination of

independent methods should be ernployed for any research scheme

to reduce possible error and avoid the biases associated with

a singte method. A series of independent research methods is
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particularly important in cross-cul-tural studies which intend

to translate ideas from one culture to another. This

multirnethod approach is known as triangulation (Smith, 1981-) .

The triangulation design can be applied to data in terms of

time and space, and to the nurnber and type of investigators.

To collect the information required to develop a

descriptive ethnography of Nithawitniw healing practíces, this

study retied primaríIy on methodological triangulation using

the rbetween methodr strategy suggested by Smith (l-981-). The

research methodol-ogy comprised three independent strategies to

satisfy criteria for the triangulation rnultirnethod approach:

participant observation, formal and informal interviews, and

a general information survey (literature revievr). These

categories correspond to those given by Snith (l-981). The

combination of methods wilt fill major gaps inherent in any

one method al-one.

These methods are more fu1ly explained in the following

pages.

l_. participation-observation in ceremonial and ritual

aspects of healing.

During the summer field season of 1984, f established
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contacts among Native healers who were willing to apprentice

me into the profession. As such, I lrtas allowed access to

ceremony and ritual instruction as well as tutorials on plant

properties and their uses

The apprenticeship opportunity arose through my personal

history in Canoe Portage. I have fished and trapped in the

Canoe Portage area, working with several Nithawitniw men from

Canoe Portage. My unofficial status in the community allowed

me to establ-ish bonds of friendshíp which augment the extended

ties I acguired with marriage to a Nithawitniw woman from the

community. The relationships of trust which developed

permitted access to sources of traditional knowledge.

Sirnilarly on Big Island, through participation in the

operation of a trap-line with a Àsiniitniw farnily I gained

acceptance in the cornmunitY. I spent almost a fuII Year

living with this family; during that time some traditional

religious belief s \^¡ere expressed to me through narrative

teaching. The mother of the man with whom f trapped was an

acknowledged herbalist. When I returned several years later to

conduct my formal research, I was already known to this woman,

and she was probably more comfortable talking with me because

of my past association with the family.
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2. Interviews with informants, with emphasis

healers and patients of Native healers.

on

Traditionally among the Nithawitniw, the [{hite pattern of

guestion-answer is an alien and even insulting conmunication

form. The accepted pattern, âs recognized by Preston (L975)

for the Eastern Nithawitniw, involves long monologues where

guestions are answered indirectly and at great length.

Waldram (l-980) failed to obtain any meaningful results from a

guestionnaire distributed among the members of the Canoe

Portage community. The interview process must therefore be a

direct personal interaction conforming to communication

patterns of Nithawitniw informants.

A formal interview process r^¡as initiated in both

cornmunities. This sampli-ng scheme was not entirely random but

depended on a cooperative attitude. The subject of medicine

and heaÌing can be disturbing for Nithawitniw people; I did

not pursue individuals whom I thought níght resist an

interview. From Big Island, most people disperse to sunmer

fish camps after spring break-up. Some interviews were

conducted by travel from camp to camp to meet with informants.

The sample population for formal intervievJs \.¡as limited

to those individuals between 2O and 45 years of age as it was

felt that this was not an appropriate method for interviewing
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the ol-der residents. Interviews with individuals in the

sample population were conducted according to the schedule

presented in Appendix B.

The formal intervier+ schedule from which I extracted data

consisted of a series of coded and open-ended guestions. The

guestion series attempted to establish the extent of

traditional lifestyle maintained by each individual, attitudes

toward sickness, health and traditional medicine, and the

extent of knowledge of traditional healíng and medicine. I did

not conduct any statistical or numerical analysis of the

responses, since the sampling program $Ias not random and

therefore not susceptible to statistical- analysis.

The interview schedule was administered to a trial group

of Nithawitniw speakers before the actual field work began'

Prior to the field season, all the guestions were translated

into Muskekiwininiw. The translations were recorded on

microcassette tape and used in the fiel-d to provide

interpreters with a model for the interview. Provision of

such a model maintained consistency in the interview process

between the communities.

people older than 45 Ì{ere approached as a separate

categoryi the lirnited number of such individuals necessitated

a non-random selection process whereby as many as possible

srere interviewed. This portion of the population, the elders,
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are particulary irnportant to establish past traditions and

determine continuity in betiefs and practices. Interviews

with elders were unstructured to conform with the traditional

Nithawitniw mode of communication.

All people interviewed T¡¡ere informed of the intended use

of the information they provided. The formal guestionnaire

interviews included a taped and written version in both

Nithawitniw dialects, and each respondent signed a document

explaining, in Nithawitniw and EngIish, the intent of my work.

I informed the band councils in both communities of my

research prior to undertaking ny field work. My presence and

my work became quickly known in each community.

Informal intervie\.¡s v¡ere conducted wherever and whenever

opportunities were presented and !ìIere recorded using a

microcassette recorder wherever possible. The informal

process was essential for soliciting infonnation on sensitive

issues as the formal interview process avoided probing

sensitive areas of medicine. The random sample procedure

cannot be applied to gather such information. Rather, trusted

contacts v/ere the prirnary data source.

Informal interviews were also very important in gathering

information from healers and investigating the idea frame-

works and paradiguns held by healers. The traditional mode of
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Nithawitniw communication can be fruitfully accommodated by

the informal- process. Such interviews followed the direction

of the respondent but I did attempt to eticit information in

several broad categories:

a) Modes of knowledge transmission and the

constraints applied to transmission of healing

knowledge;

b) Training regimes and pov/er

apprentice healersi

sources for

The etiology of disease;

The relationship between healer and patient,

and the responsibilities involved in each

rol-e;

e) The extent of present healing activity.

Literature review of rel-ated work on Native

rnedicine, health and healing.

My theoreticat framework was constructed on the basis of

general reading in the area of medical anthropology,

concentrating on the role of healers in medical systems. I

also reviewed Nithawitniw ethnographies and information on

ethnomedicine among the Nithawitniw in general and the

northern Nithawitniw in particular.

c)

d)

1
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To fulfil the second objective of the study, collection

and documentation of plants included in the Native

pharmacology, plants were collected in the form of pressed

voucher specimens and their identification were verified by a

recognized secondary source, the University of Manitoba

Herbarium. Nithawitniw names v¡ere recorded and cross-

referenced according to use. Particular attention vlas given

to the conceptual framework regarding the mechanisrns of plant

efficacy, schedul-es and patterns for picking, use and storage.

Owing to the extreme age and disability of some

informants, voucher specimens r./ere not obtained for all plants

referred to in interviews. In the list of medicinal- plants,

I have included the Nithawitniw names of medicinal plants

which I coutd not identify but may be of value to future

research.

Throughout the study I engaged an interpreter to aid in

translation of the accounts of older individuals and to obtain

exact meanings of technical terms. I{herever possible,

conversations v/ere taped to provide accurate documentation of

information. Material which informants deemed inappropriate

for public dissemination !,¡ere not included in any treatment of

the data, verbal or written. The trust relationship between

myself and my informants takes precedence over any other
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obligation; my failure to observe any prohibition on

infonnation treatment would destroy rny credibility and breach

ethical bounds of the privilege accorded to me by the

Nithawitniw. A summary document and tape in Nithawitniw will

be produced to accompany the full final paper for distribution

to both band councils' and key informants.
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Chapter fV

RESULT8

4.1 INTRODUCTION

I had two broad tasks in rny research: a major task of

documentation and interpretation of the current healing roles

in two Nithawitniw communities, and a subordinate task of

documentation and cottection of botanical medicines used in

that practice. The structure of the chapters on results and

discussion reflects the distinct purposes of my research.

This chapter, and the discussion chapter, will deal with

ideas, beliefs and ceremonial practices. The plants which I

collected and documented are presented in an appendix as an

annotated listing of species observed or discussed in medicine

practice during rny field work. Attitudes and beliefs relating

to such medicines are discussed in the following two chapters.

The names of all ny informants and teachers have been

changed. in the interests of privacy. I use only last names in

the text. Certain biographical details have been al-tered or

omitted, but do not affect the interpretations provided in

this study.

The transcriptions of the taped Ínterviews are available;
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I have not included these transcriptions in this paper since

the bulk of material would doubte the size of the document' Ïn

this paper, I have edited conversations originally recorded in

English for flow and grammar. These edits are minimal, and I

have attempted to preserve the flavour and pattern of speech

of each informant.

4.2 STYLE

I have adopted a narrative styte in my presentation of

results. This style closely folLows the manner in which I

acguired information. Norrnally, among the Nithawitniw

important information is placed in context through telling a

story or relating an incident which the narrator has

personally experienced or has heard about and believes to be

true. There is a narrative tradition among the Nithawitniw

known as ACIMOWIN through which irnportant lessons are taught

in the form of long narratives of events and legends.

Normally, such narratives were told during winter, when the

long dark nights provided ample opportunity for the tel-ling of

stories.
In ref l-ection of the Nithawitniw, I have adopted a

narrative style to place the results in context of the

culture. wtrere I use this style, the text will be indented and

single spaced.
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{.3 ORTHOGRAPHY

Nithawitniw terms are capita]-ized in the text. The

orthography is based on that developed at the University of

Manitoba by Christopher Wolfart. This orthography differs in

several !,rays from normal usage. The following guide to

pronunciation should be followed to pronounce Nithawitniw

terms in the text.

a short, âs in tcupt

ar 1ong, âs in rbackr

c pronunciation varies from rtsr to rchl

d, th in the Asiniitniw dialect, varies from rdr as in
rduckr to rther as in rthatl

e as in tiett

h indicates an aspiration before a consonant, or between

vowel-s.

i as in tfitt

iy as in 'fight'
k as in rcrackl

m normal usage

n normal- usage

o as in rfootl

or as in rmoonl

p varies from rbr in tbatr to tpt as in tpatt

s varies from rsr in tsitr to rshr in tshiftt
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t
w

v

normal usage

normal usage

after i, makes a long rir sound, âs in tfightt

4.1 EEÀLERS

In the two communities studied, a range of healers

existed in type and intensity of activity. The utilization of

the various healers by the population differed between the two

communities.

In Big rsland, several healers were sti1l consulted

regularly by the older segrment of the community. In the

formal interviews with members of the general population, the

names of the same people $/ere consistently repeated in

response to the question, ttDo any people here t I make

medicine?rr Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Trout, Mrs. Pideesis, Mr.

Campbell and Mr. Fish hlere all mentioned in response. I was

able to interview all of these people.

In Canoe Portage, several people were also consistently

mentioned. in response to the same guestion: Mrs. Brightnose,

Mrs. BuI1, Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Cutnose, Mrs. Jack and Mr.

Mackenzie. I q¡as able to obtain interviews with Mrs.

Brightnose, Mrs. 8u11, Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Cutnose. Mrs. Jack
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and Mr. Mackenzie refused to be interviewed. Mrs. Cutnose v¡as

very cooperative and provided me with much useful information

in the sumrner of L984.

Mr. Moose frorn Canoe Portage was a very valuable contact.

In 1984, he had been pursuing traditional healing for four

years with instructors outside of Canoe Portage. Through his

introductions, I established contact witn Mr. Pipestem, a

healer outside Canoe Portage, and Mr. Dumont, a healer who

lives near Mr. Pipestern. Both Mr. Pipestern and Mr. Dumont

provide services to people from a wide area, including Canoe

Portage.

4.4.1 Types of Healers

In both communities, older people knew a few medicines

which were commonly resorted to in the first onset of illness

or minor affliction in a sirnilar manner to the tmedicine

cabinetr remedies resorted to by non-Natives. The Native

medicines are kept in the home, ot can be readily purchased

when needed.

Beyond this general knowledge of a few medicines, certain

individuals are recognized as possessing specialized knowledge

and ability. The primary distinguishing feature among these

specialists is the degree of ceremony involved in their
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practice. on this basis, three broad categories can be

identified: the herbalist, the ritualist, and the charismatic

healer. These role categories overlap in individual

performance, but a healer usually operates primariJ-y in one

mode: plant medicine, or ecstatíc technigue (with or without

ceremony) .

AlI of the women healers interviewed in both communities

are herbalists. They rely or relied primarily on medicines

derived from plants. The focus of their concern Iay prirnarily

in ail-ments of children and women. The Nithawitniw term which

identified a herbalist was identical in both communities (with

minor variation due to dialect): MASKIKI INIIW

(Muskekiwininiw) or MASKIKI rT'NII^I (Àsiniitniw). the literal

translation is tmedicine personr.

Mr. Canpbell, of Big Island, is primarily a herbal-ist.

He relies extensively, but not exclusively, on plant remedies.

While his major concern is with botanical medicine, he also

possesses skill"s which take him beyond the range of the

herbalist.

A young couple related the following story to me:

In the summer of l-985, the couple hired Mr. Campbell to
do some work for them. One evening the woman complained
to Mr. Campbell that she had a very sore foot. Mr.
Campbell placed his hand on the floor, palm up; he asked
the woman to step on his hand with her bare foot as hard
as she could. Mr. Canpbell then removed hÍs hand,
clenched his fist, and when he opened it, displayed a
crushed spider. According to Mr. Campbell, the spider
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was the source of the pain.
implanted through the work of
hired by a man angry with the
sexual advances.

The spider had been
another medicine person
s¡oman for refusing his

Mr. Carnpbellts ability to extract such objects from the

body is a characteristic of a PAWAKANIT'NrW (Asíniitniw), a

person who possesses special abilities acguired through

contact with supernormal beings.T In Big Isl-and, the term is

applied to people who heal without resort to plant medicine.

In Canoe Portage, such an individual is referred to as a KA-

MAMATAWISIT (Muskekiwininiw), literally a rperson who does

wonderst. This term is not used in Big Tsl-and.

Mr. Campbell uses very litt1e ceremony in his healing

practice. Mr. Pipestem, from the Canoe Portage region, is a

KA-MAMATAWISIT who incorporates many ceremonial elements in

his treatment. Among the healers whom I contacted, he used

the most ceremony. However, he worked in conjunction with his

wife Mrs. Pipestem, âD accomplished herbalist.

The prirnary distinction between a herbal-ist (MASKIKI

IN'IW) and a KA-MAMTAWISIT (or PÀWAKÀNIT'NIW) lies in the

degree to which supernormal aid is utilized. A KA-MAMATAWISIT

relies heavily on supernormal aid in healing. Because of this

7 The term rsupernormalr is used throughout in reference to
phenomenon conventionally referred to as rsupernaturalr. I find
the term rsupernaturalrcarries connotations of fantasy or
unreality which do not reflect the Cree understanding of such
phenornena.
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aid, he can accomplish the single most significant act of a

KA-MAMATAI^IfSIT: the injection or extraction of foreign

objects into or from the bodY.

In Big Island, Nikwaskwan was mentioned freguently as a

particularly effective healer, a PAWAKANITTNII^I. He lives in

La Ronge, and I was not able to contact him, despite three

attempts to do so. His special ability is well-known in eig

Is1and. Mr. Trout told me that several years a9o, he ran into

Nikwaskwan on the street in La Ronge. Mr. Trout had a pain in

his arrn and asked the healer for help. Nikwaskwan passed his

hand over Mr. Troutrs arm, singing as he did so, and the pain

dissipated.

Mr. Campbell had this to say about Nikwaskwan:

J: I have heard about hin. He knows medicine, and he
sings to the sick, you know, singing a song whiLe holding
his hand $/here the pain is. In two or three weeks, the
man is cured. Thatrs. what I heard.

I: By singing?

J: Yeah, he used to give rne medicine that f couldnrt
find. He is very wild, and he won't l-et you talk to hirn
for long.

Mrs. Trout spoke about Nikwaskwan in an interview:

I obtained some medicine from La Ronge, from Nikwaskwan,
old man, a medicine man.

I: Nikwaskwan. Cloudy? (laughter)
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T: Nikwaskwan dreams, but I have no dreams.

I: Is there po$¡er in dreams?

T: Nikwaskwan is a dreamer. The person who dreams gets
pov/er from the dreams. Medicine people sometimes dream,
their PAI^IAKANAK tells thern about NITHAI^II medicine.

J: They send just like v¡orms

T: Bones, a person will use his PAI{AKÄNAK to send bones
into a person

I: How does a person get dreams?

T: Long time â9o, long time ago people drearned. NITHAWI
medicine will not work if somebody uses witchcraft on the
sick person. That person will go blind when he takes the
medicine. The doctor witl not know what is wrongi with
that person, the one who is bewitched, the MONIAS doctor
wi]I not know. only the other PÀWAKAN can help that

person.
Long time ago this was happening. They sent MANCOS into
people. Nikwaskwan will know all about that; Nikwaskwan

can
take out the MANCOS. Nikwaskwan took MANCOS from Mr.

Drum;
Mr. Drum was sick often. He used to take all kinds of
medicine, but nothing worked. Then he went to see
Nikwaskwan, who took the MÀNcoS out and put it in Mr.

Drum I s
hand. Mr. Drum couldnrt do anything to the MANCOS.

Nikwaskwan seems to operate without ceremony; the fact

that he supplies medicine to Big Island healers implies at

least knowledge of medicinal plants. The Nithawitniw of Big

Is1and distinguish between Mr. Campbell and Nikwaskwan by

degree of ability, rather than kind.

Two categories of healers are distinguished by people in

both communities: the MASKIKI INrfW (MASKIKI ITTNIW) and the

KA-MAMÀ,TAWISIT (PAWAKANIT'NIW). The first is eguivalent to my
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category of herbalist; the second includes two other

categories distinguished in this paper but not in the

communities: ritualist and charismatic. the first category,

MASKIKI IN¡M, also has a broader meaning to distinguish

Native healers from roles in the non-Native medical system.

In Canoe Portage, a distinct healing role has emerged

within the past six years. A Christian evangelical movement

has attracted a large segrment of the community and provided a

niche for Native preachers r,/ho also heal. The religious

services emphasize healing through the 'laying on of handsl

conducted by the locaI pastor, prominent members of the

congregation, and circuit preachers. While apparently an

intrusion from outside influences, the practice of this

fundamentalist brand of Christian betief has significant roots

in older traditional forms of belíef; the connection will be

discussed later.

4.4.2 Spheres of Activity

The herbalists generally confine themselves to treatment

of obvious common ailments relatively easy to diagnose:

coughs, colds, fever, and. pain in specific body regions such

as headaches and stomach aches. Àilments peculiar to women
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and children occupy a significant portion of the herbalist

treatment sphere. Most vromen healers are herbalists, and many

cl-aim that they acted as mid-wives ín the past.

The KA-MAMÀTAWISIT is resorted to for two distinct areas

of illness: chronic ailments indisposed to easy diagnosis

which persist despite the attempts of the nurse or herbalist

at treatment, and ailrnents resulting from the malevolent

action of another IC\-MÌ\MJ\TAWISIT. À third sphere of activity

for the KA-MAMATAWISIT is more political in nature; it

includes visits by politically powerful individuals simply for

contact with the spiritually powerful, the KA-MAMATAI^IISIT.

Such visits may help to alleviate the pressure Native leaders

feel when dealing between two cultures and tend to reinforce

Native identitY.

Mrs. Trout described the linitations of the herbalist and

non-Native doctor in an interviev/ previously presented (page
51). She

indicated that neither NITHAWI (Cree) herbal medicine nor non-

native medicine can treat afflictions caused by a

PAI^IAKANIT I NIW.

NITHAWI medicine is 1iteral]y rCreer medicine, which

refers to the practice of the herbalist. When neither the

non-Native doctor or Native herbalist can treat an illness
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wi-tchcraft is suspected.

Mr. Nappeesis confirmed this belief:

A doctor cannot do anything about a PAWAKAN. OnIy
another PAWAKANIT'NIW can help that person.

4.4.3 Àctivity of Eerbalists: The Care and Feeding of

Medicine Plants

None of the herbalists interviewed pursued their vocation

as a full-tine calling. Their activity was combined r,sith the

ordinary duties of living; since many herbalists are women who

foltow a traditional round of duties, their healing service

r^¡as f it between tanning hides , sewing, cooking, cleaning:

general household chores.

Mr. Campbell is a respected herbalist in Big Is1and. He

is usually busy working at some job around the community:

untangling fishnets, fishing, carpentry. In his practice, he

is visited by patients who seek him out for treatment. He

will come to the patient's home within a day bringing plant

material-. He then instructs the patient how to use the

material. ff the treatment fails, he will try another remedy.

The most significant area of activity for the herbalist

is the collection and care of medicine plants. Plants picked

for medicine must be treated with respect and care during the
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cotlection process, in transit, and during storage. The need

for this attitude is recognized in both communities among both

healers and non-hea1ers.

This attitude of respect is normative, that is, it

prescribes action under ideal circumstances. Ideal treatment

always requires placing tobacco in the ground for plants which

are collected for medicine. George Trout told me that he and

his uncle once went to collect PAVüISTfKIWMASKIKI root in

winter. They dug out the roots they needed, then broke up a

cigarette and ptaced the tobacco in a small hole in the

ground, then covered the hole.

His father, Mr. Trout had this to say:

Mr. Trout: Yah, when you harvest medicine you have to
give some tobacco, oy pour a litt1e bit of liquor
fin the ground]. Another man used to do that you know,
put some tobacco in the ground.

Mrs. Trout told me the following in an interview:

Mrs. Trout: Yes they (my mother and grandmother) took me
out and showed me the different kinds of plants.
You must give tobacco for every plant you taker or
snuff. The medicine will not work if you don't
put something back there for the plants. The plants
have to smoke, that is why you put tobacco and snuff
there when you take the root out, put some tobacco
in; fill it up.

Mrs. Jackson also mentioned the use of tobacco-

Mrs. Jackson: If you dontt pay for the plants where you
pick them, the medicine will not work. They (the
plants) go back if you don't put anything in the
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place from which you take them. The plants donrt
isorx if you donrt pay them. You canrt just take
them without paYing the medicine.

Mr. Carnpbell talked about tobacco:

I: Do you put tobacco in the ground' when you pick
rnedicine?

J: yes, I have done that many times, so the nedicine,
it works better, itrs strong. I break a cigarette if
I donrt have toúacco, a cigarette, I smash it, and
the medicine works perfectly, thatrs right, the
medicine works PerfectlY.

Mrs. Pideesis, the ol-dest practising medicine person in

Big Island, refuted the necessity of tobacco in col-lecting

plants. when qre were collecting plants witn her, my

interpreter asked her if she was going to put any tobacco in

the ground. she replied that it r,r¡as not necessary.

For the herbalist, placing tobacco in the ground is a

normative prescription which may not be fo1lowed. When Mr'

Campbell took me to a river to identify plants, r,'/e picked some

field mint (Mentha arvensis) without giving tobacco, despite

his acknowledgement that tobacco should be used to ensure

efficacy of treatment.

The exchange of tobacco for medicine plants l'¡as

emphasized to me by the ritualist, Mr. Pipestem'

I mentioned to him that I wanted to collect a certain
plant, POIACIKEWASK, which I had heard about the previous
èurnrn"r but nobody I talked with could identify. He knew
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the location of some, so we set off with his wife Mrs'
pipestem iã coffect it. After a difficult' journey where
my truck sunk to the axles in mud' and a two mile trek
through a swamp, wê arrived at an ope! meadow where the
plant grew. gefore collecting any of the plants' Mr'
pipestern ïr"v"ã-,- ãcinã eacrr ó.f al: four directions in
turn,.r,ã--éi"åi"g tá¡acco in the grou¡d in each

direction. Hazel asked me if I had any tobacco; I had

leftmineinthetruckrsoshegavemesome--toplacein
the ground before I picked "1y- 

plants' We collected
;i;"i= i; rh" ,ritinit' or the Cobãcco; when we moved to
another rocation, all three of us again placed tobacco in
the grou"ã.--M;. pipestern did not pray this time.

PlantsshouldbecollectedinaIcleanlplace,alocation

awayfromthevillageandoutofsight.Mrs.Jacksontoldme
that if

a child or someone sees where you put that tobacco, and

if they iina it, and if they g-o. a.nd take it' the person
who mal<es it will know that lnedicine will not work' You

mustpicX medicine away from the village'

Mrs. Trout exPlained that a Person

must pick medicine plants where nobody gan,reach them or
step over them. You canrt step on any plant you pick for
rnedicine, otherwise they witl not work'

Mr. Trout emphasized the importance of cleanliness:

And those plants you must prep?T9 them well you know

when you making the rnediciires like this, Yoü must put
them in a cleán place, donrt put it where somebodyrs
walkingaround.You*,''tcleantheplantsbecausethey
come from the wild country, they are not growing all over
the p]ace, they only grooi'in sþecial places. You shoul-d

even *.=t 'ttrem rignf aúay where you pick the¡ and prepare
themthereafteryoudry.them.Afteryoushouldputthe
unused Portion back'

Never should more be coltected than needed for immediate

use, or estimated need for the winter. Plants must be cleaned

assoonaspossible,ideallyatthesitetheyarepicked'
when I went with Mrs. Jacksonrs husband Mr. Jackson to coll-ect
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medicine plants, w€ cleaned the roots v¡e gathered in the spot

they v/ere picked. When we picked WIKIS (Acorus calamus) he

put the adventitious roots back into the water, to grow again,

he explained

Medicine must be stored high off the ground after it is

dried, in a clean bag. Àfter use, the material should be

burned in a fire. This was confirmed by informants in both

canoe Portage and Big Is1and.

Menstruatíng $/omen must not approach medicine due to the

possíbility of contaminating it. During menstruation, women

possess much pot{er; this povter is to a large extent

uncontrollabl-e and a h¡oman may inadvertently damage the

medicinal power of the plants.

Mr. Pipestem stored his medicine in paper bags tied to

racks cl,ose to the ceiling of his house. Mrs. Pideesis, Mrs.

Jackson, and Mrs. Trout had various medicine plants dried and

stored in plastic and brown paper wrapping bound together and

hidden some place weII off the floor.

Mr. Trout told me:

you have to keep medicine in a clean p1ace, and you
should use a special clean cup you know, not a used one.
When you take medicíne you use the same cüP, put it in a
special place, if you donft keep ít clean medicine wonrt
work you know, but if you keep it real nice and clean the
medicine will work because plants come from wild places,
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thatrs why they must be cIean.

Plant material gathered for medicine is washed and dried

for later use. By far the largest portion of the plant

gathered consists of roots; usua]Iy, roots are cut to a length

equivalent to the width of the hand, then tied together with

thread or cord. in bundles of four or fíve. These bundles are

dried close to the ceiling, often near the stove pipe. The

rhizome of WASKATAMO (yellow pond fily) are cut into disks,

pierced by a needle and strung on a cord and hung to dry.

Woody stems are bent, but not cut, into short lengths

which are bound together; herbaceous material, stems and

leaves are dried then broken into coarse powder. Roots may

also be powdered using a jar with a metal Iid perforated from

the inside with a naíI use for a grating surface. Mr. Trout
described one of these devices:

You should use something like a baking powder can, with
a cover. You punch some little holes from underneath to
the outsíde see, and use this thing when you wish to
prepare medicine. You just scrape like this and you could
óriña it up fhe rnade motions across the lid \./ith his hand
ás if he hlere scraping something held between his thunb
and fingersl like this. Itrs pretty handy you know. We

have seen the old people using some fine caribou hide,
the white stuff, and I used to see my o1d grandpa, he was
preparing some medicines likethat' some of them like
I^IASKATAMO, and something else you know.

Mr. Campbell showed a grater made from a tin baking

powder can. The same device was described by informants in

Canoe Portage.
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Mr. Campbell specified fresh plants as providing the best

medicine, but he v¡as in agreement with other informants in the

choice of late sunmer to early falI as the best time to

collect plants for medicíne. This tine v¡as considered optímaI

by all informants, especially for roots.

Mrs. Trout told rne

The plants are finished growing in the faII, the sap is
no longer running in the trees. If you pick the plants
right now in sunmer while the plants are growing you may
get a rash from that bad plant I,IATHAMÄN. Pick a1l the
plants in the fall. WATHAì,IÀN may be growing anywhere; it
is poisonous, it, is dangerous . Medicine plants
should not be picked in the sunmer. Pick them in the
faIl, only in the fal-l. Pick all nedicine plants in the
faIl. All the plants are growing in the summer. FaII,
that is the time the o1d ladies pick the medicine. In
the summer, you rnight touch WATHAMAN, which is dangerous.
If you touch it, you will get a rash every spring because
the WATHAMAN starts growing in the spring.

Mr. Dumont explained to me v/hen I first met him that the

pov/er of plants goes down to the roots in the faII, where it

is stored for the winter. Accordingly, the medicine is most

concentrated in the fal-l and spring, before the plants are

fully mature.

The vast majority of herbal medicines are prepared as

MASKIKIWÀPOY, rmedicinal liguid' . Mrs. Pideesis noted the

Nithawitniw preference for liquid medicinal preparations and

compared it to the non-Native preponderance of medicine in

pilI form.

Water-based medicine rarely requires more than two
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different species; the majority of remedies are based on a

single species. Medicinal liguids are made by boiling the

material, or steeping it in hot water.

Besides water extraction, the medicine value of plant

material can be obtaíned by chewing, ot applicatíon in the

form of a poultice, a TAHKOPICIKANIS. The root WIKIS (Acorus

calamus) can be dried and ground in a powder which is applied

externally in a poultice, or it can be used in tea, or most

commonly, it is chewed.

Roots and stems are measured in increments based on the

hand: Mrs. Cutnose and Mrs. Trout used the width of the hand,

a convenient method that allows easy bending of the material

to the proper length. Mrs. Cutnose recommended the use of

four roots in many of her remedies; from other informants,

numbers of twenty, eight, and most commonly, one h¡ere recorded

for different species and remedies.

4.4.4 Ritual Àctivity

Mr. Pipestem !,¡as the most accomplished ritualist with

whom I had intensive contact. While I stayed with him I had

a chance to meet several other Native ritual healers. One of

these, Mr. Dumont, lvas especially helpful.
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Mr. Pipestem lives on the bank of the Bl-ack Bear River

with his wife in a one room cabin. Several out-buildings

house chickens and geese, and provide accommodation for

freguent visitors. His home is quite isolated; the nearest

town is l-3 kilometres a$¡ayi he is originally from the

community of Shallow Bay, 40 kilometres distant.

I was introduced to Mr. Pipestem by Mr. Moose, a friend
from Canoe Portage who was learning ritual medicine
practice from several Native healers. I visit Mr.
Pipestem early in July L985; I found him at a small
wayside park off the highway near his home, where he was
setting birch bark baskets made by his wife. At this
initial meeting, I gave him a package of cigarette
tobacco, a box of cedar branches, and a drum as
indications of my serious intentions. I also told him
about a series of dreams I had several years before about
bears. He told me that these r^/ere special dreams, and
perhaps he could teach me what I needed to know. He
welcomed me to come at a later date and spend tine with
him and his wife; during this tine, hê would instruct me
in ceremonial healing.

The basic tools of Mr. Pipestemrs practice are his pipe,
drum and rattle. His drum is perfectly round,
constructed from a wooden frarne about half a meter in
diameter and covered with untanned deer hide; this hide
surface is fixed to the inside of the frame by staples.
Two twisted rawhide thongs span the diameter of the
frame, crossing perpendicularly in the centre. These
thongs al-1ow the drummer to vary the tension in the head.
The drum head is painted to depict Mr. Pipestemts most
important vision.

The rattle is made from untanned moose hide. It was
constructed by soaking the hide and cutting out two
circles about 20 centimetres in diameter with rectangular
flaps extending from each cj-rcIe. These pieces $tere se\Árn
together, creating a pouch with an opening at the end of
the flaps. The wet hide was then filled v/ith oatsi when
the hide dried, the oats were replaced with a few sma1l
stones, and a handle of dried poplar was inserted with
hide strips wrapped around the neck created by the flaps.

The pipe is Mr. Pipestemrs most sacred implement. In
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Nithawitniw language, the pipe, OSPWAKAN, is animate. It
is a very powerful instrument. Anyone who o!¡ns a pipe
must treat it with respect; improper treatment can result
in harm to the owner. The pipe must not be taken out if
the owner is drinking. Mr. Pipestemrs pipe has a stem of
dark red wood about .3 meters long; this inserts into a
high stone bowl shaped like an inverted -T, which is also
reá. The bowl and stem are not joined when in storage,
the pipe is stored in a deer híde bag sewn with hide cord
and closed with a flap secured by a button made of
antler. Mr. Pipestemrs pipe was a gift from an older
Anishinabe ritual healer. I have seen two other pipes,
with similar dimensions and construction; both had stems
of cream-coloured wood and stone bowls; one had a stem
with a spiral pattern.

Mr. Pipestern also has a special shirt he wears only when
conducting a ceremony. ft is red, without buttons or
collar; yellow and blue ribbon run in two parallel bands
in a -V-pattern from the shoulders down the chest to a
point in front.

The shirt is never $/orn except during a ceremony. It
hangs with the pipe, drum and rattle, close to the
ceiling in the corner of the house 'above Mr. Pipestemrs
bed. A braid of sweetgrass is also hung there. These
things are never taken down needlessly.

r spent nine days living in Mr. Pipestemrs house. When
I arrived, a young Native couple from The Pas were
preparing to leave after visiting for two days. Before
they left, five people arrived from The Pas, a young man
and four women. One of the v¡omen had come for healing of
chronic headaches. Upon entering the house, each person
shook hands with all those within, which were Mr. Moose,
Mr. Dumont, Mr. Pipestem, Mrs. Pipestem , the young
couple and another young man who was travelling with
them, and myself.

Everyone who entered was served tea, bannock and a bowl
of stew. The young couple delayed their departure to
meet the Anishinabe healer with whom Mr. Pipestem was
going to conduct the healing ceremony. This healer was
the grandson of the man who had given Mr. Pipesten his
pipe. This younger man v¡as going to perform a sweat
lodge ceremony.

It was early evening when the Anishinabe healer arrived
with two helpers. The couple from The Pas had already
departed. It had been raining all day, so the lodge lras
erected inside the house using a special floor frame.
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Mr. Dumont, Mr. Moose and I prepared the lodge' Eight
willow poles v¡ere cut, each about three meters Iong. A
forked üittow stick was cut to hotd the pipe during the
ceremony. while Mr. Dumont cut the poles to sLze, MI..
Moose an¿ r heated granite stones, each weighing about 5

kilograms, in a fiie of aspen wood. A shorter willow
pole \"¡as prepared to carry tl" rocks into the Iodge.
ini= pole wal tninned in the niddle to allow it to bend
nearly in half without breaking.

The lodge was constructed by forcing the butts of the
wi1low þotes into holes drilled into the floor frame.
The floôr frame was eight-sided with a hole at each
corner. Each pole was then bent over its partner in the
hole directly bpposite and the tips of each tied to the
other. ThiJ re-sulted in a rounded frarne consisting of
two pairs of hoops, each member of one pair forrned by two
pote-s, and each lnelnber of a pair parallel. The two pairs
ót hoops v¡ere perpendi-cular to each other, crossing to
form four corners).

With the frame complete, three canvas tarps \^Iere laid
over it. The covering was left open in the south and a
pan filled with sand was placed inside toward the north
äi-a". The first two rocks, which had been heating for
two hours, were brought in using the willow carrying
stick; six more rocks r,irere brought in using a shovel and
pitchfork. The actual ceremony began a.bout eight in the
ävening. All the men sat in a half-circle in front of
the Ioáge entrance. Mr. Pipestem s?t just west of the
entrancè; Mr. Moose sat across from him as his attendant'
I sat next to Mr. Pipestem, Mr. Dumont v¡as next to me,
then the young man from The Pas, the two companions of
the visiting hbaler, and finally the healer himself just
east of the lodge entrance and directly opposite from Mr.
pipestem. The women, including the patient, sat on a bed
nearby.

Mr. Moose kept a braid of sweetgrass burning in a. frying
pan between hirnself and Mr. Pipestem. Mr. Pipestem
þassed the pipe, rattl-e and drum through the smoke. The
gitt= nrougnÈ by the visiÈors, including packages of
óigarette tobacco, were also passed through the smoke.
A1í these things v/ere moved in a clockwise direction.

Mr. Pipestem then prayed in Nithawitniw for about ten
minutes. His speêch was rapid and punctuated with
periodic rhowts bi the Anishinabe men. The pipe was then
þassed around the circl-e from the Anishinabe heaLer. The

irip" is usually held with the bowl in the left hand and
tnä stem in thê right; it can be turned clockwise, the
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bowl pivoting in the palm of the left hand before passing
to tñe perjon on Lfre left, but this manoeuvre ís
optional.

I was the l-ast to receive the pipe before passing it back
to Mr. Pipestem. I was about to pass it to one of the
women jusi to rny left, but Mr. Moose motioned that I was
to pasã it to tCr. Pipestern. Mr. Moose later explained
that. among the Anishinabe, women do not participate in
the pipe ceremony. This proscription is not found
unívdrsãIIy among tne Nithawitniw, where women sometirnes
participate.

Mr. Pipestem then smoked again, and prayed. .White
speakirig, he fanned the air with an eagle wing, moving it
s1owIy a few centimetres above the ground-

Mr. Pipestem prayed for about five minutes, then the men
preparèd to enter the sweat lodge. Mr. Moose brought a

iaif of water inside and broke sweetgrass into it. Mr.
-Dumont brought in a sprinkler made of willow leaves bound
with wil-Iow bark.

The lodge could accommodate five people. The three
Anishinabe men, M1'. Dumont and the young man from The Pas
changed to bathing suits or entered in their undershorts.
Mr. Ëipestem, Mr. Moose and I remained outside. When the
men frãa entered the 1odge, Mr. Moose passed the pipe
Ínside. The Anishinabe healer prayed, then Mr. Moose
passed the water and sprinkler in. IrIe closed the canvas
ãnd shut the lights. The healer inside began to speak
very guickly in a high voice while shaking a rattle.
outsidê, Mr. eipestem beat a fast rhythn on his drum.

The men remained in the lodge for l-5 to 20 minutes, then
took a five minute break in which they drank water. The
break was fotlowed by another 20 minute session, after
which the men re-emerged. Mr. Moose and I then cleaned
üp, removing and folding the tarps, collapsing the wì-11-ow
frame and removing the rocks. The wiLlow frame would not
be used again.

The patient and her companions remained for a
whiteáfterward. The atmosphere $/as light and jovial.
I.Ihen they teft, each of the visitors shook hands witfr
everyone else in the house. The Anishinabe men remained
for ãnother half an hour; they talked and joked v¡ith Mr.
Pipestem in Anishinabe.

one of the lvoman had arranged to bring her son for
healing. The ceremony was to be held in conjunction with
a feast Mr. Pipestem-was going to host in honour of his
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bear spirit. He
hold a feast for

received instruction in a dream to
bear.

Preparation began on Tuesday for the ceremony on
Thursday. Mr. bumont and Mr. Moose went hunting on
Tuesday and Wednesday; on Wednesday night th"y qhot a
moose. The directions Mr. Pipestem had received in his
dream reguired the service of only wild food. Besides
the meat, canned berries $/ere purchased and tea made from
Labrador tea leaves (Ledum qroenlandicum). Mrs. Pipestem
and her adult daughter spent Thursday morning cooking.

On Wednesday and on Thursday morning Mr. Pipestem, Mr.
Dumont, Mr. Moose and I cleared an open area ín the
forest about 50 meters behind Mr. Pipestemrs house. Itle
cut standing poplar for fuel to heat the rocks; Mr.
Dumont explained that while the Anishinabe used poplar,
the Nithawitniw often use birch.

Mr. Dumont and I carried twenty-four granite stones to
the site. Mr. Dumont told me he had been participating
in sweat lodge ceremonies since he was eíght (he is no1¡¡

over fifty). He places great importance on suffering in
preparation of the sweat lodge: hauling stones and wood
òver long distances, and using an axe rather than a
chainsaw. (T^Ie used a chainsaw to cut the wood and a
truck to haul it). such serious tatk was interspersed
with jokes.

The Anishinabe healer arrived as we v¡ere carrying the
wood to the site. He brought with him two young men in
their late teens in addition to his uncle and his brother
who had accompanied hin on the first occasion. The two
young men were the official helpers. They helped us
ðarry the rest of the wood, and then they began to
construct the sweat lodge.

This lodge was much larger than the one used inside the
house. Ágain, it was constructed of willow poles but it
vtas bilaterally symmetrical whereas the other had been
radially symmetrical. The frame $¡as oblong in shape,
lower at each end and highest in the rniddle. The long
axis of the structure ran north-south. Initially, a
single hoop was made by driving the butts of two short
poles in the ground, then bending them over each other.
The tip of one v¡as then tied at the base of the other.
The single hoop faced south and r^ras so short that a
person had to crawl to pass under it.

Three meters north of the hoop, a long willow pole was
driven into the ground. It was bent and tied to the

had
the
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short hoop by Íts flexible tip. This pole ran north-
south, perpendicular to the hoop and creating.an arch.
a serieJ of tribsr were then constructed perpendicular to
this arch po1e. Eight sets of ribs v¡ere made, each
consisting of two witlow poles pushed into the ground and
bent over the arch pole. Each member of the rib pair was
tied to its partnei by its free, limber end. The ribs
hrere spaced so that the width of the lodge tapered at
either end and was greatest in the rniddle. The complete
frame was about one meter high in the middle and about
the same across. a pit was dug close to the north end of
the lodge. The entrance faced south.

The young men had not finished the frame when the
visifors arri-ved and the feast began. Six people from
The Pas had come: the patient ( a young man about 2I),
his mother, his brother and his brother-in-Iaw, his
sister and his sister-in-1aw. The woman sat facing the
uncompleted lodge; Mr. Pipestem sat to the west of the
entrance, and the other healer sat to the east. Mr.
Dumont sat across from Mr. Pipestern as his assistant.
Clockwise from the Anishinabe healer were his uncle and
his brother, then the two younger assistants, Mr. Moose
and myself. The woman sat in a row betv¡een myself and
the three men from The Pas, including the patient, hrho
sat on a chair in the shade. we lfere seated roughly in
a circle beginning and ending at the sweat lodge.

Before Mr. Pipestem began his prayer, one of the young
Ànishinabe heJ-pers carried a braid of sweetgrass around
to each person, beginning with Mr. Pípestern. The
sweetgrass r¡¡as burning in a f rying pan and everyone
notioñed through the smoke as if washing their faces and
upper bodies. when the sweetgrass was returned to its
pôsi-tion between Mr. Dumont and Mr. Pipestem, Yr.
Þipestem passed the pipe, drum and rattle in a clockwise
diiection through the smoke. The gifts $tere also passed
through the smoke: tobacco, blankets, a set of pots, and
a rifle.

Mr. pipestern prayed in a manner identical to the earlier
ceremonyi he pointed the stem of his pipe in the four
directions, then above, proceeding from east to south,
west and north. He then pointed the pipe stem at each
object in front of him: the pipe, rattle and drum, and
thã gifts. He referred to the gifts as offerings for the
spirits. The pipe, when not in hand, rested on a forked
willow stick between Mr. Dumont and Mr. Pipestem. Mr.
Pipestem then prayed for the young mani tears began
strearning down 

- his face about hatf v¡ay through his
oration.
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When Mr. Pipestern finished, the pipe was passed around to
each man to smoke. None of the r{omen participated. One
of the young helpers took the pipe fro¡n me across to the
men from The Pas; when the patient, who was the last to
smoke, had finished, the same young helper took the pipe
back to Mr. Pipestem.

Mr. Dumont refilled the pipe, and the Anishinabe healer
smoked in a manner similar to Mr. Pipestem, but at a much
faster pace. Bowls, cups and utensils v¡ere then
distributed by myself, the young Anishinabe helpers, and
Mr. Moose. We began at Mr. Pipestem and continued in a
clockwise direction.

The food $¡as served in the same manner: moose stew, hare
stew, bannock and a drínk made from Labrador tea leaves-
the pace was slow and deliberate; additional helpings
hrere served until- aII the food r^Ias gone. Four bowl-s of
berries !üere circulated clockwise; these tilere eaten from
the bowl and circulated until enpty.

When the meal was finished, the people broke from their
positions and tatked freety. The htomen washed the dishes
and the helpers built a fire around the stones for the
Iodge. Às the stones htere heating, the Anishinabe
helpers completed the lodge. A canvas tarp s¡?s placed
ovei it and the interior arranged; two eagl-e wings s/ere
secured to the frame behind the pit, weasel skins laid on
either side of the pit along with a pipe each side.

The Anishinabe healer talked with the patient and his
relatives. Mr. Moose told me that if I had any reguests,
now v¡as the time to approach the healer. These requests
could range from predictions of future events to healing
afflictions.

Tt was close to sunset when the rocks r^¡ere ready. The
young helpers brought the rocks in, each using a wiLlow
stick thinned in the middle and bent around the rock.
One made a water sprinkler of willow branchlets wrapped
with a bark handle. Sweetgrass was scraped into a pail
of water. We then entered the lodge in this manner: the
healer and his brother at the north end, facing each
other just north of the rock pit; from the healer
descending south on the west side: the patient and his
brotheri from the brother descending south on the east
side: Mr. Dumont, myself, the healerrs uncle, and Mr.
Moose. In the middle, just south of the pit sat the two
young helpers.

The ceremony consisted of two sessions of steam heating
divided by a five minute break. Each session lasted
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about half an hour and each $tas preceded by circulation
of the pipe to each man j-n a clockwise direction from the
healer.- nach time, the pipe was lit by an ember from the
fire outside; the ember was held in the split end of a
willow stick. The ember was then placed just north of
the rock pit. Bear grease was also passed around in a

sma1l glass jar. The grease \.¡as placed on either temple
and on the chest.

when the pipe had come back to the healer, the canvas.was
closed. The healer prayed in Anishinabe using a high,
rapid falsetto voice. Four tirnes in each session he
spiashed water from the pait onto the rocks using the
willow leaf sprinkler. The resulting heat hlas
incredible. Then the Anishinabe men would sing a chant,
accompanied by the rattle, and Mr. Pipestern beat on his
drum outside the lodge. The heat was intensei the
interior was completely black and the sound of voices and
instruments seemed to fitl the lodge completely. It was
very cramped during the first session; in the second
se=-=ion, €h"re vras more room since the patient and his
brother did not ParticiPate.
when !,¡e finished, the sun had set but it was not yet
dark. The canvas was removed, .and the healer h¡as
prostate on ground inside the lodge frame. His brother
covered him v¡ith towel-s and then applied bear grease to
his body and temples. The brother explained to the group
that tnis condition I¡/as normal- i the sickness from the
patient had been absorbed by the healer, who was,nov,
ätiminating it from hirnself. The healer regained
consciousness within ten minutes. He and his brother
talked with the visitors from The Pas while the helpers
put away the canvas and other goods. Mr. Moose and I
õarried-t"tr. Pipestemrs things back to his house. The
group dispersed quickty and once again everyone shook
ñanaã. rñe patieñt's older brother kissed and received
a kiss on the cheek from Mr. Pipestern and the Anishinabe
heal-er when theY Parted.

4.4.5 The llandate to Heal

Among the Nithawitniw, the ability to heal derives from

two sources: empirical knowledge which can be transferred

from person to person, and supernormal mandat'e. Supernormal

sources can provÍde both direct instruction in plant use, and

the gift of ability to heal without resorting to physical
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medicines.

The degree to which medicine people foIlow a supernormal

mandate varies over a wide range. But even those healers v¡ho

rely on plant medicines alone usually recognize some pov¡er

source behind the healing process.

Mrs. Pideesis, a well-respected herbalist in Big Island,

uses plants without resorting to supernormal aid. However,

she acknowledges the operation of a higher power behind the

effectiveness of her medicine:

Some people think that plants are worthless, growing
in the ground, yet all the plants are pointing to heaven,
that is where God is, that's why, he is the one who makes
the plants, that is why they are strong.

Mrs. Jackson began her activities under the duress of a
family crisis:

J: The tine that I had only 2 children, one was a year
o1d and the other almost three. One became very sick-
We were living north of here on the trapline. There v¡ere
no doctors at that time. (This had to be at 1east 35
years ago). I felt very terribte about my child, and I
dreamt about certain medicines. I decided to try those
medicines to see if they would work. The medicine did
work and my child was hea1ed.I dreamt that I was boiling
those medicines. And again I had a dream about a beaver
being skinned, only I knew it v/as the inside of ny
child's body. His heart looked tike smoke inside his
chest; that is how the rnedicine works. Every time r make
medicine I always dream first. If the sick person looks
worse in my dream, I cannot give ny medicine, the
medicine will not work.

While Mrs. Jackson did not ascribe her healing abíIity to

a specific supernormal power, her reference to a dream
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mechanism indicates an ability to operate in a supernorrnal

sphere.

Mr. Campbell told me of both an ernpirical and a

supernormal source of knowledge:

C: My great grandfather taught me some things' I
learneã óthers on my own. I tried them some worked;
others didntt. You cannot keep medicine in a bag. It
must be picked freshfor it to work. A1so, Yoü must pe91
the bark, use the stems.The bark ís poison. There is
much to know.

I: Do you ever dream about medicine?

c: Yes, sometimes f dream about the plants. They talk,
he tells you which ones are good to use, for what
sickness. sonetimes you see a pIant, it will sing to you.
You know that's a med.icine ptant. I pick(ed) medicine on
the rapids. I had to pick them once (and) I hear somebody
breaking a stick in the bush. I said rrwhat do you want?rt
He said, rrI want you to carry me gently, not roughly. I
should have picked thern up, thatrs what it said; you talk
to it, next time you hear something, or you hear a plate,
or cup break, or a whistle, some whistles, thatrs them
Ithe medicine plants]. Itrs wonderful, itts wonderful.

Three sources of knowLedge are available to Mr. Carnpbell:

historical knowledge from older relatj-ves, a personal

experimental procedure, and direct communication with plants.

Ritualist healers ascribe extreme importance to

instruction through dreams. Mr. Pipestem admonished me many

times to be careful and to proceed only according to

instructions through dreams. To undertake specifíc healing

pursuits without the sanction of spiritual instruction would
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invite harm. Mr. Pipestem does not participate in sweat lodge

ceremonies because he has not received spiritual instruction

to do so. Thus, for the ritualist, to be a healer is a highly

individualistic calling. However, advice is constantly sought

from older or more experienced individuals concerning the

interpretation of dreams and the proper ceremonial actions.

Mrs. Jackson received dream instruction under the duress

of a farnily crisis: Mr. Pipestem also began his healing

career under the impetus of a personal crisis involving his

ohrn health. Irlhen non-Native medicine coul-d not help in a

serious illness, his fanily took hirn to three Native medicine

people who ascribed his illness to a failure to respond to a

drearn-vision he had years ago as a young man. The ensuing

sickness, years Iater, could only be alleviated through his

adoption of the healing way.

Achievement of po$rer is invariably associated with some

ordeal. on Big Is1and, I !,/as informed by a trapper that in

the old days babies were put under water for the winter; if

they survived, they would have tremendous polrer. ÀIternately,

babies b¡ere left in a nest in a tree for the winter; if the

child didnrt freeze, it would have por^Ier. Outrageous as these

statements may sound, P.G. Downes (L946) recorded a similar

belief current over sixty years ago in the same area. Downesl

source informed hin that young men gained supernormal power by
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remaining in a nest for three months.

Hal-Iowel1 discussed the dream fast among the Anishinabe

(oj ibway) :

when a boy is ready to depart for his dream fast he is
accompanied into the bush by his father, grandfather,
orother male relative. When they arrive at a desirable
sr¡ot a rrnestrr is buiIt. this dream fast lasted L0
nights. s

The idea of the vision guest v¡as recognized in Big

Island, but the practice has obviously faded to a memory of

some distant past.

Mr. Carnpbell described the process of vision guest:

C: WeII, they dream about that fthe PAI^7AKAN] maybe they
talk to them while sleeping, they sleep anlrwhere, ro
blankets, thatrs where you dream. Thatrs the way they
did it, the old timers, when they want to know
something. They go and sleep anywhere, without blankets,
just Like this [he closes his eyes and rests his chin on
his chest, with his arms crossed in front of hinl. You
canrt sleep, thatrs
the way they did.

Mr. Pipestem warned me to follow carefully the

instructions I received in dreams and to proceed cautiously.

The pursuit of pov¡er too assiduously could cause harm and the

loss of power. At the feast hosted by Mr. Pipestern for his

bear PAWAKAN, Mr. Moose reguested the Ànishinabe healer to

p 465 in Hallowel, A.I. 1-966. The Rote of Dreams in Ojibway
Culture fN Contributions to Anthropology: Selected Papers of A.
Irving Hallowel. University of Chicago Press Ltd. Londonz 1-976, 534
pp
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search for an answer during the sweat lodge ceremony to Mr.

Moosers feelings of uneasiness which he had been experiencing.

At the end of the ceremony, the healer informed Mr. Moose that

he had been moving too fast and carelessly and lost what

spiritual polrer he had gained. He was reguired to put away

his rattle and drum, but should continue using his pipe. Mr.

Moose did not seem upset afterward,' he appeared relieved and

said he could get back to fishing.

Instructj-on through spiritual teaching in dreams is

regarded as the highest mandate to heal. However, the bulk of

instruction takes place between human teacher and student.

The nature of this instruction is informal and the pace

proceeds according to the ability of the apprentice.

At the time of my fieldwork, Mr. Moose had been visiting

medicine people for five years in an atternpt to become an

adept healer. Àt that time, he had no principal teacher, but

divided his tine between Mr. Pipestem, Mr. Dumont and medicine

people in Saskatchewan and southern Manitoba.

A prospective student must exhibit sincerity, desire to

material goods.learn and willingness to sacrifice

respected ritual healer can demand a

instruction. However, ritual healing

demonstration of unlearned talent; this

high price for his

al-so requires some

is most freguently
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manifest as signifícant dreams or visions. My dreams of bears

were sufficient to secure my acceptance by Mr. Pipestem as a

student.

Tobacco is offered to a healer as a prelude to

conversation about medicine and healing. In an established

teacher-student relationship, tobacco is only offered in

actual ceremonial occasions. The tobacco offering is

mandatory where the individuals do not know each other weII,

or have not seen each other for a long period of time.

The duration of the apprenticeship can extend over

several years, especially where the contact is infrequent.

Extensive contact is apparently not a requirement for

apprenticeship. Mr. Moose had maintained an intensive but

relatively infrequent apprenticeshÍp with a number of senior

healers over a five year period. Mr. Pipestem encouraged me

to seek out other healers and learn from them. Both he and

Mr. Moose frequently acknowledge that they could not possibly

know everything about medicine.

Mr. Pipestem was instructed by an older Anishinabe healer

from Saskatcher^tan; the relationship culminated in the gift of

a pipe from the older man to Mr. Pipestem. Now that the older

man has died, Mr. Pipestem maintains ties with the grandsons,

two of whom travel widely as ritual healers. Both these men
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were present at the healing ceremonies I observed at Mr.

Pipestemrs home.

AIl of the herbalists I interviewed received at least

some, if not aII, of their instruction from older relations,

usually a parent, grandparent or both. These instructors did

not demand anything for their instruction. The process of

instruction s¡as informal and consisted prirnarily of

observation, then participation later as the child matured.

Instruction in ceremony tends to be more formalized,

primarily because of the powerful forces with which the

ritualistic deals. One morning Mr. Moose gave Mr. Pipestern a

ribbon given to hin by an acquaintance; apparently the ribbon

had some por,Ier significance and Mr. Moose wished to know how

to use it. Mr. Pipestem was annoyed that Mr. Moose had

accepted the ribbon without knowing how to use it or learning

how to use it from his benefactor. He l-ectured him on the

importance of caution when dealing with such things.

StiII, a large part of instruction in ceremony is

watching and helping. Participation as a helper and assistant

in cerernony is crucial in the apprenticeship.

Pavnent for Services4.4.6
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Just as instruction reguires paytnent' every healer

reguires some form of payment for healing services. There is

no fixed price; naterial goods are still prominent in the

balance. People are expected to pay according to their

ability, âr economic principle known as rperfectly

discríminating pricingt. That is, people pay according to the

value of the service to them.

The normative view explains payment as a contribution

based on faith in the spiritual forces operating through the

healer. The concept is sirnilar to the Christian principle of

giving to the church as the representative of a divine being.

on the subject of payment, Mr. Trout said:

And you have to pay somebody for giving you the medicine,
and if they donrt pay you when you give someone medicine,
you are going to be sick yourself.

I: Does it aII depend on how sick you are, how much you
pay?

T: oh, oh you know, as much as you (want), PaY a little
bitrcouple of dollars, four or five do1lars, something
like this you know. You know, I once paid for medicine
myself one cup for five bucks, just one cup five dollars,
one drink. I payed five dollars and I'm a1l right
So f just drank once and f didnrt take any more but the
medicine person gave me some extra, he gave me about four
balls of heart root, and he told me how to use it so I
could make it rnyself, but we gave another doIlar and a
half for that see, so thatrs the way.

I once asked Mrs. Trout how medicine worked. She
replied:

Yourre the one, you will know if the medicine is working
when you give it. You have to use it aII. If that
person gets well, if it works, that person has to pay
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you. You have to get paíd when you give somebody NITHÀÏíI
ínedicine; if they donrt payr Yoü will get sick'

Mr. Pipestem received expensive goods in return for his

services. In addition to cash, hê was given household items

such as blankets, a ne!.t set of pots and dishes, and a rifle at

the feast which he hosted.

payment to elder herbalists is often in the form of

alcohol: wine or whisky. Jane Bow gave Mrs. Jack a bottle of

whisky for healing her infant son. Georqe Trout gave his

grandmother two bottles of wine for healing his son. Mr.

Campbell told me that he receives alcohol often as payment for

his services. ( The symbolic significance of such gifts is

discussed on page 149. )

4.4.7 Extent of Activity

In both canoe Portage and Big Island I could find no

evidence of transmission of medicinal knowledge frorn older

herbalists to younger students. This breakdown in the passage

of knowledge can be ascribed to three major causes: the

elimination of the cultural conditions which provided the

environment for traditionat teaching, lack of interest among

younger peopl-e, and the unwillingness of some elders to teach.

In the past, herbal rnedicine !üas learned during the

seasonal round of hunting and gathering where children
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accompanied their parents and grandparents on the land. With

the centralization of Native populations in communities,

children spend relatively 1ittIe tirne on the land, vrhere

knowtedge of medicinal plants was conveyed during the process

of every day living.

While most young NithawiÈniw in both communities found

the subject of traditional medicine interestitg, the energy

and time needed to learn the skills required of a herbalist

vrere devoted to the immediate pursuits of earning a tiving in

a world where such knowledge is becoming increasingly

obsolete. Young people in both communities have faith in the

efficacy of traditional plant remedies, but I could find none

who were apprenticing with an older herbalist-

Two elder herbalists in Canoe Portage exPressed

unwitlingness to teach any younger person. The exact nature

of the reluctance remains unclear, but it seems to be grounded

in disillusionment with the entire way of tife which the

community has experienced since its relocation. The sense of

dislocation which has manifested itself in violence among the

younger generation has resulted in a general apathy among the

elders.

Herbalists are consulted more in Big Is1and than Canoe

Portage. People over forty form the largest portion of
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herbalist practice, but couptes will often bring their smal-I

children to a herbalist for treatment of persistent sickness.

In both communities, the nurse is the first line of

recourse for illness which persists or cannot be successfully

treated at home. Àt the nursing station, the medicine is

free, the nurse practices fuÌI-time, and a trip to the station

provides a chance to visit with other people. Visitors to

both the nurse and the herbalist are mostly t^romen and

children. Nithawitniw men normally maintain a stoic attitude

towards sickness which dictates a visit to a medical person

only under extreme circumstances.

Everyone I talked with in Big Island has used a Native

heal-er at one point, either for themselves or for their

children. For younger people, this use may have been limited

to a visit by a herbalist when the patient was a child, or

sirnply obtaining a piece of VTIKIS root l-ater in life.

In Canoe Portage, most people over 30 have used a

herbalist or ritual healer for themselves or their children.

In both communities, every adult has heard of WIKIS, the most

common plant medicine. Most have used it and the root can be

obtained easily in both Canoe Portage and Big Island.

As a ritual healer, Mr. Pipestem has a very active
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practice; healing is now his primary occupation and source of

income. Mr. Dumont, who lives within a few miles of Mr.

Pipestem, is also very active. Nithawitniw men with political

polrrer in their communities visit Mr. Pipestem; three

councillors from the Canoe Portage band had seen Mr. Pipestern

in June, l-985. Mr. Pipestem also attracts younger Nithawitniw

people who seek him out as a source of knowledge about

traditional life. Part of Mr. Pipestemts attraction is his

moral code, which prohibits drinking, violent behaviour and

emphasizes generosity and caring for others. Mr. Pipestem is

very conscious of this moral code as a part of his medical

practice; this moral element is lacking in the treatment by

herbatists, who rely on the efficacy of their plant medicines

and do not prescribe behaviourial modifications in their

remedies.

Mr. Pipestem and Mr. Dumont identify themselves as

Nithawitniw, but they are both fluent in Anishinabe. Mr.

Pipestem is originally from Shallow Bay, a Nithawitniw

community with strong ties to Canoe Portage. Shallow Bay lies

on the extreme northern edge of the northern plains; its

Iocation has exposed it to a strong influence by P1ains

Nithawitniw and Plains Anishinabe culture.

With roots both in Muskekiwininir^¡ and Plains culture, Mr.

Pipestem can service a wide clientele. He receives visitors
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from The Pas, Saskatchewan and throughout the Swan River area.

His service is educational as well as strictly medical-

4.5 DISEASE CÀTEGORIES

I observed two broad categories of disease: those

amenable to treatment by a herbalist or non-Native medical

person, and those which can only be treated by a healer with

spiritual power, a KA-MAMATAWISIT. By inplication, the first

category is further divided into those ailments which are

associated with non-Natives, and those aiLments which can only

be alleviated through traditional herbalist methods-

Cancer, diabetes and tubercutosis are the three major

diseases falling in the non-Native disease category. For

these, treatment by non-Natives is sought. Native herbalists

are regarded as particularly effective in treating childrents

ailments and afflictions peculiar to women. Herbalists also

treat ailments with easiry discernable symptoms: diarrhoea,

cougihs, fevers, toothache, headache, stomachache, backache,

sores, and cuts. Herbatists treat and attempt to alleviate

the symptoms of disease.

In both Big Is1and

particularly susceptible

teething: E-KINAKAPITET

and Canoe Portage, children are

to a folk-illness at the tine of

E-TAHKAPITEWACIT ("he gets cold in
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the teeth while teething"). According to the Nithawitniw

diagnosis, it is a serious condition which can result in the

death of the child; the symptoms are fever, Ioss of appetite,

weight loss, and diarrhoea.

George Trout told me that one of his sons experienced

this affliction when teething. The boy was sent out to the

hospital, but he did not improve. The mother suggested they

take him horne so Georgers grandmother, a herbalist, could look

after hirn. The grandmother took the boy into her care for two

nights,' she healed hin and they paid her with two bottles of

wíne.

Jane Bow from Canoe Portage had a son who experienced the

same symptoms while teething. He was sent out to the hospital

in The Pas; she sahr no irnprovement in his condition after a

week, so she took hirn back to Canoe Portage where a herbalist

made a medicine for hirn. This rnedicine healed the child.

In June , L986, I travel-Ied up Big Island to visit George
Trout and his fanily at the lodge where he worked. One
morning a group of young women Ì,rere visiting in George t s
cabin; the conversation turned to the teething sickness
of the child of one of the \âtomen present. The young
$¡oman \.¡as very worried about her child. one of the women
asked me if I had any medicine with me for teething. I
had a root given to me by Mrs. Pideesis which she
specified as appropriate for that affliction. I gave
this root to the young v¡oman along with instructions on
its use. She subsequently took the root to Mrs. Trout,
who was in carnp and prepared it.
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Many medicines for woman treat discomfort associated with

childbirth and menstruation. Medicine of this type make up a

large proportion of the materia medica known by herbalists.

Most vromen herbalists also indicated that they also acted as

mid-wives in the past.

Mr. Bow mentioned that disease in children could be

punishment for the transgressions of their parents;

specificatly, deliberate cruelty to wild animals could result

in hann to the perpetratorts children. For the Nithawitniw,

who love and indulge children, to be the source of suffering

in oners ovrn child would cause terribl-e anguish. This same

betíef among the Anishinabe of northeastern Manitoba lrras

recorded by HaIlowe1I ( l-960, l-963 ) .

An important category of illness is the curse.

This category represents the dark side of the power used to

heal- . Spiritual po$/er is neither good nor bad; it can be

directed either $¡ay by the person who wields it, and

sometimes, this por{Ier can be unleashed by anger, resulting in

unintended consequences. Nithawitniw live in a deterministic

universe, vrhere events do not occur at random. Bad luck is

often ascribed to the itl wishes of others. SimilarlY, certain

illnesses may result from a curse. The notion of cursing

carries strong emotional connotations. Many Nithawitniw are

uncomfortable talking about this subject.
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Paul Laseur told me this about Mrs. Trout:

A long tirne â9o, when I had a big (comrnercial) fishing
outfit, I left from Fishead to Big Is1and. I had a big
load , 17 people. Past Bear Island f hit a reef ; !¡e v/ere
stuck for two days. Later, f heard that lady, Mrs.
Trout, had said I would miss the road [hit the reef].

The allusion, of course, t¡as that Mrs. Trout had cursed

Paul, causing him to hit a reef on a route he had travelled

many times without incident.

Ailments which can only be treated by healers with

spiritual power result from some malevolent action directed

towards the victin. Three irnportant syndrornes resul-t from

such action: E-PIMIKWEPANIT, the ttwisted-facer syndrome;

rlove-mediciner syndromer and object intrusion.

rLove rnediciner is a specific charm which induces a

person to attach themselves to another whom they would

normally find unattractive. The Nithawitniw regard such an

attachment as motivated not by love, but by some outside

force. Love medicine is known in both Canoe Portage and Big

Is1and; some healers claim to know the ingredients for the

charm, but none will- reveal thern because of the great power

associated with it. The charm is irnplicated where a much

older man or woman suddenly attracts a much younger partner.

I could find no current cases in either conmunity.

E-PIMIKI^IEPANÏT is the Nithawitniw term for BelIrs Pa1sy,
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an affl-iction which causes partial paralysis of the face

resulting in a twisted countenance. Scientific medicine knows

neither cause nor cure. Among the Nithawitniw in Canoe

Portage and Big Island, the syndrome is ascribed to a curse

issued by another person and enacted by a twitch doctorr. It

is arnenable to both herbal and spiritual treatment.

E-PIMIKWEPANIT is more prevalent in Canoe Portage than

Big Island. The affliction receives more attention in

conversatÍon and there is greater fear of contracting the

symptoms in the Muskekiwininiw community. In an interview

with a young coupl-e in Canoe Portage, I !,/as told that the

affliction \,¡as caused by eating or drinking something which

had been tfixedr. Generally, when a person is given something

to eat by a suspicious individual, the food is not eaten but

taken home (so as not to offend the host) and discarded. I

was warned not to take gum from anyone, for gum was easily
rfixedr. lrlhen f asked who could cure this disease, the couple

told me Mr. Pipestem at B1ack Bear River could accomplish

this.

When I first met Mr. Dumont in the sunmer of 1984, he and

Mr. Pipestern had just finished a healing ceremony for a Canoe

Portage man suffering from E-PIMIKI{EPANIT. The paraJ-ysis

subseguently subsided over the winter; when I saw this man the

following sunmer, his face was so much changed that I hardly
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recognized him.

E-PIMIKWEPANIT is a highly visible example of the curse.

The same couple who warned me not to take food from strangers

also told me of a recent incident of a suspected curse. A

young man got into a fight with another young man.

Apparently, the grandmothers of the first young man rtold

someoner that something would happen to the other young man.

Subseguently, he was very badly hurt in a car accident. The

two elder htomen are al-so well-known herbalists in Canoe

Portage.

In the oId comrnunity, before the flooding, children were

warned not to play outside in the evening. At this time of

day, old men and hromen with po!,/er would send out t evil

thoughtsr to which children ltere especially susceptible. In

both Canoe Portage and Big Island, children are considered

highly vulnerable to curses; the source is often suspected to

be some unidentified ol-d woman jealous of other women who can

stilI have children.

The woman who brought her son to be healed at Mr.

Pipestemrs bear feast suspected she had been cursed. She told

the Anishinabe healer that she suspected a certain man vras

jealous of her ability to overcome hardship and had hired
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another to curse her familY.

Beyond specific incidents of misfortune, another variety

of curse is the intrusion of foreign objects into the body as

the source of illness. This can only be accomplished by a KA-

MAMÀTAI,IISIT or PAWAKANIT t NIW who is hired by another to

inflict harm on the victim.

when Mr. Moose and I first began talking about medicine,

he showed me four square-pointed teather-working needles. One

had four notches cut into it. Mr. Moose told me that these

needl-es had been sent to him over a long distance; three had

entered his body and had to be removed by a KÀ-MAMTAWfSIT.

The fourth, the notched needle, had hit a glass by his bed; he

heard it late in the night, repeatedly striking the glass

until it finally fell to the tab1e. The notches signified the

number of men who had died from its intrusion; when a victim

dies as a result of such intrusion, the object returns to the

man who sent it.

Earlier, I mentioned how Mr. Campbell removed a spider

from the foot of a v¡oman for whom he was working. Mrs. Trout

talked about intrusion of bones and worms (MANCOS) through the

po$¡er bestowed by the PAI^IAKAN (see page 54, 55) . Such

intrusive items can onty be removed by a powerful medicine

person, a PAWAKANITTNII^I.
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A woman from Big Island had a friend who had suffered for

a long time from sore hands. A healer from another community

pulled moose hair from the patientrs handsi the moose hair was

the source of the pain and had been imposed through the

efforts of a KA-MAMÀTAI{ISIT working on behalf of a man whom

she had refused sexual relations.

George Trout told me that such an object can be removed

by slapping the victim on the back. The victim will then

cough out the object. The healer will then ask the relieved

person if he wishes to send the object back to the person who

sent it. If this is affirmative, the healer will send it back

to the sender by physically throwing the object.

Mr. Moose confirmed that the intrusive object can be sent

back to the person who sent it. In the case of original

attack or retribution, a person with strong por^rers can repel

the intrusion; the device would then be rreflectedr back to

the person who sent it.

4 .6 THE PÃTÍAKAN

Several years ago I trapped in the vicinity of Windy Lake

with George Trout. One Sunday morning in late November he

told me that Nithawitniw people could fly a long tírne before
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white people. He then explained that certain men had the

por^rer to take the form of eagles or wolves to travel long

distances. The source of this ability lay in dream contacts

with the animals whose form they desired. George referred to

such an animal as a PAWAKAN.

The PAWAKAN is wetl-known among Nithawitniw and

Anishinabe (Ojibway) people. The Nithawitniw name, PAWÀKAN,

translates as ttdream beingrr. However, the PAI.IAKÄN has much

greater reatity to most Nithawitniw people than rdreamr

connotes among non-Natives.

The PAWAKÄN is a personal po\.¡er; while it plays an

important role in healing, it is not confined to medicine

people. In the normative Nithawitniw world, every man

possesses a PAI^7AKAN to aid him in tirnes of trouble - The

PAWAKAN is a source of power which may be used in a positive

or negative way. The positive nature is manifest in healing

and in successful actioni the negative nature is most

frequently manifest in unexplained illness and thwarted

action. The negative aspect encourages respectful treatment

of other people Ìest they use their PAWAKANAK to revenge ill

treatment or unkind behaviour.

To introduce the normative conceptions of PAWAKÄN, I

present the narrative of Mr. Hunter who succinctly talks about
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many important attributes of this power.

translated from Nithawitniw.

The narrative is

I donrt really know about PA!{IAKAN; I just think
about the PAWAKAN, and I dream some things. f donrt
know what other people dream. I guess it is true; a
person dreams and I donrt know how that person does it.
Perhaps he thinks about what he is going to do. I guess
that is a MÀCfYS. The person, what he thinks about, ilây
cause a sickness in another person. The MONIAS doctor
cannot help him. That other person will dream that he
is going to fight with the other PAWAKÀN. He helps the
person who is sick, and the sick person becornes better.

I dreamt too, but I donrt cause other people harm.
I dreamt that someone was coming, coming in. That
person told rne that he was related to me and the he cares
about me. I am like that, I dream often. lrlhen I was a
young child, f started dreaming, just like in the o1d
times, people dreamt. I arn going to live Iong.

I drearnt about houses, Iike those MEKIWAHP. I went
in one but no one was inside. I was young at that time
and now I am sixty-four, and I stil-I have a PAWÀKAN. I
always talk about my dreams when I dream something. I
am always alone when I go trapping. I dreamt about
someone saying to me: rrThere is a boat there, and it is
coming from over therert. That person h¡as calling me
from far away, and that person is a Nithawitniw man with
a camera. So, I got up and looked at him. That person
said to me, rrYou are a poor manrr. f said rrWhat kind
of person are you; you are an Indian, not a MISTIKOSIW,
and I reaIly care for yourr. And that person said: If
you are poor, teII me and I|II help youttand that
person said: rrltrn going someplace to get somebodyrr;
and that PAWAKAN said: rrff somebody does a bad thing
to you, tell me, and Ir11 help youtt.

If the PÀWAKAN is working, then I will dream
about it, as if I am mad, and the person (I dream
about) will get sick. But I donrt want that, I am not
going to teIl the PAWAKAN to do that. I really care
about people; I want to help them, care for them. I
think about other people as if they depend on me to
help thern; I care, it is the only way I think, that is
the only way I use a PAWAKAN, to care about somebody.

A long time âgo, one man took my coat. I was a
young man and I didnrt have a coat. He didntt think
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about that. I thought: rrThat person, he is not
scared because of what he had done to me; he could get
sickrr. I thought that it was aII right, what that man
did to me.

We were camping; that man left his belongings
and everything burned, his blanket and coat. That was
the man who took the jacket from me, the jacket that
burnt. I guess that is the way I used Èhe PAWAKAN'
to burn the jacket instead of him. That is what happens.

That is the onty way that o1d people followed-
They do not pray, they use PÀWAKAN. I guess the old
people can do anything, bad things. Even when a person
is scared, he can run away just as if he uses a plane.
In no time, he gets very far. So thatrs PAWAKÀNITNIW.

A doctor cannot do anything about a PAI^IAKAN.
onty another PAWAKÀNITNIW can help that person. Some
people would die because of a PAWAKAN. In the oId days
there \,rtere no doctors, only PAWAKANITNII^IAK. I used
to hear (a story about) my brother. He was paddling.
A certain person knew they were coming. He said, rThey
are going to make fire nohl. I He said, rYou are going to
fight.'

They made a fire on a flat area of rock. They
vrere coming, they $¡ere speaking, those PAWAKANAK. They
stopped there, and made a fire, and it was just about
where they made fire that one thought, tI wish a deer
would swim byt. So, they sahl a deer, so they went
after that deer. They kitled it, dressed it and ate it.
They roasted the meat on a fire stick. But they didn't
know where to put the stick because of all the fl"at rock
where they made the fire. One said, 'We can do it on a
rockr. He told him (his PAWAKAN), rTake the sticks'.
So that PA!.IAKAN put the sticks right in the rock; the
other one couldn't do it. That was the strongest
PAWAKAN, the one that put the stícks in the rock, so that
mAn I^¡On.

After, when they were finished, the winner said to
the other, tBring a flat rockr. So, he threw it, and
that rock went out over the water (tike it was ice).
That other person couldnrt do anything. The first man
won.

That is the way the PAI^¡ÀKANIÎNIWAK fight, aII
kinds of tricks, that is the way they help themselves.

I donrt understand how PAWAKANAK do it'. I used
to hear about them, but I didnrt understand. I have a
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PÀWAKAN, but yet I donrt understand it. !{hen I trap
and dontt get anything, I think about animals and I
get something in my traps. Thatrs the only way I use
PAI^IAKAN. I pray too, to be a little bit lucky- When
I canrt get sornething from a trap, I think about the
PAWAKAN to help me.

A person has to know a PAWAKÀN. They used to say
that a long time â9o, a person has to know who a person
is, nobody knows if he has a PAWAKAN. That person
could get mad and do something (bad). You have to like
that person. A tong time ago it used to be like that.

Mr. Hunter obtained his PAWAKAN in a spontaneous vision

as a young man. The relationship is characterized by positive

feel-ing and concern. To a certain extent his PAWÀKAN has an

independent wilI. If Mr. Hunter is angry, he worries that his

PAWAKAN may harm those against whom his anger is directed.

Mr. Hunter stresses that he does not want to harm people.

Consciously, he only uses his PAITIAKAN in positive ways. But

the degree of independence by which the PÀWÀKAN operates

negates any guarantee of exclusively beneficial use. This

lack of certainty has important ramifications for social

control-. As Mr. Hunter mentioned, respect must be shown to

everyone, especially strangers, or else risk harm through

action of the PAWAKAN.

The following conversations are excerpted from a series

of interviews held with Mr. Campbe11.

I: Some people have told me about people who have
dreams.
fn the dreams, they have animal helpers to help them
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heal.Have you heard of this?

C: Just like that one [a dog nearby], thatrs h¡hy he
foLlowed us. when lrm alone, therers a dog that shows
ilêr and during the winter when its deep snovt, that dog
dils where r picfea them [plants] up,. thatrs right [he
rnotions with his hands like a dog diggingl

I: I used to, I used to dream about bears' MÀ'SKI^IA, Ï
used to dream a lot about bears aII the time, many times
I would dream about bears.

C: Ehe, that rnay be a good sign, You may turn (to be) a
witch doctor yet. I{hen you dream something, try qnd
understand wha¿ it meant, if you forget it, think of it,
sleep again, Yoü dream again, thatrs what I do. And
sornelimes when you dream something like this, it happens
just on the contrarY, oPPosite.

Maybe you dream about being shot, with a rif1e, and maybe
you going to cure a man, thatrs the example. You got to
learn that by yourself.

I dreamt a woman was hitting me with a stick and later a
\^roman came to me for medicine, understand?

I: EHE, NINISTOTIN9

C: Ilaughing] NINISTOTIN! Later, a !'/oman came in
clutching-sonetning. she told my wife, "I had promised
your husband, remember that I prornised him a bottlerr.

I: Have you ever heard of a guy in La Ronge, Nikwaskwan?

C: I heard about him. He knows medicine, and he can
sing to the sick, you know, a song holding his hand where
the pain is, two or three weeks, the man is cured.
Thatrs what I heard.

I: By singing?

C: Yeah, hê used to give me some medicine that I
couldn't find. He is very wild, he won't let you talk to
him for long.

I: Therers some people who can heal through singing?
Dream?

et¡lrNrsToÎrNr translates arI understandl
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EHE

Ts that like PAWAKAN?

C: Yes, PAWAKAN, some people are like that' PAWAKAN,
they dream. Nikwaskwan, donrt bother him, he may do
sornething to you. IMr. Carnpbell mentioned that some
people use PAWAKÀN to kill othersl.

I: Irve heard that they send things into people's
bodies.

C: Yah, yah, that PAWAKAN kills people for them. Old
timers used to tell us that. For example, a peacock is a
very dangerous animal, it has a very bad smell. Thatrs
how they kilÌed ny daddy. f heard about that, a man was
jealous of hin, (over) a s¡oman. That guy wanted to marry
her, but shewouldnrt. So thatts how they kill people
long tine ago; and there was a WfTIKo going around,
eating people, a cannibal. I heard that he kilIed about
six farnilies in one place, a WITIKO eat them aII up.
Everyone. You can hear a WITIKO call from five miles
away, crying about what he did to his friends, then he
will go crazy and ki11 some more. Just cook thern, on
sticks, around the fire.

!.Ie headed back up the trail. As we walked, I asked Mr.

Campbell for the names of some of the plants along the way.

C: KASKITISIKÀN [plant with long leaves, like a fern]
and that plant, the o1d timers used to pick that out,
when they got cross to somebody, and put it on the road.
You step on it, you turn b1ack. PAWAKANIW would help
them.

I: PAWAKAN, hor,{ do they come?

C: I{e11, they dream about that, maybe they talk to them
while sleeping, they sleep anlrwhere, no blankets, thatrs
where you dream some. Thatrs the way they do, done, the
o1d tirners, when they want to know something. They go
and sleep anywhere, without blanket, just like this lhe
closes his eyes and rests his chin on his chest, with his
arms crossed in front of hirnl . You canrt s1eep, thatrs
the way they did. I pick medicine on the rapids. I had
to pick thern (once), I hear somebody breaking a stick in
the bush. I said rtI^Ihat do you want?r¡ He said rrf want
you to carry me more gently, not roughly [we laugh]. f
should have picked them up, thatrs what it said; you talk
to it, next tine you hear something, or you hear a p1ate,

C:
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or a cup breaking, or a whistle, someone whistles, thatts
them. Itrs wonderful, itrs wonderful.

Mr. Carnpbellrs statement concerning the ability of plants

to communicate with humans indicates a Nithawitniw world-view

also shared by the Plains Nithawitniw. Mandelbaum (L979)

states that among the Plains Nithawitniw every living thing

was possessed by a spirit polrer, including plants.

Mr. Canpbelt indicates that dreams are a forum through

v¡hich knowledge can be obtained, hence his admonítion to

understand the dream. Further, dreams can have prognostic

gualities if interpreted properly. Mr. Carnpbell regards the

PAWAKAN as potentially very malevolent, a povler contacted

through the nedium of the drearn.

In a subseguent conversation, wê talked more about

dreams.

I: Yesterday, you talked about people getting dreams.
I,Ihat did they dream about?

C: These people, they drearn about the skies, and
sometimes they dream a person is standing (close) to
them, and that person would sâY, rrl will help you in
whatever you wisht'. (Vlhen) the man wakes he can hear the
other talk, but cannot see him. And sometimes he dreams
somebody is flying in the air, a big eagIe, very big,
like a giant bird, and sometimes he dreams of (a) big
bird, (a) big wo1f, the biggest wolf ever; or they dream
of things like an axe, oE a gun. He [the dream visitor]
tells thern what to do with them, thatrs the way they kitl
people, they put a speII on them, they put a spell on
them, but most of these people are all by themselves,
alone, Do neighbours, nobody, travelling aI1 around,
sleeping anywhere, thatrs where they get their dreams
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from.

I: Have you heard of
or to heal people?

anyone using drums to get dreams,

C: They use that you know, especially for the one who is
cursed by a spe1l and they use a drum t.o cure hin from
that speII; they use the drum, by drunming and singing,
and the spelI is gone.

I: How do they know what songs to sing?

C: They dream those songs, they hear someone singing;
you hear the person singing; at night when you wake, yoü
can hear them, how he singsr Do words, you hear, you
cannot see. And they hear that song very clear, just like
they are talking close by. Nikwaskwan rnight do that to
you, sing you, hold you with his hand. He did that to me
once, I had a sore knee, I couldnrt walk very weIl. I
rlras very sick; he said in twenty days (I would be healed)
and I \å/as, and I did not have a sore knee. Nikwaskwan has
songs, I didntt hear a word from him, it was just like
music. (It compares to) nothing, you hear many songs in
the world, nothing compares, nothing at aII.

Mr. Campbellts description of dream animals coincides

well with George Troutrs description. Both incl-ude the eagle

and the wolf as animals contacted in a dream. Apparently,

these two animaLs are the common forms adopted to travel long

distances rather than inflict harm. Mr. Campbell also

indicates that a person may also be dreamt about. The human

form is the particular version which Mr. Hunterrs PAWAKAN

takes.

The fullest expression of the PAWAKÀN is
activities of healers who operate in ritual
Pipestem, âs an active ritualistic, acts

instructions from his spirits. This instruction

found Ín the

modes. Mr.

according to

comes through
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the form

personal

of

is

dreams or visions.

his bear PAWAKAN.

Of these spirits, the most

Because of this close personal relationship with his bear

PAWAKAN Mr. Pipestem has certain obligations which he must

observe. Each fall and spring he holds a feast for the bear

spirit. Additionally, he may host a feast for the bear at any

other time when instructed to do so through dream instruction.

Mr. Pipestern must not hunt bears, nor eat bear meat. At

frequent intervals throughout the non-winter seasons he will

place apples, candies and other sweet foods in the bush; this

food is intended for the bear. Each falI, Mr. Pipestem hangs

a blue section of cloth, about a meter sguare, about nine

meters up in a poplar tree in honour of the bear. Old cloths

are not removed, and a new tree is chosen each year.

Mr. Pipestemrs bear PAWÀKAN is the most personal of a

number of supernatural beings whom he recognizes. At a

further distance are the grandfathers, one for each of the

four cardinal directions, and the Creator, who encompasses the

rest but is the most distant in terms of a personal

relationship with Mr. Pipestem.

Mr. Pipestern is the most ceremonial of the healers with

whom I dea1t. He also recognized his PAWAKAN most formally

through ceremony. Bear ceremonialism ís universal among
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Algonkin peoples. Mandelbaum (L979) states that among the

Plains Nithawitniw the bear was highly regarded powerful

spirit helper. A successful P1ains Nithawitniw bear hunter

hosted a ceremonial feast for the spirit of the bear,

including offerings of tobacco and berries. While Mandelbaum

rnentions that bear ceremonialism may have been attenuating

under Plains cul-ture influence, the inportance of the bear is

well-recognized in I{oodland cultures.

A man from Big fsland related an incident when I asked

him about PÀWAKAN. Years earlier when he was a young man he

and friend trapped for a tirne with an older man. This man had

the bear for a PAWAKAN and therefore refused to eat bear meat

or sleep on a bear hide. As a joke, the narrator and his

friend put a bear hide beneath the old manrs sleeping robes.

The old man slept all night on the skin, but became angry in

the morning when his younger partners showed hin what they had

done.

The feast I attended given by Mr. Pipestem in late Àugust

was in honour of his PAWAKAN, the bear. The feast $ras

combined with a healing ceremony conducted for a young man

from The Pas. Mr. Pipesten told me that he had received

specific instruction to hold the feast in a dream he had while

on a visit to l^rinnipeg. rn the dream, he had been instructed

to serve only wild meat and berries.
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Hallowell describes the PAWAKAN as the concept existed

for the Anishinabe (ojibway) in the vicinity of the east side

of Lake Winnipeg. He says that t'any members of the other-

than-human category of person might appear in the dreams of

ojibwa individuals In this context, they were usually

referred to as PAWÀKANAK, which may be rendered rdream

visitors r rr.10

Ha11owell (l-966) indicates that the relationship between

a person and his PAWAKAN is characterized by reciprocity.

HeIp and specific powers may be bestowed by the PAWAKAN, but

the recipient has obJ-igations which must be fo1lowed,

otherwise ilI health will ensue. This relationship also

exists among the Nithawitniw, where the most conmon obligation

required is abstinence from meat of the representative animal.

Both the old man who would not sleep on a bear skin, and Mr.

Pipestem, who cannot eat bear meat, are fulfilling their part

of the bargain.

Paul Laseur, from Big Island, related this story to me

when I asked about the PAWAKAN.

Back in the l-920's a man was jealous of rny brother. He
hired another man, a PÀI.IAKAN, to hurt him. My brother

10. p. 461, in Hallowell, A.I. L966. The RoIe of Dreams in
Ojibway Culture. IN Contríbutions to Anthropology: Selected Papers
of A. frving Ha11owel1. University of Chicago Press Ltd. London:
L976, 534 pp
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v¡as out hunting. I{ay out in the bush he found a bag of
. old Chum tobacco, the kind that came in a draw-string

bag. IPaut emphasized the strangeness of finding tobacco
far out in the bushl . He smoked it, a few days l-ater he
went crazy. They had to take him to The Pas by dog team.
Eventually, he became better.

The negative nature of the PAWAKAN was mentioned by several
individuals interviewed in the general survey:

PAI^IAKÀN uses medicine in a bad way. My grandmother used
to talk about them in a bad way. If one trapper gets all
the fur, another one will send a PAWÀKAN to scare off all
the animals.

In the preceding example, the PA$IAKAN Ì¡¡as used by

individuals in a non-medical ro1e. Mr. Hunter suggested the

same application when he said that in the old days people !'/ere

careful not to offend one another because anyone may have a

PAWAKAN.

Two Pentecostal- Christian natives from Canoe Portage

described the PAWAKAN as

an evil spirit

and

itts demon inspired, unclean spirits

A wornan from Big Is1and said that

when a PAWAKAN gets mad, it hurts people, itrs just a,
I donrt know, a wicked person.

PauI O1dman, (Canoe Portage) told me in reference to

PAWAKAN that his mother had told him about witchcraft and

people hrere afraid of witches. They l^Iere afraid to of fend
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someone hrho was a witch.

Jimmy is a wel-l-educated member of the Canoe Portage

band. His father, in another community, v¡as a medicine

person. When I asked him about the PÀI^IAKAN, he told me

I wouldntt even go into that, itrs so hard to even
explain it. Itrs like ESP sort of thing, like a prophecy
- he foretell-s whatrs going to happen, itrs dangerous,
like the shaking tent. When somebody feels bitter, itrs
like a political thing, except itts more serious.
Somebody actually dies, itrs a very dangerous thing. I
believe there is a lot of evil spirits behind it. There
was a lot of that guite a few years ago, people actually
died, changed their attitudes and behaviour. Itrs a
change as years go by, you pay for that, it goes back
to you. Therers a tot of bitterness in it, it's not a
dream. (There is) not too many around like that and
therers a lot of spirituality involved in it. Any
medicine man can puII out his bug [a reference to body
intrusionsl so he can be a KA-MAMATAWISIT, but it is very
direct. Itts up to you to believe or not, it's based on
betief, if youfre confident in him.

Consistently, the theme of the animal form of the PAWAKAN

recurred. A man from Canoe Portage described the PAI{AKAN as

a

owl-

bear, which is a spiriti he fthe human] enters one of
the animalsi he uses all kinds, lespecially] the bear,

and dog, those three.

A trapper frorn Big Is1and told me

a PAWAKAN is just like an animal you dream about.

A lÂroman from Big Island, with extensive schooling,

eguated the PAWAKAN with rfh¡itchesrr. According to her, people
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who possess them have to dream to get po$¡er; they dream of

animals. The PAWAKAN could be used by trappers to inflict

bad luck on other trappers. She described the PAWAKAN as a

rrspiritrr, something rrlike a witch doctor, but not rea1lyrr.

through the power such individuals gain from dreams, they can

curse other people. Only another rrwitch doctorrr can help that

person. The PAÍ,IAKAN could be an animal spirit, a bear or an

owI. According to her:

If a person dreams of an ovrI, thatts his spirit, his

helper.

This woman tol-d me of a friend of hers who has suffered

frorn sore hands for a long tirne. A hloman from another

community used her PAWAKAN to puIl moose hair from her

friendrs hands. The moose hair had caused the pain and it had

been put there by another PAWAKAN paid by a man whom she had

refused to have sex with.

Mrs. Trout talked about the PAWAKAN in an interview with

me (see page 54, 55) . She indicated that the PAWAKAN v¡i}l

sometimes teach medicine to medicine people in dreams. The

PAWAKAN is also the source of power which allows a rnedicine

person to cause intrusion of foreign objects into the body,

and also the source v¡hich allows extractions of such objects.
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Obviously a great deal of ambivalence surrounds the

conception of the PAWAKAN as expressed by the attributes

ascribed to the PAWKAN by Mrs. Trout. People who possess

PAI^IAKAN are able to cause sickness, but such sickness can only

be cured by someone who possesses a PAWAKAN. A recurring

theme throughout conversations in Canoe Portage and Big Is1and

hras the inability of non-Native rnedicine to treat PAWAKAN

induced illness.

I have guoted people who have expressed this belief in

the ineffectiveness of non-Native and ordinary botanical

medicine in treating PAWAKAN-induced sickness. Mr. Bow

expressed the same belief as r^re drove f rom Canoe Portage

looking for moose. On the wây, I asked hirn about the KA,-

MAMATAi^IfSIT, a person who Iiterally rworks v¡ondersr. He told

me that such people could cause sickness in others. The

illness might manifest itself as a pain in the side caused by

a foreign object sent by a doctor, and only another KA-

MAMATAI{ISIT can remove the object.

For the older generation of Nithawitniw, the PAI^¡AKAN

retains positive aspects regarding help in hunting and

trapping. Younger generations now view the PAWAKÀN in a more

negative wây, associating it with malevolent actions and as

the projection of negative intentions. This negative

association may derive from the general alienation of young
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people from the Iand.

Hov/ever, the older people in Canoe Portage also exhibit

a cautious attitude towards rnedicine. The association of

medicine and power is traditional; accusations of malevolent

action (witchcraft) are a constant danger in the practice of

medicine.

4.7 THE NATTVE EVANGELICÀL UOVE}IENT

fn Canoe Portage, a Christian evangelical movement has

attracted a large number of followers in the last síx years.

The movement has gained followers in several Nithawitniw

communities in the area. In Canoe Portage, most of the

adherents come from the non-status population; typically, they

range in age from twenty to forty. The pov/er structure of the

movement is dominated by men.

The belief system is typically Pentecostal in its

emphasis on becomingrborn againr though Jesus Christ, a

literal interpretation of the Bible as the word of God, and

condemnation of more orthodox forms of worship as spiritual-ly

bankrupt. The role of the husband as head of the household is

affirrned; a dress code is prescribed which prornotes dresses as
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opposed to pants for r,Jomen

decoration such as makeup.

bingo is frowned upon.

and discourages the use of body

Attendance at dances, movies and

In the sunmer of i-985, preachers conducted services in a

church building constructed in the winter and spring of l-984.

A fuII-time pastor has ernerged but leadership is vested in

several men, the reldersr of the church, who are actually in

their late thirties. This leadership is composed primarily of

non-Status men who previous to their conversion also had

positions of power in the community. The nev¡ pastor v¡as

formerly the mayor of the village; a founding member of the

church has been president of the fisherments association.

Services involve relatively litt1e reference to the

Bible. Selected passages are chosen and expounded upon in a

rarnbling fashion. Ritual in the service concentrates on

receiving manifestatíons of the power of God: frenzied

dancing, speaking ín rtonguesr, and prophecíes. The frenzied

dancing of the congregation has earned them the name

rshakersr. A band with drums and electric auitars plays

rousing music; as the service progresses, the pace increases.

The pastor often shares the stage with visiting
preachers, Nithawitniw or Ànishinabe (Ojíbway). The actual

preaching usually consists of berating the congregation for
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their failures and shortcomings as Christians; each such

statement is rnet with enthusiastic shouts by the congregation.

I witl present descriptions of two such services which I

attended.

on Sunday, July L4 , l-985 , a Nithaivitniw preacher
originally from Cross Lake conducted a service in the
church. He began at 2:00 p.m. He was a short, wiry man
who used his arms and hands expressively when he spoke.
Thirteen children, thirteen r{tomen and four men were in
attendance besides myself. À stage in front faced two
pev¡s on each side, with rows of chairs behind the pews.
A young man played an electric guitar at the front,
behind a pev¡ (not on stage). He punctuated his playing
with 'Hallelujah, thank you Jesusr at freguent intervals,
averaging five times a minute. He then broke into song.
When the song finished the older man rose and preached in
Nithawitniw. His voice was rnuch louder, and he stood
more erect than the younger man. He was dressed in a
brown leather jacket, blue pants, black boots and a shirt
open at the colIar. He shouted as he walked down the
aisle between the rows of chairs, then back up to the
stage, then down to the floor in front of the stage.

About twenty minutes into his sermon, he spoke in tongues
for a few seconds; two minutes later, he lapsed into
tongues for another few seconds. He was getting some
response from the people now. Two vromen were audibly
responding with'Hallelujah, Jesusr .

The preacherrs movements v¡ere jerky, almost spastic as he
jabbed at the air with his fists. He prayed, asking God
and Jesus to cure the back problern of someone Ín the
conqregation:

if you're in this p1ace, yoü can get up
up

you can get

Two women stood up and went to the front. The preacher
spoke in tongues, and put his hands upon the back of the
first woman. He spent most of his time with the first
woman, who is not from Canoe Portage.

Duríng his preaching, I recorded some typical statements:
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rhuman love never last long
rpeople always looking on the bad sidettits your business to get on your kneesl
'its about time for Godrs people to smarten uprtguit being like a child, be a manl
t its nothing r{rong with Word, its you'
Ithere is a conflict, there is a war going on between the
po\.¡ers of light and darkness I

rhave a backbone, not a t¡ishbonel

tpeople always trying to give orders, high and mighty,
they think they know everythíng'

rman alvrays in the wrong race-trackl
tyou can never change a donkey to a racehorse, still be
a donkeyr

tyou can never change a sinner to a believert

on July 23, l-985, I attended a service conducted by a

visiting preacher, John Wood. John is originally from a

Native community in eastern Manitoba. He has been visiting

Canoe Portage off and on for four yearsi he is a very popular

preacher.

In the congregation there v¡ere L5 adult men, l-4 women and
about L5 children. A ful-I drum set sat to the left of
the pulpit on stage, with speakers on either side of the
stage.

John preached with a hint of Southern Baptist accent. At
tirnes he hras shouting to the point of incoherenCy, and
then he would lower his voice to a level where he was
barely audible. He referred to the Bible but never
guoted any passages. He preached against rock music,
smoking, hickeys, adolescent sex in the family home, and
television which shows tdirt and smutr.

Some of his statements which I recorded were:

tits time to get back to the Biblet
rsome of you mothers, you canrt even take care of your
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children t

twhy dontt you start your own Gossip Revival Centre?'

Each of these statements received a loud audience
response of clapping and shouting.

The service was handed over to the loca1 pastor; he asked
all those who wanted to be blessed to come to the front.
Almost the entire adult congregation went to the front.
The pastor then asked someone from the left side of the
congreg:ation to come forward with a prophecy that would
rrmove the congregationrr. Five minutes passed before the
pastor again asked someone to come forward. Finally, an
old woman came up; in Nithawitniw, she tol-d the people to
ttpray for your loved ones, and your childrenrr .

At the end of the service, those wishing forgiveness were
asked to come forward. A young worhan went forward,
crying, and knelt in front of the altar with her arms
upraised. The pastor and the elder $¡oman prayed over
her; in a few minutes, the pastor proclaimed the young
woman to be saved and he called for a celebration.
Everyone Ín the church began clapping and shouting.
Several women at the front were hopping wildly up and
down. Everyone converged at the front, jumping, clapping
and shouting. At this point I left.

Before the church building v¡as constructed, large tent
meetings vrere held several times during the sunmer.
These meetings took place under a huge, open-sided circus
tent. They lasted from nid-afternoon to l- or 2 in the
morning each day for a week.

Peop1e typically attracted to the movement v/ere raised in

the old settlement and attended boarding school for high

school if they v/ere female; if male, more often they remained

at home to work. They v/ere in late adolescence or were young

adults when the community was relocated.

A formative early period of socialization

in the o1d settlement in a stable community

structure. This stability $ras interrupted
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events: boarding school, and relocation. The relocation

disrupted the integrated nature of the community social

structure. In the years fotlowing the relocatíon, the

generation which had spent early childhood to adolescence in

the oId community experienced severe problerns with alcohol and

violence.

This generation is farniliar with the traditional concepts

of the PAI,{AKAN, dream revelation and healing through spiritual

poþ/er. In the context of the nehl community, these concepts

have lost their relevance but are stiLl retained in memory.

The particular brand of Christianity adopted by the

people in Canoe Portage and their particular interpretation of

this belief have sinilarities to the older traditional

bel-ief s. These are:

l-. Healing can be accomplished through the charismatic

vehicle of the preacher or shaman who experiences

ecstatic trance.

The existence and pervasive influence of

supernormal beings is acknowledged; the Native

pentecostal Christians have re-defined the PAWAKAN

as demonic.

Herbal remedies are accepted as legitimate by the

Native Pentecostals because plants rcome from Godl

2.

3.
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4. Certain individuals possess special ability to

communicate with supernormal beings; if christian,

such people become preachers. Traditional healers

are labetled as rwitchesr.

The Inehr' religion confirms rather than denies the power

and existence of non-Christian healers; it also confirms the

existence of the PÀI^IAKAN, but recasts it in a completely

negative mold.

The rborn againt Nithawitniw of Canoe Portage have filled

their cosmology with the same characters present in the older

beliefs, but divided them more definitely into rgoodr and

rbadr. Sti1l, the ne$r belief is founded on traditional

concepts. The rapid conversion of many of the Canoe Portage

people is not surprising given that they already had a memory

of parallel beliefs.
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Cbapter V

DrscusSroN

5.1 NITHÀIÍITNIW WORLD-VIEIÍ

5.1.1 Introduction

Healing is a social as well as an individual process.

The social construction of a reality defines a cultural

pathway to structure individual cognition of illness. The

absorption of precepts included in this cognition takes place

in the socialization of the individual. More specifically,

the objective reality of individual perception of the world,

the world view, is created in the interaction of the

individual, the social and cultural environment, and the

physical environment. The internalization of the socially

defined reality includes rnultiple realities not necessarily in

logical harmony.

The v¡orld-view of contemporary NÍthawitniw probably

varies among generations and between communities. However,

certain patterns persist which are unigue to both the culture

of the Nithawitniw and a larger Algonkin pattern. Concepts
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important to health and healing can be observed operating in

the contemporary dynamics of communities; these concepts,

while inevitably changing, are grounded in a foundation which

has continuity across time and space.

5.L.2 Ànination and Poner

In the Nithawitnír.¡ language the fundamental gender

distinction is between animate and inanimate.ll Many objects

which in English are considered inanimate are considered

animate in Nithawitniw grammar. Items such as pipe

(OSPWAKÀN), toboggan (OTAPANASK), stone (ASINI) are animate in

Nithawitniw. Whether or not such objects are conceived as

taliver depends on circumstance; normally, such objects are

probably not believed to be alive in the sense of biological

animation. However, the existence of such a gender

classification indicates a potential for animation in normally

inanimate objects.

Among animate beings, humans exíst among a population of
rother-than humanr persons; HalIoweI1 (l-960) coined this
phrase in reference to rnythical beings among the Anishinabe

(ojibway). This distinction is egually applicable to the

Nithawitniw and persists in contemporary conception. tother-

11* gender in a grammatical sense
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than-humanr persons, ot tother personsr are addressed in the

same kin-terms which are applied to humans. Thus' Mr.

Pipestern addresses the spirit of each cardinal direction as

NIMOSOM, my grandfather, oY collectively' NIMOSOMAK. T h e

prirnary distinction between rother personst and humans lies in

the degree of pov¡er which they possess. tOther personsr have

more power than humans; this poster is manifest in their

abil-ity to manipulate natural objects and their capability for

transformation.

HallowelI (1960) observed that amongi the northern

Anishinabe (Ojibway) the distinction between Inaturalr and

rsupernaturalt did not exist. The same conclusion is

applicable to normative Nithawitniw thought. No definite line

can be drawn between supernatural and natural worlds. Rather,

the distinction lies in the degree of povler which a being

possesses.

In Big Is1and, a story is told of an old man, a medicine

person, who possessed great pov/er. He was arrested many tirnes

by the police and placed in jail. Each time, they would find

the o1d man outside his ceII, smoking his pipe. Finally, they

placed hin in a room with no windows and a solid door. The

old man transformed hirnself into an ant, and crawLed out

through the key hoIe.
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The o1d man obviously possessed great po$¡er but his

ability was eguivalent to the ability of Nithawitniw persons

conventionally classified by non-Natives as rsupernaturalr.

However, in the Nithawitniw world-view this special ability is

not supernatural but exceptional. The ability to transform is

a conmon attribute of persons (human and non-human) with great

pohrer.

The idea of transformation is associated with PAWAKAN.

Characteristically, the forrn into which a person can change is

an animal which also represents that personts PAWAKAN. For a

human, power derives from association with a PAIAIAKAN. VlhiLe

animals do not norrnally possess the attributes of humans, the

potential exists. I believe many 'traditional' Nithawitniw

would not be astonished if an animal spoke to them. While a

rare event, such an occurrence is within the realm of the

normative world-view.

The ability to manipulate objects is another

manifestation of pohrer. Mr. Nappeesis tal-ks about

PAWAKÄNITINI!,¡ who can drive wood through rock, and skip rock

across water as though the water v/ere ice. These feats are

manifestations of power achieved through the PAWAKAN.

Medicine plants possess a degree of power relegating them

to rpersonhoodr in the non-human sense. The obligations of

reciprocity extend to these plants; because they are rpersonsl

they must be treated with respect and offered sornething for

their services, usually tobacco. Not only are medicine plants
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the subject of supernormal instruction, but they themselves

can communicate on occasion directly. This ability to

communicate is dependent on the power of the human receiver,

his receptiveness to such communication.

Through the attribute of power, the Nithawitniw world is

constructed both vertically and horizontally. The vertical

extension incorporates supernormal beings, the PAWAI(AN, the

grandfathers, and creatures such as the thunderbird.

Additionally, certain special persons exist in this vertical

dimension: sacred ceremonial instruments: the pipe, the drum

and rattle, and medicinal and sacred plants.

on the horizontal dimension, humans possess varying

degrees of power which structure some patterns of social

interaction. Power can be used to heal; indeed, certain forms

of power require that the possessor heal. The possession of

por{rer by humans is often an unknown factor; therefore,

strangers must be treated with respect in case through offence

they use their po\^¡er in a negative manner.

Whí1e this traditional structure of power-oriented

relations is breaking down, the beliefs are still close to the

surface despite statements to the contrary. Peop1e in Big

Istand v¡ou1d say that PAWAKANITTNIW was a phenornenon of the

past, but closer guestioning would elicit statements that such
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people existed in another community. In Canoe Portage, the

evangelical movement has re-affirmed the belief in the povrer

of KA-MÀMATAWISIT; these convictions stilI exist ín addition

to belief in povrer exhibited by such actions as throwing away

food received from distant acguaintances to avoid curses.

5.1.3 Disease and Eealinq

fn the traditional, normative world, the reality of

disease is defined in two distinct spheres: minor disorders

amenable to treatment by a herbalist, and more serious

afflictions induced by supernormal means. The latter are

associated with chronic persistence, il1.-defined symptoms or

the classic symptorns of a recognized folk-illness.

Currently, illness treated by the herbalist is also

treated in the non-Native medical system. The nursing station
is the first resort of the sick. The dernography of nursing

station patients is similar to that of patients visiting a

traditional herbalist, where adult males make up only a small

portíon of the patient population.

The herbalist is a women who often functions as a

nidwife. Due to her clientele, a large part of her healing

regirne treats illnesses of women and children, medicine

relating to childbirth, menstruation, and childhood
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afflictions. The ailments treated by the herbalist are not

the result of some supernormal cause or the result of some

unbalance in social- relations or proper behaviour. Where the

illness is attributed to these sources, the medicine of the

herbalist is not sufficient, just as the nursers medicine is

ineffective is such cases.

The charismatic healer and ritualist have a specialized

knowledge of spirítual powers not ordinarily obtained by other

people. This gives them operative access to a reality which

remains fundamentally uncontrollable by non-healers. It is

this inherent element of unpredictability of illness that

Lends pov/er to the ritual-ist or charisrnatic healer. His

superior ability to make correct decisions in unpredictable

conditions gives hin legitimacy.

Aberle (L966) ascribed rnagic in healing to the inability

of ernpirical knowledge to predict significant events in

nature. He distinguishes religion from rnagic in that religion

deals with explanations for aberrations from normative

behaviour, while magic deals with such aberrations as they

relate to natural events.

In the case of the Nithawitniw medical system, both

rnagical and religious elements are incorporated in healing,

especially in ritual and charisrnatic healing. Such healing is
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sought for serious and chronic disorders which deviate from

the tordinaryr illnesses treated by the herbalist or nursing

station. However, herbalists also incorporate certain
supernormal elements into their paradigrrns which díf fer
substantially from those which guide the non-Native medical

system.

The traditional- acguisition of povrer was a secretive
process,'as Mr. Hunter said, to one could tell who had power

or how much power they possessed. Illness resulting from

malevolent use of such po\,ùer is therefore unpredictabte.

Treatment of such illness is accomplished using magical and

religious techniques, ceremonial rites and trances.

While magical and religious techniques are used in
healing, the exact nature of these observances are determined

in the broader framework of the culture. The paradigrms of
this framework are elaborated in a later section.

Illness is a form of environmental unpredictability which

is highly stressful. Rosenthal and Seigel (1959) indicate
that magic and religion perform a compensatory function,
j-1Iness not subject to ernpirical control is deaÌt with through

magic and religion in a coping function.

fn the Nithawitniw medical systern, direct empirical
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control of illness is accomplished primarily through tìre

herbalist and the applications of the materia medica.

However, I am not prepared to deny the physiological efficacy
of ritual and charismatic technigues because I have neíther

proved nor disproved this aspect of treatment.

StiI1, primary functions of ritual and charismatic

technigues appears to be compensatory and coping. Such

treatment regimes are resorted to by individuals who find no

satisfaction in treatment in the non-Native rnedical system.

The therapeutic value of the compensating function in
reducing stress is obvious; the solemnity and seriousness of

the ceremony and energy of the charisrnatic heal-er reinforces

the reaJ-ity of illness and cure in the patientrs mind. The

communal nature of the ritual healing process provides secure

reinforcement that this is a good path of action.

Beyond stress induced by il-Iness, the ritual and

charismatic healing regimes offer compensation for stress

induced by other environmental factors. In this context,
renvj-ronmentalr has a broad definition including social
parameters. An important function of Mr. Pipestemrs practice

was reduction of stress resulting from cognitive dissonance

associated with the clash between the Nithawitniw and dominant

cultures. His treatment implicitly reinforced a sense of
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cultural identity and the legitirnacy of that identity.

The ritual-ist mode therefore serves two important

functions rel-ated to stress: the first is to reduce the stress

associated with the unpredictability of illness; the second is

to reduce stress generated in the interface of different

cultures.

The most common motives attributed to those who induce

supernormal illness are jealousy and revenge. A Nithawitniw

person defines hirnself in a social universe of concentric

circles consisting of first, his immediate farnily and

relatives identified by terms of kinship which extend nuclear

family ties to cousins, uncles and aunts. The broadening

circles then encompass more distant relatives, friends and

then the local community, sister communities, Nithawitniw who

speak a simil-ar dial-ect, then other Nithawitniw.

The sense of local community is very strong; those not

born into the community are viewed with a certain sense of

suspicion for a very long tirne. This sense of community is

reinforced by dialect variations by which a perceptive

listener can identify a Nithawitniw speaker with a specific

community.

Actions ascribed to jealousy or revenge are invariably
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attributed to unrelated individuals or individuals from

another community. The Canoe Portage conmunity suffers from

a high degree of tension resulting from fractions on a nurnber

of l-ines: personal and family feuds, religious, and political

difference. Thus, the Canoe Portage resident must be careful

when accepting food from non-relatives to avoid curse

affl-iction. However, suspicion must be balanced by the

dictates of polite behaviour which relegates refusal of

offered food to the realrn of insult.

5.2 ÀDÀPTATION AND STRESS THE HEÀLERIS ROLE

RoIe behaviour can be interpreted from an ecological
perspective as individual adaptation to the unique pararneters

of culture, biology and physical environment which confronts

each person. Through enactment of a role, the individuat
expresses his particular understanding of the socially-

constructed reality which has defined the broad shape of that
ro1e.

Role behaviour is the concrete expression of institutions
of a cul-ture such as religion, education and medicine. The

practical performance of duties belies a deeper set of
paradigms which may only vaguely recognized by the player.

The paradigims are the institution: the institution of
religion, the institution of medicine.
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These paradigrms are constructed as reality, a percepticn

of the universe and its operation. Multiple interpretations

of reality can co-exist within a society and within an

individual-. Such interpretations inform the behaviour of the

rol-e player, who may adopt different roles with

correspondingly different interpretations of reality.

Among the northern Nithawitniw, the herbalist and the

charismatic healer are the most common healing roles of the

recent past. By charismatic, I mean what is commonly known as

rshamanistict. I avoid the term rshamanr because of the

lirnitations it opposes in interpretation due to the

preconceived connotations it carries. A charismatic healer

obtains justification of his role through some unlearned

talent. Through this definition, a direct connection can be

drawn between the traditional charismatic healer (shaman) and

the Native rpreachersr who heal by virtue of untutored power.

The charisrnatic heal-er heals by virtue of the por^/er he

has obtained through spiritual sources. Because his ability

is unlearned, the charismatic healer occupies a unique role:

he is able to master unpredictable events. He is in contact

with non-human beings who can cause illness or take it away.

Thus, he is PÀWKANITTNIW, a person who possesses a PAI^¡AKAN,

and a KA-MAMÀTAI^IISIT, a person who can work miracles. Through

his actions as player of this role, he affirms the reality of
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por,rerful non-human beings who exist in vertical orientation

with humans. The axis of this vertical orqanization is power.

The herbalist fulfils a role grounded in a lower level on

this vertical ladder of power. She deals in medicine plants,

which are persons by virtue of the po!.Jer they possess. While

a herbalist is not precluded from spiritual power, it is not

a necessary prereguisite for the role. The everyday

expression of her role depends on a practical knowÌedge of

plants, their identification and location.

While the herbalist performs a practical rol-e, the

paradigms which provide the foundation f.or that role are the

same family of beliefs which structure the role of the

charismat j-c healer. The central theme is poh¡er as a

definitive characteristic of Iiving beings, human or non-

human. This po\"/er invests inedicine plants with the ability to

cure, but it also demands that the principles of reciprocity

and obligation are observed when collecting and storing the

plants.

The ritualisrn in the Canoe Portage region and the

ritualist role as expressed by Mr. Pipestem and Mr. Dumont has

been heavily influenced by the northern P1ains versions of

Nithawitniw and Anishinabe cultures. The fundamental

paradig:ms and cosmology are consistent with those of the Big
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Island Nithawitniw, but ritualist role demands a far larger

repertoire of ceremonial behaviour and a stricter moral code.

Despite the emphasis on ceremony, the basic source of po$ter

for the ritualist is same as that of the charismatic healer:

a connection to some powerful non-human person or persons.

The role of the ritualist demands moral behaviour during

everyday life as well as the proper execution of prescribed

ceremonial duties. Within the ceremonial aspects, ho$/ever, a

large degree of individual interpretation is available. This

j-s necessary because the most powerful source of ritualist

instruction is spirit teaching through visions or dreams.

tlhile the ordinary rules of conduct of ceremonial life are

learned from other individuals, unique instructions concerning

special songs, instruments and special behaviour are received

in dreams.

Less restrictions apply to the herbalist. A herbalist is

not expected to necessarily abstaín from alcohol; indeed, a

common form of payment to a herbal-ist is an alcoholic drink.

The stricter moral code and formal-ized transactions

required for the ritualist are necessary because the greater

power the ritualist is abl-e to harness. The ritualist is able

to treat illness caused by supernormal mechanisms of another

ritualist or charismatic. These feats demand a very strong
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power source.

The greater power which a ritualist commands suggest the

reason that most charismatic healers are men. Men are

traditionally dominant over woman in Nithawitniw society; this

rel-ationship carries over into the medical system, where males

occupy medicine roles of greater power and prestige.

However, great pov/er is not prohibited to women. A route

to power for women in Nithawitniw society is through medicine.

If a woman can demonstrate great skill and power in heal-ing,

she will acquire respect and prestige.

Sti1l, the acquisition of spiritual power has

trad.itionally, been a mafe prerogative among the Nithawitniw.

As a hunter, a man required a PAWAKAN to help in tirne of need.

Thus, the vision quest was traditionally a male institution.

In both communities, the role of herbalist has been

eroded to some extent. This erosion has been far greater in

Canoe Portage than Big Island. Canoe Portage also experiences

a far higher incj-dence of trauma, bodily injury due to

violence and accidents.

Canoe Portage experienced great upheaval when it v¡as

picked up from its old l-ocation and dropped at its present
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site. In the process, much of the social fabric of the

community was torn apart. The traditional rnedical system

appears to have suffered. The shock of relocation was

compounded by the inevitable pressures created by the presence

of permanent nursing station, the influx of dominant culture

technology and much higher government presence.

In the ner^/ conmunity, the social framework which provided

a fundamental structure for the traditional medical system

began to erode. Natural patterns of settlement were entirely

disrupted by the townsite design; the resource economy which

has previously relied on several pursuits was reduced to an

aLmost sole reliance on the fishery. The inftux of foreign

cultural values has supplanted older values in the generation

born in the o1d settlement but raised in the ne\^I.

The central- issue is autonomy and the politics of power.

There was a shift in the perceived focus of political power

from the loca} community to outside authority. The old

community is remembered with longing and pride by the adults;

a real sense of loss and mourning accompanies reminiscence of

life in the past

In the summer of 1985 I travelled by boat with a group of

Anglican ministers and priests to the church at the old

community. i{e were accompanied by several local women who
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r^¡ere teaching the clergy Nithawitniw. At a ceremony held in

the empty church, the grief of the Nithawitniw wornan, all of

whom had grorrln up in the old community, was pa]pabIe. I

remember one v/oman in particular who had tears streaming down

her cheeks during the prayers offered by the Anglican bishop.

While the role of the medicine person in Canoe Portage

has attenuated, its persistence today is testimony to some

remaining cultural coherency. While I was not aware of any

young people being trained by the elder herbalists, some

interest appears to exist and night be encouraged under

appropriate stimulus. But the problern is not solely Lack of

interest of younger peopte. There is some indication that the

elder herbalists feel that the younger people are not worthy

to learn. This attitude stems from the general malaise which

has affected the older people since the move.

There is a definite interest in the ritual tradition of

healing as practised by Mr. Pipestem. The ceremonial

structure of this healing mode is distinctivety Native; it

reguires the participation of supernormal beings whose

existence cannot be disproved by non-Natives. The ceremonial

structure provides a re-affirmation of Native identity through

participation and belief. The role of the ritualist is

supported by those who participate with hirn as an internal

response to the inroads against personal worth which many
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Native people have experienced.

In a contradictory manner, the Native evangelical

movement in canoe Portage affirms the reality of the po\.¡er

possessed by traditional charismatic healers. The followers

of this movement recognized the pov¡er of the ritual healer as

real, through condemnation of it as deriving from the devil.

Nevertheless, the assertion of povrer as an attribute of this

distinctly Native system is a positive statement for the

community, where pohler is the ability to control- some aspects

of life events.

Beyond any strict physiological or rscientific' medical

value, the role of the ritualist is a focal point for the

reaffirmation of authority and self-control in Native

communities. The attraction to Mr. Pipestem by our young

Nithawitniw adults attests to the function of his role in this

capacity.

In Big rsLand, the greater activity of medicine people

can be attributed to a greater conmunity stability. While the

same forces of outside intervention have centralized the

community is a way typical of most northern Native

cornmunities, Big Island did not experience the single

catastrophic move which was forced on the people of Canoe

Portage.
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Through my research, I attempted to address the general

research statement iterated earlier: Native indigenous roles

which exist today must posses some features of adaptability

that atlow them to survive in viable forms.

This general statement was pursued under the framework of

the ecological mode of medical systems proposed by Wel]in. My

research, as presented in this paper, concentrated on the role

of healers within the ecology of the Northern Nithawitniw

medical- system.

Landyts (I974) role classification scheme for traditional

medical systems provides only a shallow interpretation of the

roles observed in Big fsland and Canoe Portage. The political

process is obscured in an analysis based on Landyrs scheme.

The terminology Landy uses to classify roles focuses on the

impacted culture as somehow responsibte for the change in

roles. When I utilize Landyrs terminologY, attenuating,

ad.aptive and emergent, I do so with the understanding that the

political reality in which these terms are based is a reality

of forced change and interference of the dorninant culture on

the Nithawitniw.

I observed al-l three of Landy's healer types:

attenuating, adaptive, and emergent. Herbalists are generally
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attenuating, ritualists are adaptive,

charisrnatic preacher, is emergent.

and the new ro1e,

s.2.t uerbalists

Herbalists, while still used for specific remedies' are

often by-passed for the nursing station. The role of herbal-ist

is very traditional and rel-atively practical. In a culturally

unpredictable environment, the role does not possess

sufficient charismatic energy to remain viable. As the

traditional world view of the Uithawitniw erodes, the role of

the herbalist t^¡ill attenuate.

5.2.2 Ritualists

A renaissance of traditional medical practice Ís

occurring arnong the southern Nithawitniw. Ritualists are the

primary focus of this re-emergence. While the ritual practice

incorporates elements of the herbalist role, its adaptive

ability derives from charisma, or the unlearned tal-ent of its

practitioners.

The adaptive nature of the role is proportional to its

ability to create order in a changing environment. It is an

active ro1e, âs opposed to the passive nature of the role of

herbalist. Belief is insisted upon, and central elements of
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the ritual practice rely

role requires a dramatic

on evocation of strong emotions. The

embrace of the tenets of the belief.

The adaptability of the role

of political correctness. This is

among Native people, but there

buttress the role.

also benefits from a sense

not a universal sentiment

is support sufficient to

5.2.3 charismatic Pentecostal Eealerg

The charisrnatic Christian healer is an emerging role. The

role incorporates the emotional pov¡er of the ritualist, but

translates this power into terms adopted from the larger Euro-

Canadian society. Charismatic and ritualists operate in a

similar manner, providing order to an unpredictable cultural

environment by instilling and requj-ring compl-ete bel-ief .

I did not observe any individuals in this role at Big

Is1and. The role lras very prominent in Canoe Portage, where

the movement swept the community. The prevalence of this role

in one community and its absence the other is symptomatic of

the cultural disorder afflicting Canoe Portage.

The role of ChrÍstian healer belongs to a revitalization

movement which can be located in the scheme suggested by

$lall-ace (1956). The movement is a conscious, organized atternpt
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by members of a culture to construct a more meaningfr:I

culture. Some members of the Canoe Portage cornrnunity are

creating a new mazev¡ay designed to reduce the high levels of

stress which have become part of l-ife in the community.

Elements of the mazeway have been borrowed from the Euro-

canadian culture, but are re-interpreted in culturally

appropriate hlays. Whil,e attendance at the Catholic and

Anglican churches in the community is declining, the new

movement has been oven^thelmingly successful in attracting

followers. I^ihiIe the three churches share the same basic

belief system, the ne\^¡ movement is culturally accessible and

community driven.

The role of healer in the new movement is parallel to the

traditional- PAI¡IAKANITNIW, the healer who communicates with the

spirit world through vj-sions, dreams and trances. This role is

continuous with the past, and therefore accessible.

The leaders of the movement are local, but frequently

Native healers visit from outside the community. There are no

non-Native Catholic or Anglican priests. Control rests within

the community.

The evolution of this revitalization movement followed

the classic path identified by Wall-ace. The steady state
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period v/as life at the old community before re-location and

flooding of the lake. Movement to the new location resulted in

a period of increased individual stress. Traditional

mechanisms to deal with stress began to fail. Prolonged stress

led to cultural and community breakdown associated with high

leve1s of alcohol abuse, violence, and physical sickness. The

revitalization movement was a community response to this

process of cultural implosion.

The community leaders who lead the movement exhibit

radically changed personalities; old destructive behaviour has

been rejected and the change is communicated through the drive

to evangel-ize and spread the ner4¡ mazeway.

The ritualist practice is undergoing a similar

revitalization in the vicinity of Canoe Portage. Mr. Campbell

was transformed and became a healer in a sirnilar environment

of stress . However, his personal- sol-ution drew upon

traditional roles and involved a synthesis of ideas from

Anishinabe (Sautteux) rather than Euro-canadian culture.

The process by which a person traditionally acguired

medicine knowledge and healing pov/er mirrors the process of

revitalization of entire community. Por^/er \^Ias often bestowed

during times of stress, whether self-induced through the dream

quest, oy forced by personal tragedy or sickness. The period
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of stress forced the person to look beyond the solutions cf

the ordinary hlorld to the world of the PAWAKÀN, the dream

beings.

Contemporary healers among the Nithawitniw in Canoe

Portage and Big Island are focal points for community self-

definition. Both ritual-ist and charismatic healers are

adaptive and emerging roles which are actively seeking to

reduce stress.

The role of herbalist

The practical nature of the

the high level-s of stress

associated with the oId

rel-ocation. Those days are

is attenuating in Canoe Portage.

herbalistfs work does not address

in Canoe Portage. The role is

Post, the old comrnunity before

1ost.

5.2.4 stunmarv

Three healer roles exist among the Nithawitniw community

of Canoe Portage: attenuating, adaptive and emergent. The

existence of these rol-es at the same point in time reflects a

comrnunity experiencing change at a rapid rate. The nature of

the emergent role as an agent of revitalization is indicative

of high levels of stress within the community. The Christian

revitalízation movement which encompasses the charismatic

heal-er role is a response of a large part of the community to
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the rapid disintegration of traditional values and the

consequent destructive stress.

The herbalists can offer no solution to disorder. I'IhiIe

traditional herbal medicines are still used in Canoe Portage,

they are often regarded with suspicion. Stil1, certain

afflictions can be treated only with traditional herbal

medicines, not medicine from the nursing station. These

medicines are still the last resort, however, when medicines

from the nursing station offer no cure.

In Big Island, the traditions of the community are

sufficiently intact that the roles of ritualist and the

herbalist can stilI have meaning. However, the acquisition of

a PAWÀKÀN by individual- hunters as a matter of course is

fading. The attenuation of this practice refl-ects a change of

living patterns among the community; no longer do whoLe

families move out to traptines for the winter, where each

fanity group has to exist as an independent unit. The PAWAKÄN

now belongs more to medicine people, where specialized skills

are required.

The roles I observed vary along a continuum of power. The

efficacy of plant medicine derives from the special power of

the plant which onty differs in intensity, not in kind, fron

the power of a human to heal. In this sense, the power of the
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herbal-ist is waning. However, the concept of pol^¡er as the

basis for healing is easily transferred to the new charismatic

heal-ers, the evangelical Native preachers. These people are

stil-I visited by PAI^IAKAN, but these dream beíngs are rê-

defined in terms borrowed from Euro-canadian society.

5.3 ÀN ECOLOGICÀL I,iODEIJ OF I'IEDICÀI'' SY8TE!'IS

Beyond a strict contribution to population health, the

ecological value of a medical system can impact on the overall-

adaptation of a human group to its environment. I.Iel-Iin (1'977)

believes that in simple societies, culture traj-ts outside the

medical system have more impact on disease control than the

specific medical therapies. However, the medical system may

and probably does have important impact on other areas of

human adaptation beyond actual disease control-.

The structure of the Nithawitniw medical system is

founded in the larger world-view of the culture. The

principles which form this world view are also reflected in

the operation and the significant roles of the medical system.

Knowledge of the physical and biological environment gained

from other cultural pursuits are integrated into healing

structures. Features of the cultural environment form key

elements in medical role relationships and healing therapies.
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These features include the principles of balance, reciproci+-y

and obligation as well as the concepts personhood and pohter

previously discussed.

5.3. L Phvsical and Biological Environnent in ReLation to

Healinq

The adaptive value of cultural traits must be viewed in

relation to the speci-fic Iniche' within which a population can

be located. This niche has physicat, biological and cultural

parameters. In the case of modern Native medical systems and

beliefs, cultural definitions have an important infl-uence on

the shape of the system within the niche.

Both communities, Big Isl-and and Canoe Portage, are

recent heirs to the northern Algonkin band rrniche'r. This

niche is defined by scattered biological resources which

dictate dispersion of the population into smaller groups for

a greater part of the year. Seasonal abundance and density of

certain resources, such as fish runs in spring and falI, allow

congregation of the band as a whole at certain periods.

The physical parameters of this niche are essentially the

characteristics of the Precambrian Shield. This region is

dominated by coniferous vegetation and associated fl-ora and
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fauna. The abundance of rivers and lakes requires r^¡ater

transportation in the summer and travel by dog-sted in the

winter. The relatively low productivity of the land demands

an economy based on exploitation of diverse resources.

This very brief account illustrates the major parameters

of the past niche occupied by the Nithawitniw in both

communities. Presently, the Big Is1and resource economy is

more varied, based on a wider variety of activity. The

reduction in variety in Canoe Portage is a recent phenomenon;

previous to their relocation, the Nithawitniw of Canoe Portage

vlere employed ín pursuits as diversified as those of Big

IsIand.

In the recent past, both cornmunities v/ere culturally

continuous with older traditions. Presently, Big Island is

more stabte in terms of cultural continuity and social

cohesion, although it too has suffered from impact with an

outside culture.

The pursuit of resource-based activity reguires an

intirnate knowledge of the land and its resources. This

knowledge is extensive, extending over many kilometres, and

intensive, including specific locations of faunal and floral-

resources. Knowledge of this degree is characteristic of most

adults in both communities, especially the males' who are
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generally much more rnobile than females.

A specific instance can illustrate the ecological

implications of intensive resource knowledge. Mrs. Jackson is

a rnedicine person in Big fsland. Her husband Mr. Jackson has

operated a trapline in the region of Trout River for all of

his adult life, over forty years. In their earlier married

life, Mr. Jackson and Mrs. Jackson followed a seasonal round

of trapping, fishing and hunting in a defined territory within

the Trout River region. In late May of l-985, M¡. . Jackson

demonstrated the extent of his knowledge when I travelled with

him to collect plants for medicine. While Mrs. Jackson has

the specific knowledge of application of these medicines, Mr.

Jackson gathers the medicine for her. As a Nithawitniw male,

his role as hunter and trapper requires him to travel

frequently. He can pick up rnedicine which Mrs. Jackson has

neither the time nor resources to gather. My primary goal in

this trip was to collect the root of !^IIKES (Acorus calamus).

Mr. Jackson was able to take me to the exact location, quite

specific in space, where we v/ere able to gather the root.

The highly specific inventory of resources available

includes tirne of special importance, such as medicinal- plants.

The question rwhere?' invariably elicits a response highly

specific in nature.
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The following selections from interviews demonstrate thj.s

specificity:

T: Aha, PÀWTSTIKOMASKIKI, therers l-ot of them there at
Nokomis. therers some there, and then I donrt know where
else. At Nokomis Lake, yoü know, ât sid wilsonrs camp
there, just on the left side, where you go in 9n the left
side,'náybe you been up through there , that little rapid
there, just ãbove there and all the way through therers
lots of thern there.

I showed Mr. Trout a picture of Actea rubra.

I: MASKWAMINATIK?

T: Yeah, thatrs the one there.

I: This one right here?

T: Yeah, MASKWA¡'ÍINANANTIK' that's the one there'
MASKWAMINANATIK, but therers a lot of them at Tate
Island on this side, Yoü know, therers a lot of them
there, I picked them on one island, Park Island , right
in the miãate of the island, here is a lot of them there.

The knowledge of specific location indicates faniliarity

with utilization and, further, implication of belief in the

ef f icacy of the medicine. I^Ihite plant harvesting is

traditionally the work of \^¡omen, the harvest of medicine

ptants is not restricted to $¡omen. Men regard medicine

harvest with respect rather than disdain. t^Ihile Mr. Trout

would not collect cranberries with his wife, hê i'Iou1d collect

medicine plants.

Mr. and Mrs.

r¿ho have lived and

life according to

Trout, and Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are couples

worked together in concert in a traditional

complementary ro1es. Mr. Pipestern and his
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wife epitomize the nature of this working relationship

between traditional Nithawitniw spouses. While neither of the

men in the first two couples $/ere medicine persons, Mr.

Pipestern is a highly active ritualist. His role as a

ritualist cornplements Hazelrs vocation as a herbalist. When

hre went to collect the root of POTACIKEWASK, Hazel vtas the

first to recognize the p1ant, but Mr. Pipestem administered

the ceremony of tobacco offering preceding actual collection

of the pIant.

All three couples are examples of the integration of

traditional medicine ways into the overall- pattern of

traditional living. The operation of a Nithawitniw married

couple as a functional working unit is necessary for survival

in the physical environment of the Precambrian Shield. The

large degree of self-sufficiency which such a partnership

affords is extended by the incorporation of a medical role by

one or both partners.

5.3.2 Balance

The traditional relationship of spouses can be described

as balanced. The roles of wife and husband complement and

fulfil each other. This principle of balance is apparent in

other social relationships both between humans and between

human and non-human persons. The role of healer and patient
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is balanced in terms of behaviour and expectations. The

healer, through a source of specialized knowledge and power,

imparts knowledge or services to those who seek them with the

proper instruments: respect, faith and willingness to

sacrifice some physical good.

The principle of balance is also present in the pursuit

of knowledge and supernormal polter. Rapid and conspicuous

acquisition of material goods can incite iIÌ feeling amongi

neighbours; such material acquisition is out of balance with

the community conception of normative behaviour. Similarly,

'greedyr acquisition of knowledge and spiritual power results

in an imbalance that can destroy what po$/er an individual

possesses, and at worst, kill him. Mr. Moose lost his

spiritual support because he pursued power too assiduously.

Mr. Pipestern is very cautious in his pursuit of spirituat

power so as not to supersede the natural pace set by his

spiritual instruction. He avoids the sweat lodge ceremony

because he has not received the spiritual mandate to conduct

such a ritual. To go beyond, to be greedy, could upset the

balance between himself and his spiritual guides.

Balance is the issue

Where balance is equal,

imbalance will resul-t in

opponent, such as the death

in duels between KA-MAMATAWISIT.

there in no victor. A slight

the destruction of the weaker

of the oId woman who had acquired
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one less PAWAKAN than the old man with whom she fought.

Nowhere is balance more explicit than in the ceremonj-es

of the ritual healers. Circular movement is prescribed

throughout: the cl-ockwise passage of the pipe as iL moves

through a circle of participants, the movement of the pipe as

it pivots on an individual hands, the clockwise circulation of

food through guests at a ceremonial feast, the clockwise

movement of objects through the sacred smoke of cedar and

sweetgrass. The clockwise movement of plant material ín a

medicinal liquid signals the efficacy of that rnedicine.

Circular instrurnents dominate in ceremony: the drum, the

rattle, the frame of the sweat lodge, the granite stones which

heat the lodge. The circular forms drar¿ together all the

participants in the ceremony. The circular patterns are

physical expressions of the rnetaphysical balance which joins

together the supernormal persons reguired for successful

healing and the human participants.

s.3 .3 Reciprocity

The fulcrum on which balance rests is the principle of

reciprocity. Reciprocal exchange is a dominant social force in

Nithawitniw society. In Big Island and Canoe Portage,

material goods are given av¡ay freguently to relatives and
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friends. However, such gifts obligate the receiver

reciprocate at some future time. Repeated failure

reciprocate, especially when a reguest is made, exposes

reluctant individual to accusations of t stinginessl
tgreedinessr.

to

to

the

and

In the past, the principal of obligated sharing !,/as

necessary for survival in a land of scattered resources and

chance opportunities to secure food. The fundamental nature

of this principle is extended into the medical- system and

relationships between human and non-human persons.

The use of tobacco in harvesting plants for medicine is

indicative of the reciprocity characterizing relationships

between human and non-human persons. The ritualist offers

tobacco to the grandfathers who give pov¡er to the pJ-ants;

herbalists offer tobacco to the plants themselves, signifying

the personhood of these plants. In both cases, the medicine

must be paid for by the collector as a necessary obligation

for complete success.

The provision of tobacco or al-coho1 by a patient to a

healer in return for instruction or medicine represents a

reciprocal relationship. Both tobacco and al-cohol are valuabl-e

commodities in isolated northern communities. The value of the

service provided by the healer is reflected in the value of
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the gift. fn the case of tobacco and alcohol, the amount

exchanged is smalI, but represents great value. Tobacco

especially is inportant to alI healing and medicine

transactions.

The provision of tobacco is necessary to fulfil the

normative obligations of reciprocity. Tobacco exchange is

known in both communities. It is a widespread tradition found

among the eastern Woodlands Nithawitniw and Aníshinabe

(Ojibway), the P1ains Nithawitniw and the Plains Anishinabe.

The principle of reciprocity extends to plants which are

useful in medicine and healing. The exchange of tobacco for

val-uable service establishes a bond between the collector and

the plant (as a person) in a similar manner as material

exchange bonds individual- human persons.

The bond between plant and healer a}Iows the herbal-ist to

rknowt if the rnedicine will work. However, the relationship

cannot be established with aII plants; non-medicine plants do

not possess pol,.Jer and theref ore are not approached as

reciprocal partners. Potentially, however, âDY plant may be

a rnedicine plant if it is used for rnedicine. The reciprocal

relationship is only established if a plant is picked

specifically for rnedicine.

The designation

medicine establishes

personhood for plants collected as

irnportant link between the physical
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and cultural environments of the Nithawitniw. It is a

fundamental integration which extends the social relations of

humans to the biological environment. In the normative world,

the obligations of reciprocity extend to animaÌs, especially

large qame species, âs v¡eII as plants.

While not specifically related to healing, the

manifestations of pol^¡er reguired for hunting success are

paraltel to those required for healing. A specific incident

illustrates the obtigatíons required for continued hunting

success.

In December 1-984 f accompanied George Trout and his
brother Daniel on a moose hunt west of Windy Lake.
Danie1 shot three moose late in the day: a buIl, cow and
calf. By the light of a fire, wê skinned and butchered
all three. Al-1 the internal organs except the lungs and
spleen were retrieved for consumption. When we gutted
the buII, Danie1 cut off a portion of the left ventricÌe
of the heart and threw it into the bush. He remarked
that his father, Mr. Trout, had taught him that this
woul-d ensure future hunting success. The antlers of the
buLl v,¡ere chopped from the head and hung on a tree.
George and Danie1 explained that any bones from the meat
should be put in a fire, or in a place where no one would
walk over them.

Mr. Pipestem, the ritualist healer from Black Bear River

in the Canoe Portage Region, hangs the skulls and bones of

moose and deer in a poplar tree. The skull-s are hung high,

just as medicine is stored in a high place. These gestures of

respect are requisite to preserve the balance between the

users and the resource; it is an obligation of util-ization.
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The demands of reciprocity, the obligations reguireC,

operate in the same manner in the normative Nithawitniw world

for both hunting and healing. These obligations reflect a

belief in a deterministic universe where success in any

endeavour is predicated upon proper rel-ationships between

humans and non-human persons. While individual skiIl is

respected, the concept of rluckr as a principle belonging to

a universe of random chance is foreign to the normative world-

view. Rather, good or bad luck is a reflection of balance or

imbalance in relations with other humans or non-humans. Thus,

good health and hunting success can be achieved by use of

proper medicine, where medicine is a reflection of

relationships mediated by power

The relationship between a human and PAI^¡AKAN is highly

structured by obligations of reciprocity. Restrictions on

diet, proscriptions on hunting certain species or utilizing

their body parts, obligations for respectful treatment of

bones, are obligations required by the PA$IÀKAN in reciprocal

exchange for powers and success granted to humans. These

powers included ability to heat, to speak with animals and

plants, success in trapping and hunting.

In the recent past, it v¡as essential for a Nithawitniw

trapper to enter into a relationship with a PAWAKAN. The

PAI{AKAN is a source of aid in a difficult environment. It
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provides a resource to draw upon in tímes of need and

scarcity. Through the PAWAKÄN, a man is connected to a source

of power; the relationship of man and PAWAKAN provides a

vertical integration of the human level and non-human leve1 of

personhood.

However, as the Nithav¡itniw in both Big Island and Canoe

Portage move away from a lifestyle intimately tied to the

land, the relationship of the PAWAKÀN and the hunter has

attenuated. Significantly, the PAWAKAN is regarded more

benevolently in Big Is1and than Canoe Portage.

Still, in both communities, the PAWAKAN is associated

with por^rer. This power association is apparent in the

resurgtence of native medicine as practised by Mr. Pipestern.

In a fundamental wâY, the ritualist practice of Mr.

Pipestem is an expression of po\¡¡er on a political level. The

ideas which Mr. Pipestem expounds, âs expressions of older

belief, are informed by independence from the non-Native

belief. By actively expressing a system of belief radically

different from the dominant culture, Mr. Pipestem is

expressing a political will.

The Native Pentecostal movement in Canoe Portage is also

a political expression. In a community severely danaged by
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its contact with the larger society, this radical shift in a

segfment of the cornmunity towards a very non-Native cultural

tradition is in fact an expression of political autonomy.

This expression of evangelical Christianity incorporates

elements of elder Nithawitniw belief into the interpretation

of fundamentalist doctrine. The doctrine is recast in liqht

of older bel-iefs, the PAI^IAKÄN is now a demon, the charisrnatic

healer still receives visions and faIls into ecstatic trance.

Most importantly, the movement is guided by Nithawitniw

Preachers; all positions of power are filled by Natives.

Here, in both the resurgence of older belief and

recasting under Christian doctrj-ne, healing is associated with

power.

5.4 HEAT,ING ÀS POWER

No two people are created equaI. The degree of

inequality of any two individuafs can be measured in terms of

po\^/er. on the l-evel of society, cultural and racial

difference have inescapable ramifications in terms of this

balance of power.

The disintegration of the Canoe Portage conmunity after

re-location is testimony to the call-ous disregard which the
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Nithawitniw of the old community received when the flooding of

the lake \^¡as proposed by the representatives of the larger

society. The collapse of the indigenous medical system

occurred. not because of any inherent deficiency in that system

in its ability to adapt to changing circumstances, but because

that medical system was integratly linked to the larger

culture of the Nithawitniw of Canoe Portage.

Landyrs (I974) concept of healing recognizes the

significance of cultural relevance; while he recognizes the

process of attenuation, he does not take the next step to

examine the dynamics of pov/er which have displaced the

healerrs role in his culture. That is, there is no room in

his scheme to examine the conftict between cultures which

irnpacts on the healerrs roles.

In Canoe Portage, the resistance of the Nithawitniw in

the face of negative impact and imbatance of power is

reflected in parallel healing movements: the re-emergiing but

transformed ritualist belief expounded by Mr. Pipestem, the

Native pentecostal movement which incorporates and translates

ol_der beliefs in christian dress. significantly, both

movernents are directed towards healing, and participation in

either proclaims rI am Nithawitniwt.
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chapter vI

coNcLusroNs

6.1 INTRODUCTTON

In this chapter I relate my major findings and

significant points of my discussion to rny initial objectives.

I have isolated critical elements of the Nithawitniw view of

health and healing which non-Native medical practitioners

should be aware of when treating Nithar"¡itniw patients. I have

also indicated implications of my research for the political

evolution of Native people. Finally, I also provided a

direction for further research based on questions raised

through my work.

6.2 TYPES OF IIEÀLERS ÀND THEIR ACTIVITY

Healing among the Nithawitniw has traditionally carried

connotations of pov/er. In the Muskekiwininiw community of

Canoe Portage and the Asiniitniw community of Biq fsland the

communication of pov¡er through healing activities still

persists.

In both comrnunities, two general classes of healers

exist: the herbalist, and the charismatic. They are

distinguished by the degree of supernormal power which informs
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their practice: the herbalist will actively use little

supernormal aid, white on the opposite end of the scale the

charismatic will rety entirely upon his connection with

greater power to heal.

These two categories are not distinct in actual practice;

some degree of supernormal pohler grounds almost all

herbalists. Healers are distinguished essentially by degree

rather than kind.

Dreams and visions are important elements in the

practices of healers in both communities. Dreams are the

vehicles through which pov/er is communicated from higher

beings. These beings, the PAWAKÀNAK, are known in both

communitíes.

The ability to heal is a manifestation of power; power is

an attribute of personhood. In this sense, under special

circumstances, normally inanimate objects can attain the

status of rpersonr .

Healers who rely on herbal remedies and supernormal power

sources are still active in both communities. However, the

Level of activity is lower in Canoe Portage than Big Island.

The lower level of activity in the Muskekiwininiw community is

attributable to the severe j-rnpact of re-location and the

essentiatly forced move of the community when their oId

settlement was flooded in a hydro-electric project.

The re-location of Canoe Portage resulted in high leve}s

of violent crime and alcohol abuse. The cultural fabric of
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the community was torn, and in the process the medical system

lost rel-evance.

Hov/ever, a resurgence of interest in the o]d system and

an emerging Native version of Pentecostat Christianity attest

to ínternal healing of the community of Canoe Portage. Not

the least important in this healing process is the assertion

of political h¡iIl- as expressed in the distinct philosophy of

undermining the traditional healing system and the assumption

of leading rol-es in the new church by local Nithawitniw men.

In Big Island, the traditional medical system operates

more intact. However, while the concepts of power and PAWAKJ\N

are familiar among young people, I did not observe any

apprentice to the local herbalist nor did any younger people

relate visions.

These dreams may have not been related to me since dreams

of power are not supposed to be discussed l¡¡ith anyone except

the medicine person. Bel-ief in the efficacy of rlndianl

medicine is still widespread in Big Island.

In Canoe Portage, the political connotations of healing

are more apparent. This political- element is not expressed as

a rhetorical stance, but in the lives of people who sincerely

wish to take responsibility for the course of their lives. In

this sense, the presence of beliefs evolving from a past

culture is a resource which can be accessed in times of

stress. The expression of these beliefs has taken a

remarkable form in Canoe Portage as recast elements in a
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Native Pentecostal movement.

The culture of healing among the Nithawitniw is providing

strength in the face of hostile impact from an outside

cul-ture. As the Nithawitniw move away from pursuits tied to

the land, the knowledge of botanical remedies will faII away'

The elements which proscribe the structure of relationships

based on power, \,\till continue to have relevance; Native people

can still find relevance in the system which offers structure

to their universe of social relationships. As in a system

which has evol-ved out of a unÍgue past, the evolution of the

Nithawitniw medical system offers a vehicle for expression of

poJ-itical customs, and. in that sense, healing on a cultural

1eveI.

The type and activity level of healers present in a

Nithawitniw community is an indicator of the health of the

community in the ecological sense defined by Wellin (L974) and

used in this paper. The presence of the Pentecostal

charismatic healers signals a conmunity under severe stress,

plagued by violence and alcohol abuse.

Sirni1arly, the presence of charismatic ritualist healers

practice also signals community dysfunction. Both healer types

can be used to interpret relative stress l-evels within a

community. A community where herbalists are still active

signals a rel-atively stable community where political autonomy

and community integrity has remained intact'

The world view of the Nithawitniw of Canoe Portage and
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Big Island is still deeply informed by their cultural past.

Use of ptant medicines will enjoy a renaissance only where

these medicines are associated with the charismatic practice

of Mixed-tradition healers. The use of such medicines form

part of the complex of a resurrected traditional medical and

religious system which is itself a manifestation of a

renaissance of Native potitical expression. This expression is

occurring at both a formal organizational level, and more

irnportantly, at the level of the community and the individual-.

6.3 CONCEPTS OF DISEÀSE AND HEAI,TTI

Widespread in both communities is the division of illness

into two broad categories based on mode of treatment:

f-) illness amenable to treatment by herbal medic j-ne

(NITHAI^IIMASKIKI) or non-Native medicine; and

2) illness caused by, and amenable only to treatment by

a KA-MÀMATAWISIT or PAI{AKANIT'NTW (charismatic) .

In the first category are ailments which are assocíated

with non-Natives and treated only by non-Native medical

practice, ailments which can be treated most effectively

through traditional herbalist practice, and ailments which can

be treated by either practice.

Cancer, diabetes and tuberculosis are illnesses which are

most effecti-ve1y treated by non-Native medicine. These

diseases are historically associated with contact with non-
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Natives.

Herbalist practice is sought for childrenrs ailments and

afflictions peculíar to women. The najority of practising

herbalists are l,Iomen, and therefore it is logical that much of

the botanical remedies focus on these areas. One particular

illness which is considered very serious and commonly treated

by the herbalíst is E-KINAKPITET E-TAHKAPfTEWACIT, âñ

affliction of children during teething.

More serious illness results from a curse or the

inadvertent release of supernormal power through the auspices

of the PAI^]AKAN, the dream being. The healer classification of

PAI^IAKANII t NIW or KA-MAMATAWISIT uses po$Ier gained through

other-than-human persons contacted through dreams and visions.

This po\^/er can be used to heal , oT to cause il-lness.

Particular ill-ness manifestations of such power are object

intrusion, and the twisted face syndrome E-PIMIKIVEPANfT.

Strong emotions, such as jealousy or anger, can refease

the por^ter of the PAWAKAN. Adults in the prine of l-ife never

speak of their personal PAWAKAN; to do so could bring harm to

the person or result j-n loss of power; only after active life

is over, in ol_d âge, do people talk about their personal

PAWAKAN. Illness caused through supernormal po$/er can onl.y be

treated by another person with supernormal pov¡er. Such an

illness cannot be treated by an herbalist or non-Native

rnedical practitioner.

The concept of reciprocity mediates the relationship
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between healer and patient. In order for the medicine t-o

work, the healer, whether herbalist or ritualist charismatic,

must be paid. This concept also applies to harvesting

medicinal plants and instruction in healing. Tobacco should be

placed in the ground when collecting plants as payment;

tobacco is given by the patient to the healer, and tobacco is

given by the apprentice to the teacher. For healing and

teaching, other gifts of greater value are given.

The concept of reciprocity has wider application in

Nithawitniw society, where hunting partners wil-I exchange

equipinent regularly throughout the course of their working

relationship. Just as the value and strength of the

rel-ationship is refl-ected in the value of gifts exchanged, so

to the efficacy of medicine is related to the value of the

gift given to the healer. In this exchange, the patient

becomes an active participant in the healing process.
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6.4 PLÀNTs USED TN I.ÍEDTCINE

The traditional medical systern has strong roots in the

natural world. At least 67 different species t/ere mentioned

in interviews concerning medicinal use of plants. The

attributes of power associated with healing extend to such

plants which are treated with respect in collection, storage,

preparation and disposal.

I have provided an annotated tist of plants described in

interviews in Appendix A. The list provides the Nithawitniw

and scientific names of each plant, and a description of

col-lection and preparation instructions, and their medicinal

applications.

The pharmaceutical irnportance of botanical Nithawitniw

medicines may be significant. I can only offer the list of

names which f was privileged to collect and I make no claim as

to their efficacy. of more fundamental importance is the

attitude of the Nithawitniw towards these plants, and the

concept of reciprocity as applied to medicine pl-ants, and by

extension, to living beings.
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6.5 FURTHER II,ÍPLICATIONS

6.5. I Significance for Native Medical Treatment

Increasingly, non-Native health practitioners are caIIed

upon to treat il-Iness in Native people where the conceptions

of the patient and the conceptions of the practitíoner do not

match.

The following are critical elements in the conceptions of

health and the treatment of disease stilI widespread among the

northern Nithawitniw. These elements may impact on Nithawitniw

patients being treated by non-Native medical people.

1. Reciprocal Exchange

The exchange of tobacco for medicine is very j-mportant.

In some cases, alcohol may also be offered to a

Nithawitnir^¡ healer. This exchange is based on the belief

that the efficacy of medicine depends on the provision of

a valuable gift.

2. The PÀWAKAN

Dream beings, other-than-human persons, bestow power for

healing. However, people with PAWAKAN cannot talk

directly about it except to a respected nedicine person.

Because of the power associated with such a being, a

Nithawitniw person can become very upset if guestioned
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casually about the PAWAKAN.

3. Other-than-Uunan Persons

Ordinarily ínanimate objects can be alive under certain

circumstances. Important healing instruments, such as the

pipe and the drum, are alive in the sense that they have

power. These objects must be treated with respect.

4. Dreãms

Dreams are the prirnary vehicle through which contact with

the PAWAKAN is made. Dreams and visions can be very

significant, but they must be interpreted correctly.

Failure to follow instructions conveyed in dreams can

result in harm or death. Therefore, a respected medicine

person should be consulted to interpret dreams.

5. Curses

Curses are manifested in bad luck, depression, and

suicide. Curses can only be cast through a medicine

person with powerful PAWAKANAK (plura1). Curses can only

be removed by a powerful- medicine person. In the minds of

many Nithawitniw people, curses are very real.
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6.5.2 Implications for Political Evolution

Two elements of the Nithawitniw healing system have

irnplications for political evolution: the physical materia

medica, and the retention of traditional values and beliefs in

spite of legislated repression by the dominant non'Native

culture in the early part of this century.

The inventory of plant medicines in the traditional

Nithawitniw materia medica is an area that has been ignored in

l-and claims settl-ement negotiations, and land use planning

exercises. Just as people have traditional trapping and

hunting territories, so too do individuals have areas where

they traditionatly harvest medicine plants. Whil-e many species

are widespread, plants must be collected from pristine

locations at certain times of the year. These locations are

very specific and vary among individuals.

The collective medical botanical- knowledge of the

northern Nithawitniw is derived from an intirnate association

with the tand. In each community the l-ocal knowledge of the

location and use of medicine plants represents an intimate

familiarity with the natural resources of a region. It is

important to the survival of the herbal-ist component of the

Nithawitniw medical system that the locations of harvest sites

be included in tand use planning exercises.

Some the plants ascribed with medicinal value are

classified 1ega1Iy as noxious weeds under Manitoba provincial
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law. This situation underscores the divergence in perception

between the Nithawitniw and the dominant Euro-canadian

cultures.

The traditional Nithawitniw medical system and its

evolving forms are forms of political expression. The demand

by Native people for health services respecting traditional

beliefs is a valid claim in a political sense. SirnitarfY,

damage to the traditional healing practices which happens as

part of wider damage to a community in a development project,

as in the case of the re-Iocation of Canoe Portage, is
justified as a point for compensation in the same s/ay as

damage to physical property and biological resources.

The role of healer in Nithawitniw society was

deliberately suppressed by the dominant culture in the late

19th and early 2Oth centuries (Pettipas, 1989). This

suppression was based on the recognition of the political

strength which the healer and the system in which the healer

operated represented.

With the move toward political independence among Native

people, the adapting and re-emerging role of healer is

strengthening among Native people. Part of this strength

derives the threat of lega1 persecution has dininished.

However, fear of ridicule and disdain stilI lirnits the

expression of beliefs. FuIl political development requires

that such beliefs are allowed to thrive without threat of

ridicule in a climate of respect.
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The fullest expression of Native self-government wiil

require that Euro-canadians recognize the validity of a

healing system distinct from their ovrn. This issue has to date

been lost in the debate over Native political destiny which

has been dominated by the issues of land base and appropriate

types of political- organization. À conscious effort by Native

leaders is required to ensure that non-Native society

recognizes the vatidity of a healing tradition different from

their ol¡rln.

5.5. 3 Directions for Future Research

My research has produced many more questions than

answers. I have identified the following areas as critical-

directions for future research.

1. Dreans and Visions

Dreams and visions are critical elements in the

Nithawitniw healing system. Not aII dreams are important

to healing or medicine. Work is required to elucidate the

type and nature of dreams and their role in healing-

2. curses

Cursing is an important source of illness among the

Nithawitniw. This is a very sensitive subject area, but

one that non-Native medical practitioners are coll-iding

with in treatment of Nithawitniw and Anishinabe people.
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There is speculation that the incidence of cursing is

proportional to the amount of social upheaval in Native

communities. Work is reguired to specifically examíne the

social patterns of cursing, and the incidence of cursing

in relation to parameters such aS violence and alcohol

abuse.

3. Activity of Healers

Every Nithawitniw person !Íhom I fonnally interviewed had

visited a Native healer. More work is required to

accurately quantify the frequency of visitations and

examine the demography of patients of Native healers.

4. Women as Healers

Many $/omen herbal-ists acted as mid-wives in the past.

With the increased demand by women for birthing in home

communities, research into traditional mid-wife practices

would be very useful.

More research is required into the fernale and male roles

in healing. Apparently men are more active as ritual

healers, which may reflect a traditional, dichotomy based

on sex. Prior to menopause, menstruation appears to linit

the ability of women to practice ritual rnedicine. Women

seem to be more active in healing after menopause' and

this may be reLated to the cessation of menstruation.
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5. Plant Medicines

Much work remains in the area of the traditional

botanical materia medica. The list of pÌants presented in

Appendix A should be compared to Iists from other

Nithawitniw groups, and other Native North American

cultures v¡ith emphasis on groups inhabiting the boreal

forest. This list should al-so be confirmed with as many

elders as possible fronì Muskekiwininiw and Asiniitniw

communities.

No medical or other use \,Jas provided for some of plants

identified with Nithawitniw names by informants. Possibly

these plants had some useful applications, but these v/ere

forgotten. Further research could investigate uses for

these plants among other Nithawitniw and Native people.
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APPendir A

PLÀl{Tg USED IN I'ÍEDICINE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter information on ptant use in medicine in
both communitiós is presented. Plants are listed
átpn.U"tically according to their Nithawitniw name. The
lelters in brãckets after each name indicate if the name was
uÀeA by Asiniitniw informants (wC) 9r .by Muskekiwininiw
informa-nts (SC) . Following the Nithawitniw name I list the
ããrr"=ponding scientific náme of the planti the scientific
names ãnO autfrorities follow Scoggan (1978). Foll-owing that,
infornation is presented under three categories:_location and
ãã="tiptiott, coltection and preparation, and medicinal use'

under rLocation and Descriptiont, I indicate any
particularly useful informants, how the plant was identified
i¡V picturð, description, collected specimen, oY in the
fiãfal; where a plan€ was we1l-known in a community' this is
indicated.

Under 'Co1lection and Preparationr I indicate any special
collection procedures which áre required, and.any specific
instructionå which htere communicated to me in regard to
piepãr"tion for medicinal use. In 'Medicinal- User I summarize
the rnedicinal uses of the Plant.

where I describe specific procedures and uses, I have
indicated the source in parentheses; the capital.letters
indicate the cultural grouþ, and the small letters indicate
the initials of the informant.

I have made no attempt to ascertain the efficiency of the
remedies prescribed nor have I made any attenpt to j.udge the
veracity -ot the information based on the reliability of
individüal informants. I have included here information told
to me by respected healers, anl information related to me in

"orrrr"t=ätion-s 
and interviews with non-healers. Almost all of

the following information comes from people over th9 age of
forty, aII õt whom are familiar with a number of conmon
remedies.

I have not included non-medicinal uses nor the medicinal
use of items other than plants. Where the identity of the

=på"i"= is not cl-ear or uncertain, I have indicated this'
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ACAKÀSIPAKWA SEE PITHIKOMTNA

ACTKISTMTNATTKWA (WC)
Corydalis sempervirens L.

Identified by Mr. Campbell,
va1ue.

A],trsKoPoKATrKWA, ÀMTSKOPAKWA
Kalmia polífolia Wang.

but he discounted any medicinal

(WC) rrbeaver leavesrl

Location a¡d Description: fdentified from a collected
specimen by Mrs. Pideesis.
CòIlection and Preparation: No medicinal applications v¡ere
given by any informant.

AI'{ISKOWIKASK (WC, SC) rrbeaver wikaskrl
Mentha arvenis L.

Location and Description: Recognized by Mrs. Jackson in a
picture, identified by Mrs. Pideesis and Mr. Campbell.
Collection and Preparation: The entire plant is dried, then
boiled in water (nj ) .
Medicinal Use: Used to stop
(nj); used for teeth (WC, mc)
jea).

ANOSKANATTK (WC, SC)
Rubus acaul-is Michx.

Location and Description: This plant was identified bY name
by many informants.
CoLlection and Preparation: The roots and stems are boiled to
produce a solution to drink in cases of pneumonia. As a cure
for diarrhea, ME. Canpbell said to coLlect twenty stems about
I cm long, tie them in a bundle and boil in a kettle of water.
The bark should be removed first. As a cure for pneumonia.
Mrs. Cutnose uses five roots together with strawberry roots.
Medicinat Use: To cure pneumonia (WC, nj; SC, nsp); womenrs
medicine (rnc); a cure for diarrhea (jca).

blood flow from a bleeding nose
or administered for a cold (mP,
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APISTISAKIWASKOS (WC, SC) "litt1e loveplantrl

fdentity unconfirmed, probably belonging to the genus Aster.

Location and Description: The medicinal portion is the root.
The plant was mentioned by Mrs. Trout as growing further south
than Big Island and occurring near rapids. Mr. Campbell also
describãd the plant as growing near water. This description
concurs with t.trs. Cutnoêe's description of the plant in its
occurrence in the Canoe Portage region (SC).
significant for its name, which suggests it
medicine.
Collection and Preparation: No specific details
and preparation were recorded- I assumed that
Uoifãa in water to produce a medicinal liguid.
l{edicinal Use: To cure a headache

APISTTWACIKOS (SC)
Juniperus horizontalis Moench

Location and Description: Identified from a
specimen by Mrs. Cutnose.
Cõltection and preparation: The root is colLected
for later use, or it can be used fresh. The root
with Labrador tea leaves to produce a medicine to
coughing (SC, msp).
t-ledicináI use: To alleviate coughing.

ASKAPASKWA (WC)
Epilobiurn angustifoliurn L.

úocation and Description: Identified in the field by Mrs.
Pideesis and Mr. CamPbell.
Collectiou and Preparation: The root is gathered, scraped and
applied directly to an infection (mp).
Uèãicinal Use: For application to external infections. Mr.
carnpbetl knew no medicinat applications for the plant.

ASKIMINA (WC) rrblack berriesrl

Identify unconfirmed

Location and Description: The medicinat part is the stem.
Mrs. Trout described the berries as black and the plants
growing where pine trees 9ro\^¡.
óoffeci,ion and Preparation: The stems are bound and boiled in
water to produce a medicinal tiguid (WC, ilt, jca); the leaves
are boiled also (WC, nc) -

tifedicinal Use: To cure a fever or pneumonia (WC, ilt, nc).

ASINIWAKAN (SC, I^fC) t rockthings'

The plant is
is used in love

on collection
the root was

collected

and dried
is boiled
alleviate
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Rock tripe is well-known among the Nithawitniw as the scabs of
VüISAKECAK, who ate the burnt flesh frorn his buttocks after
mistaking them for dried meat.

ATHTKACAS (WC), ANIKACAS (SC) rf frog pantsrr
Sarracenia purpurea L.

Location and Description: The leaf and stem portions (WC,
sc) .
Coltection and Preparation: The vegetative portion of the
plant is collected and dried for future use. The rnedicine is
prepared by boiling the dried portions in water (WC, rt, rc,
jca) -

Medicinal Use: In medicinal- form, the plant is used to reduce
pain during menstruation (nt). Mentioned as a medicine by
ttrs. Jackson and as medicine for women (WC, ilc, ilP, jca, SC,
ag).

ATHIKISATKWA see NIPIA Cryptoqramma crispa OL. R. Br.

ATHIKOCASIMINA (wC) rrfrog pants berriesrl
Geocaulon lividum (Richards.) Fern.

Recognized by many Asiniitniw informants, but no medicinal-
value was attributed to the Plant.

ArosPrA (wc)
Alnus rugosa (Du Roi) Spreng

Location and Description: This plant v/as identified in the
field by Mr. Trout.
Collection and Preparation: The stems are boiled in water to
produce a liquid with which to rinse sores. The solution
should be weak (WC, nt).
Medicinal Use: Applied to skin sores.

CACAMOSTKAN (SC)
Rudbeckia hirta L.

Identif ied in the f iel-d by Mrs. BuIl. The inner f lorets vrere
recommended as an aid to induce sneezing.

ISKWANIMASKIKIYA SCE NIPIA
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TTNIMINA (WC)
Vaccinium anqustifolium var. nyrtitloides (Michx. ) House.

Location and Description: The plant was recognized by Mrs.
Jackson from a sample which I had collected.
Colleetion and nreþaration: The roots are boiled to produce
a solution given to a vtoman to drink after she has given
birth.
Medicinal Use: Post partum application-

KÀKÀKIPAKÀKI, KÀKIPAKWA (SC, WC) rreverlasting leavesrl
Ledum oroenlandicum Oeder

Collection and Preparation: The leaves are shredded and
placed in a wet ctoth to bind a wound (wc,mtrmc). The leaves
ãre boiled to produce a tea for general health (SC,nsp). Mr.
Campbell rnixeè the l-eaves with Lycopodium complanatum to
proãuce a medicine for discomfort associated with
menstruation.
Ifedicinal Use! Applied to a bad cut (WC,rnt,mc); a tonic for
general health (sc,rnsp,mrp) ; a cure for diabetes (sc,ag) .

KAKAKOMINATIK (WC) rrraven berriesrl
Juniperus communis L.

Location and Description: The medicinal portions are the
roots, stems and berries.
Collection and Preparation: The berries are boiled in water;
a cloth is dipped in the liquid and applied to sore eyes
(wc,nt). Tha roots and stems are boiled to produce a

medicinaJ- liquid good for pain in the chest (WC,mp) '
MedicinaL Use: To ease pain in the chest, âD expectorant; to
ease sore eyesi to ease pain in the body or head (wcrjca).

KÀKI^¡ETHECIMWASKWA, KÀKWECICAMOWASKWA (WC)

Geum sp.

Location and Description: The root is the medicinal portion.
The plant was known in Big Island, but not canoe Portage.
Co1lãction and Preparation: The root is collected and dried.
Medicinal Use: fo red.uce the fever of teething children by
ingestion of a liquid preparation (WC'rnt,mc).

KTTHASTOTMTNA (WC), SASAKOMTNA (SC)
Cornus canadensis L.

Identified by informants but no medicinal val-ue was ascribed.

MAKWAPOKATIKWA SEE I(AKIPAKWA

MÀPOTEK, also KAMAPOTEK (WC)
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Unidentified plant widely used in Big Island but irnported from
La Ronge. The only portions available for me to examine were
the starchy tubers, which are the rnedicinal portions. The
plant apparentty does not grow in the vicinity of Big Island.

MÄSANATIK (SC,I^IC)
Urtica dioica L.

Location and Description: Identified in the field with Mrs.
Pideesis, ML. Campbe1l and by collected specimen by Mrs.
Cutnose.
Collection and Preparation: The roots are boiled to produce
a medicinal liquid.
l{edicinal IIse: The liquid preparation is ingested to combat
rpoor bloodt (mp) .

MÀSIKISK (SC,WC)
Thuja occidentalis L.

The cedar j-s still present around Canoe Portage; the branches
are used by Mr. Pipestem in place of, or in addition to,
sweetgirass. While it does not grow in the vicinity of Big
fsland, Mr. Campbell- and Mr. Trout recognized the Nithawitniw
name of the plant.

MASKIKISTCISAK (WC) rrmedicine small boughsrl
Lycopodium complanatum L.

Location and Description: Shown to me by Mrs. Jackson as it
was bundl-ed in her medicine bag. Mrs. Pideesis identified
this plant by the same name.
Collection and Preparation: The plant is boiled and a cloth
in the solution which is placed on an infected sore or wound.
The boiled leaves are then placed over the infected area
lwC,rnj). A J-iquid preparation can be ingested for any kind of
sickness (np) .

Medicinal Use: To cure an external infection, or a panacea in
liquid form. Mr. Campbell described the plant as a nedicine
for heart trouble.

MÀSKIKISIÎAK (WC) rrmedicine boughsrl
Picea glauca (Moench) Voss

Location and Description: I asked Mrs. Jackson for the use of
this medicine.
Collection and Preparation: The soft cones from the top of
the tree are chewed for heart problems.
lfedicinal Use: For heart problems.

MÀ,SKISINIS (SC) "1ittle shoesrl
Cvpripedium calceolus L.
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Location and Description: Identified by Mr. Dumont.

MASKWAMINANATIK (Wc) rrbear berry plantrl
Àctaea rubra (Ait. ) Wi11d.

Loeation and Description: Mr. Trout confirmed a picture of
Actaea rubra as the þfant in guestion. He knew two locations
on Big Island where theY grow.
colleétion and preparation: PeeI four sterns each the width of
a hand. The stens are tied together and boiled three times,
not very long the first tirne. - The stems are boiled in two
inches of water as measured i-n a cup (WC'mt) '
t{edicinal Use: The medicine is used for someone who has a

hard tirne breathing. The medicine is also used when a person
has lost a lot of blood (WC, rnj); for relief of pain anln'rhere
in the bodY (WC,rnc) -

MJ\SKWAMINANATIK (SC) rrbear berry plant:
Sorbus americana Marsh

Location and Description: This shrub is well known among the
people of Canoe eoftage: Mr. Pipestem had trunks with bark
lntãct drying in his cá¡in. The iãentical name was applied to
a different þfant by the people of Big Island (see above).
Coltection an¿ Prepáration: The bark lrtas recommended by Mrs'
Cutnose and Mrs. Story as a cure for tuberculosis' The bark
is dried and then boiled to produce a medicinal drink.
Meidcinal Use: A cure for tuberculosis'

MATHIMITOS (WC) rrblack PoPIarrl
See MITOS for rnedicinal use.

MATHITOSPIA (WC) rrblack alderrt

MIKOCEPIK (SC) rrred rootrl

The identity of this plant $tas unconfirmed. Mrs. cutnose and
her husband spoke of it as good for heart trouble. the plant
may belong to the genus Lithospermum'

MIKOPEMAK (SC) rrred wiIlow"
Cornus alba L.

L,ocation and Description: This plant is welt known arnong the
Canoe portage peoplé, but not among the Big Island people.
Collectíon ãna fieparation: The inner bark v/as dried and
smoked formerly, uèua11y mixed witn bear berry leaves, or
commercial tobácco. The inner bark was also reconmended as a

medicine for sore eyes v¡hen steeped in hot water (sc,ms,msP).
The outer bark is foiled with juniper root and the solution
administered to a woman who has had a miscarriage (msp)'
lfedicinal Use: As remedy for sore or red eyes'
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MrtrYAK (SC,WC)
Picea crlauca (Moench) Voss

Location and Description: Identified and distinguished from
P. mariana by rnanY informants.
Collection ãnA eleparation: MaIe cones are boiled with
chokecherry roots to produce a cure for diarrhea (nsp).
I*Iedicinal ltse: À cure for diarrhea.

MTSASKATOMTNATTK (SC, WC)
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt.

úcoation and Description: Identified in the field with Mr.
Campbel-I (WC) and Mrs. Cutnose (SC) -

Coliection and, Preparation: Three roots are collected and
boiled to produce a medicinal liquid to combat diabetes (jca).
Mrs. Cutnose recommended boiling the leaves to produce a

solution to cure diarrhea.
!.fedicinal Use: For diabetes ( jca), diarrhea (msp)'

MTSASKWA (WC)

Identity unknown. Mentioned by Mr. Cook as good for back
pain. No descriPtion given.

MISTISAKIWÀSKWA SCC PAVIISTTKOM.A'SKÏKI

MISTIYMINISA (wc) "big berriesrl

f,ocation and Description: Described by Mrs. Pideesis as
large, sweet red beriies growing in the muskeg; the.plant is
¡usn-iiXe in form and. the berries resemble raspberries.
Collection and Preparation: Not described or observed.
I-fedicinal Use: To ease pain during menstruation (WC'np) .

MTTHAPAKWANS (VtC)
Usnea sp.

Location and Description: It is a substance which is dry and
looks like hair; it is green and white and grows on old birch
trees (WC,mt,nP).
Collection and- Þreparation: The lichen in inserted into the
nostril to stop exóessive bleeding from the nose (I{C,mj,mc).
P1ace the lichèn in warm water and inhale the steam when the
patient has suffered severe blood loss.
Meidcinal [tses Used to stem blood flow.

MTTHTCTMTNATTK (WC)
Ribes glandulosum Grauer

Location and Description: Identified from a collected
specimen by Mr. CarnPbell.
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Collection and Preparation: The stems are peeled and boiled
to produce a medicinal solution. Twenty-five pieces about
five cm long are used.
lledicinal Use: For pain in the abdomen or chest.

MÏTOS (WC, SC)
Populus tremuloides Michx.

Lcoation and Description: Identified by most informants.
Collection and Preparation: The outer and inner bark are
peeled in strips and dried for later use, or used fresh for
immediate treatment.
lledicinal Use: The inner bark is boiled in water and tiguid
is ingested to cure diarrhea or a stomach ache by inducing
vomiting (tlC,mtrnj); the same preparation can be used to cure
pinworms (SC,msp).

MOSOMINANATIK (WC) rfmoose berry plantrl
Ribes rubrum Richb (R. sat. (Rchb) Syme)

Location and Description: Named by Mr. Jackson with whom I
collected the plant; use described by Mrs. Jackson and Mrs.
Pideesis.
Collection and Preparation: Not described in relation to
menstruationi for teething, the stems are boiled to produce a
medicinal liquid.
Medicinal Use: The roots are used
(mi ) ; the stems are used to produce
chil-dren (mp) .

MOSTOSI,üIKASK (SC,I^IC) rrcow r¿ikaskrl
Artemisia frigida Wi11d.

Location and Description: Informants from Big Island (WC)
described the plant as growing further south but smelling
good.
Collection and Preparation: Boil in water.
Medicinal Use: Vlash the hair in the solution to cure clouded
thinking (nj ) .

NA¡{EPrN (SC)

Location and Description: A sarnple of the dried root hras
shown to me by Mrs. Cutnose. The rnedicine is imported from a
community to the south of Canoe Portage. Mr. Dumont also knew
of the pIant. The identification is not definite.
Collection and Preparation: The root is collected and dried.
To inspire appetite, it may be chewedi for fever, a liquid
preparation is made by boiling the root.
Medicinal Use: To increase appetite, to reduce fever.

NAPACAS (WC)

to induce menstruation
a teething medicine for
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(unidentified)

Referred to by John Napessis as a heart medicine; he observed
it only in medicinal form, never the plant from which it is
derived. He described it as the 'same medicine as
OTEHTMASKIKI I .

NAPAKASIK, NAPAKASIT (SC,WC) rrflat coniferous branchesrl
Àbies balsamea (L.) MiII.

Location and Description: The tree was described as growing
in the sand by Mrs. Trout, and Mr. Cook.
CoLtection and Preparation: The branches are collected and
boiled to break a fever, and the gum is chewed and mixed with
WIKIS and applied to external sores (WCrnt) and as a cure for
whooping cough (WC,rnc); used in a VD cure by Mrs. Cutnose
(sc) .
!{eidcinal Use: For fevers, external sores, VD.

NAPTA, ATHTKTSATTKWA (WC)
Crvptogramma crispa (L. )R.Br.

Location and Oescription: This plant grows on rocks; the
leaves are three to seven inches long (WCrrnt). Identified by
Mrs. Pideesis.
Collection and Preparation: BoiI eight rleaves' with two
roots of PAWTSTIKOMASKIKI (mp).
Medicinal Use: For a sore back from menstrual pains.

NOTE: Mr. CampbeJ-I disagreed with the identification of this
plant. He said it resembled a similar pIant, ISKI.IANIYMASKIKT,
which possessed the above medicinal qualities. He said this
particutar plant possessed no rnedicinal properties.

NrPrsrA (sc,wc)
SaIix candida Fluegge

Location and Description: Plants which grow in bunches near
the water (WC,rnt) . The roots are the medicinal portion.
CoLlection and Preparation: The roots are cleaned and dried.
For use, boil three times (WC,mt).
Medicinal Use¡ Mrs. Jackson applied the root to her nose when
it was cut.

oKrNrAK (SC,WC)
Rosa acicularis Lindl.

Location and Description: The roots are used as medicine.
Collection and Preparation: one root is boiled three times;
the liguid resulting from each boiling is drank to cure
diarrhea. Galls from the plant are boiled to produce a
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contraceptive solution (SCrmsp) .
t{edicinal Use: To cure severe diarrhea, drink a rnedicinal
liquid made from the roots of the plant; female contraceptive.

oKoTAKÀNWASKWTY (WC)
Ecruisetum sylvaticum L.

Described by Mr. Cook as a grass-like plant with the root
growing underground near the shores of small lakes. The root
is used as a bone medicine. Mr. Canpbell identified the
plant, but said it possessed no medicinal qualities.

OMANCOSIMA see WAPISTASTKOMÏNA

OMASKOSEKI^IAN (WC)
Tvpha latifolia L.

Identified by several informants but no medicinal value !{as
ascribed.

oSKATAK (r{C) , OSKATAKOW (SC)
Pinus banksiana Lamb.

Location and Description: This tree is known by name by
almost all informants.
ColLection and Preparation: No special collection procedures
are fol-Iowed. Medicinal parts are the bark, guil and cones.
Five cones are boil-ed in water to produce a solution good for
kidney trouble (Sc,msp,ms); the bark and pitch can be applied
to wounds (I,ICrnrj ) .
Medicinal use: For woundsi for kidney trouble.

OSKICIATIK (SC) rrstove pipe plantfl
Diervilla lonicera MiIl.

Identified in the field by Mr. Bow (SC); no medicinal values
v¡ere described.

OSKISIKOMINA (WC) t'eye berriesrl
Rubus acaulis MiIl.

Identified by Mr. Campbell but no nedicinal value h/as
ascribed.

OSKITIPAKWA (WC) rrear leavesrl
Calla palustris L.

Location and Description: Identified by Mr. Campbell in the
t r_el-cl .
Collection and Preparation: The reproductive portion is
collected in the faII.
t'ledicinal Use: To reduce swellings in the body.
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OSKITfPAKI.IÀ (WC) rrear leavesrl
Maianthemum canadense Dest.

Location and Description: Identified by Mrs. Pideesis from a
collected specimen.
Collection and Preparation: Not determined.
l,teôicinal Use: Not determined.

OTÀKÀNOSKWASA see OKOTAKANWÀSKWIY

oTAWASKWÀ (WC)

Identity unknown.

This plant was mentioned by Mr. Cook as similar in appearance
to OTEHTMÀSKTKI.

OTEHIMASKIKI (WC) rrheart medicinerl

Location and Description: A plant which grohrs ín a wet
habitat. No coÌlection was made of the plant as it did not
grow around Big Island and no one interviewed knew where to
collect it. The root vras described as resembling a small-
radish (WC,mrt) i John Napessis described this medicine as
procured from the inner bark of a tree, probably the samerheart medicine' described by George Trout as coming frorn the
apical shoot of a black spruce.
Collection and Preparation¡ The root is dried and powdered
then steeped in hot water. Alternatively, a small bit is torn
from the root with the teeth and chewed.
Medicinal Use: For heart pain, or sharp pain in the chest
(WC, jb,mt,mc) .

OTEHIMINA (SC,WC) rrheart berriesrl
Fraqaria vircriniana Dcne.

L,ocation and Description: This plant was known in both
communities, but more commonly recognized in Canoe Portage.
Collection and Preparation: The roots r¡/ere collected and
dried in the faIl (SC,rnsp) and boiled to reduce a medicinal
liquid to reduce fever.
Medicinal Use: To reduce fever.

PASIYMINA (SC,WC) I'fire berriesrl
Prunus pensylvanica L. f.
Location and Description: Identified and recognized by most
informants.
Collection and Preparation: Mrs. Cutnose recommend boiling
the root to reduce a medicinal liquid to reduce fever.
Medicinal Use¡ To reduce fever.
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PAVùISTIKOMASKIKI rrrapids medicinerr; MISTIYISAKMASKWA "big
love plantrf (Wc)
Aster sp. (probably puniceus)

Location and Description: Dark green leaves with a purple
floweri the plant has a very pleasant smeIl (I^lC'mrt,mn) .

Collection and Preparation: The plants are harvested in faIl
and the roots are dried as the nedicinal portion. For use'
the dried roots are steeped in hot water.
l,leidcinal Use: The medicinal liguid is swallowed to break a
fever; ingestion of the liguid witl cause sweating
(WCrrntrmrt,mn,mj,mc) or warmth in the body after a chill (mn)
or in cases of pneumonia (mj ) .

PIKO (SC,WC)
The sap of coniferous trees, usually spruce.

Location and Description: The sap is collected as
accumulations of hard nodules on the surface of the outer
bark.
Col-lection and Preparation: The sap is chewed to soften it,
or heated in water, then mixed with other medicines for
external- applications or chewed.

PTMATTKI{A, MAKTHOCEKPTMKWATTK (WC)
Myrica gale L.

Location and Description: Identified by Mr. Campbell in the
fieLd and mentioned by Mr. Trout.
collection and Preparation: The bark is applied to chj-Idren's
scabs (jca).
Meidcinal Use: Derma1 applications.

PrsrPoKAsrK (sc)

An unidentified plant described by Mrs. Cutnose as good for
pneumonia. The l-eaves are small and round and the plant grows
in the muskeg. The rnedicinal value is extracted by boiling
two leaves in water twice; after each boiling the l-iquid is
ingested.

PITHIKOMINA (WC) rrgtrouse berriesrr; PINEWKOMINA (SC) rrgrouse
berries" (Sc); also ACAKASIPAKWA (Sc) "spirit leavestl
Arctostaphyllos uva-ursi (L. ) Spreng.

Location and Description:
sterns.

The medicinal portions are the

Collection and Preparatíon¡ The stems are col-lected as
needed, ot collected and stored for the winter. Mr. Campbell
collects swellings in the underground rhizomes and then boils
them to produce a liquid to combat sterility in a woman.
lteidcinal Use! The stems are boiled to reduce pain during
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menstruation (WC) . ÀIso, to induce menstruation (WCrrnt) . Ti:e
same application is good for a woman who has just given birth
(mj). In this application, the stems may be mixed with birch
bark. fn the past the leaves hrere dried and smoked as tobacco
(r{c, sc) .

POSISAWEMTNATTK (SC)

This plant was mentioned by Mrs. Story but I could not find
anyone who could identify it in the field. (Mrs. Stewart was
almost ninety at the tirne of my fiel-d work and was unable to
go outside her room). ft s¡as recommended as a remedy for
tuberculosis.

SAPOMTNÀ (WC)
Ribes qlandulosum Grauer

Collection aud Preparation: The roots are collected, scraped
and placed in water to produce a medicinal liquid (WC,mp).
MedicinaL Use: For the bones or the head (f^ICrrnp).

SASAKOMINANA (SC), KrTHÀSTOIMTNA (WC)
Cornus canadensis L.

Lcoation and Description: Identified by picture by Mrs.
Jackson.
Collection and Preparation: The roots are boiled with the
roots of SAPOMTNATIKWA (WC,nj).
I'ledicinal ttse: Not described (V,IC,mi ) .

SIPANAKASIATÏK, SIPAMTNÀKÀSTATIK (WC)
Lonicera dioica L. var. çrlaucescens (Rydb.)Butters

Location and Description: The plant has a hollow woody stem
(nt,nc). The stem is the medicinal portion. Identified from
a collected specirnen by Mrs. Pideesis and in the field with
Mr. Campbe1l.
Collection and Preparation: The stem is boiled to produce a
liguid which is ingested to induce sweating and to induce
urination (rnt,mc). Fresh stems can be boil-ed to produce a
liquid to cure gonorrhoea (jca).
Medicinal Use: To induce sweating and urination.
SIPTKOASKAPASKWA (WC)
Mertensia paniculata (Ait.)Don

L,ocation and Description: The plant was identified by name by
Mr. Campbell; Mrs. Pideesis did not know the name but was
familiar with the plant as a medicine.
Collection and Preparation: The stem is the medicinal-
portion; five stems tied together and boiled will produce a
nedicinal liguid which can prevent conception when ingested by
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a woman. This state of infertility will last until another
medi-cine is taken. The stems are boiled for three or four
minutes (mc) .
MedicinaL Use: Birth control.

srTA (wc, sc)
Picea mariana (MiII. )BSP.

Location and Description: The apical growing shoot and young
male cones are the medicinal parts.
Collection and Preparation: The apical stem is collected from
the top of a tree, the bark is stripped and the shoot chewed
(I^fC, j ca) .
Medicinal- Use: For heart trouble, eurhythmic heart beat.

srwASKrKr (wc)
Identity unknown.

The plant was mentj-oned by Mr. Cook (WC) as good for chifdren
who are teething.

TIMASKIK SCC KAKÏPAKI^IA

TAKWOTMTNAN (SC)
Prunus virqi-niana L.

Location and Descriptíon: Identified by Mrs. cutnose.
collection and Preparation: Collect and clean three pieces of
root as long as the width of the hand. Boil to produce a
medicinal- solution ingested to cure diarrhea.
Meidcinal Use: A cure for diarrhea.

I^IACASKOMICIWIN see WïKIS

WAKANAKAN (VIC)
Larix l-aricina (DuRoi) Koch

Used by Mr. Cook to bind his hand after it v/as wounded
accidentally by a shotgun.

WAKICAN (SC) rfcrooked noserr
Campanula rotundifolia L.

Identified by Mrs. BuIl but no medicinal value \das
forthcoming.

WAPASKASTASIMIKWA, WAPISKAMIKWA (also called OMÀNCOSIMA by
Mrs. Pideesis) (WC)
Cl-adina sp.

Location and Description: The above ground mycelium of these
l-ichens are used in medicine.
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collected on dernand. No special- preparation is neededi for
use as medicine, the mycelia are boiled once for a short
period of tirne, then boited again. The liguíd resulting from
the second boiling is drunk as medicine.
I'ledicinal Use:
(ttC, mt, mc, mp, j ca)

To destroy intestinal tapeworms

WAPI STIKWANWAPIYKI, WAPISTIKWANITÍASKIKI "I{hite-headed thingr',
rrwhite-headed medicinerl
Achillea millefolium L.

Location and Description: The stem and roots are used in
medicine. As a medicine the plant was mentioned by Big Island
people. No one in the community of Canoe Portage could
remember using the plant. Mr. Pipestem, however, had dried
plants which he used in rnedicine.
Collection and Preparation: The root and stem are collected
in the fall- and dried; the roots may be collected in early
winter as the dead stal-ks remain upright for a long period of
time. For medicine, the root and stem are boiled to produce
a medicinal liquid.
Medicinal Use: In Big fsland, the plant is well-known for its
use in reducing fever in children who are teething. Among
adults, the plant in a medicinal liquid is used to cure
headaches as well- as to ease toothaches.

WAPOSOCIPIK (SC,wC)'rrabbit rootrl
AraIia nudicalis L.

Location and Description: The root is the meidcinal part.
Cotlection and Preparation: The root is cleaned, drj-ed and
giround (np). Mr. Carnpbell did not suggest grinding the root,'
rather, it should be chewed for a bad cold and sore throat.
Medicinal Use: To cure toothache ([rlC,nn) . It can be applied
to a cut or an infected wound (nj ) . The liquid preparation is
ingested to cure pain in the solar plexus region of the
stomach (mp). The root is chewed for a sore throat (mc).

I^IASAKTAMO (SC,WC)
Nuphar variegatum Durand

Location and Description: Described accurately by most older
informants.
Collection and Preparation: The root of the plant is the
medicinal potion. The large rhizone is sliced into discs
which are strung on a thread and dried. For use as medicine,
the dried discs are ground into powderr or cut into srnall
pieces and boiled in water.
I*ledicinal Ûse: The powder or small portions of the root can
be applied externally in a poultice to reduce swelling
(WCrrnrtrmtrmp) .
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WASKWICOSAK rrspruce budsrr see SÏTAK

WASKWTY (WASI(WAS) (SC,$rC)
Betula spp.

Location and Description: The bark of mature trees; the bark
of young trees.
collection and Preparation: The bark is peeled from the tree
in a vertical strip collected from the side which faces the
east (I{C). The bark is cleaned for use. For medicinal use,
the bark is boiled to produce a rnedicinal liquid. The outer
bark can be scraped into small pieces which are tied j-n a
cloth and boiled to produce a pink liquid which a v/oman can
drink after a mj-scarriage. The inner bark is boiled to
produce a medicinal liquid which is given to woman to induce
labour. For this purpose, the bark is boiled with blueberry
stems (lrIC,np).
lfedicinal Use: To induce menstruation in a woman who has
ceased to menstruate, boil a strip of birch bark from a mature
tree together with one raspberry cane (WC). The bark from the
srnall-er stems of young trees is boiled to produce a liguid to
treat discomfort in teething children (I{C,mt,nj) . The inner
bark is used to induce labour (!'IC,np.

WATHAMAN (SC)

This plant was never identified. The name may apply to a
class of plants which are considered harrnful. These plants
are responsible for rashes which erupt on the skin annually as
spring approaches and subside as winter comes. A plant
collector may contract a rash from the plant WATHAMAN when
picking in the sunmer. The fear of WATHAI,ÍAN ü/as expressed
often in Big Island, but never in Canoe Portage.

WIKIS, also WACASKOMICIWIN rrmuskrat foodrr , OTEHfMÀSKIKI rrheart
medicinet' (SCTWC)
Acorus calamus L.

Location and Descript,ion: The underground rhizome of this
plant is the most widely known medicine in both communities.
Collection and Preparation: The root is gathered in the falI;
Mrs. Trout explained that in the fal1, the plants are finished
growing. The root is dried and stored for future use. The
root may be chewed, ground into a powder and brewed as a tea,
or giround and mixed with the powdered root of Nuphar and
applied as an external poultice (WC,mrtrtnn).
Medicinal Use: Brewed as a medicinal liquid, the root is
applied for colds induced by over-work in a cold environment,
or exhaustion. The root is chewed for endurance during
sustained physical activity and to reduce pain. The powdered
root is applied in an external poultice to reduce swelling, or
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to cure headaches (when the poultice is wrapped around the
head). The powdered WIKIS may be snuffed up the nostril to
cure a headache (WC, mn).

WISAK, see AMISKOI^IIKASK, MOSTOSWIKASK
I^IINCEKES (SC)
Po1ygala seneqa L.

Location and Description: Because of its commercial value
this pì-ant is weIl-known among the Nithawitniw of canoe
Portage.
Collection and Preparation: The root is collected and dried
for future use. A medicinal solution is prepared by steeping
the root in hot water; when lukewarm, this solution is placed
in the ear to cure ear aches (SC,rnsp).
t{edicinal [rse: For ear aches.

WISAKIMINA (SC,WC) "bitter berries'l
Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. var minus Lodd.

Location and DescriptÍon: Mrs. Jackson recognized the plant
when I showed her a specimen which I had collected.
Collection and Preparation: The roots are boiled to produce
a medicinal solution which is swallowed after a lroman has
given birth (wc, mj ) .
lledicinat Use: Post-partum application.
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Informants Referenced

Sc Muskekiwininiw

gb Mrs. BulI
md Mr. Dumont
mrp Mr. Pipestem
ms Mrs. Story
msp Mrs. Cutnose
mrb Mr. Bow

WC Asiniitniw

mrt Mr. Trout
mt Mrs. Trout
nrj Mr. Jackson
mc Mr. Carnpbell
jc Mr. Cook
mn Mr. Napeesis
mp Mrs. Pideesis
nj Mrs. Jackson
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Àppendix B

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

DATE: Ï D
CODE:
PLACE:

I am going to ask you questions about health and medicine. I
am j-nterested in your ideas about Indian medicine and non-
Indian medicine. Your ans\.rers and ideas can help f ndian
people who travel south to the hospital. Many times the non-
Indian doctor and nurse do not know that Indian people have
different ideas about health and rnedicine. Your identity will
not be reveal-ed to anyone.

BACKGROUND
I have a few questions about your background.
1 Sex Ml- F2
2 When v/ere you born?
3 Community Affiliation: canoe Portage 1- Big Island 2

other
4 Marital Status: Married (equiv) L Widowed 2

Divorced 3 Single 4
5 How long did you go to school?

LIFESTYLE
6 In the last year, how much tirne did you spend on a

trapline?

7 Last summer, how much tirne did you spend at a camp on the
l-ake?

I Will you spend any tirne out on the lake this summer
camping?

YeslNo2

9 l.lhat was the last job for which you received money?

L0 What were the jobs you had in the last six months
(include trapping, fishing, guiding) :

l-l- trihen did you last hunt for, or shoot a
a. rabbit Yesterday 1- Last Week 2 Month 3

Year 4
b.mooseL234
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c. duck l- 2 3 4

1-z What did you last eat?
a. rabbit Yesterday l- Last Week 2 Month 3

Year 4 Other
b. moose
c. duck
d. fish

l-3 (Fenale) When was the last time you tanned a moosehide?

14 How do you tan a moosehide?

15 l{hen did you last do beadwork?

When did you last make moccasins?

HEALTH
f would like to ask some guestions about health.

l-6 Do you feel well:
l- All the time 2 Most of the time 3 Often 4 Not very

often
5 Never

L7 When did you feel sick last?
1 Yesterday Last: 2 Week 3 Month 4 Year 5 Other
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18 When did you last visit the:
Nurse:
Doctor:
Maskiki-innu:

19 Can you understand the nurse when she expl-ains an idea
about health?

1 All- the time 2 Most of the time 3 Often 4 Not very often
5 Never

20 Can you understand the doctor when he explains an idea
about health?

1 All the time 2 Most of the time 3 Often 4 Not very often
5 Never

2I When vras the last tirne you were in a hospital in the
south?

22 How long?

23 Cou1d any of the staff speak Cree?
lYes2No

24 Wou1d you go back to the hospital?
l-. I would gtadl-y go back
2. I would go back if the doctor/nurse sent me
3. I would not want to go back
4. I would never go back

25 In the hospital I felt:

26 fn my home I feel:

Now, I am going to ask some questions about being sick and
being weII. I would Like to know what you think about these
things.

21 How does a person become sick?

28 What kinds of sickness do you know of? (List first. five):

29 What is the difference between being sick and being well?
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MEDICINE
Now I would like you to think about Indian medicine.

30 t^Ihat ís Indian medicine (rnaskiki)?

31 How does medicine work?

32 Can you name any plants that are used in rnedicine?

33 Can you name any anirnal parts that are used in medicine?

34 Do you know anyone who makes medicine?
l- Yes 2 No

35 [If Yes] Do any people here Iin cornmunity] make medicine?

l- Yes 2 No

36 [If Yes] How manY?

37 Do you know of anyone outside [the community] who makes
medicine?

l- Yes 2 No

38 [If Yes] Where?

39 Do you know anybody who uses fndian medicine?
l-' Yes 2 No

40 When was the last time you used Indian rnedicine?

1- Yesterday Last 2 week 3 Month 4 Year 5 Other

4T [If Yes] Did someone else make this medicine for you?
l- Yes 2 No

42 Was the medicine for you or someone else (who else) ?

43 How was the person who made the rnedicine related to you?

44 How did You PaY for the treatment?
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45 What does a maskiki-innu (medicine person) do?

46 What is the duty of a doctor?

47 How does a person become maskiki-innu?

WESAKACHAK
I am interested in finding out about Wesakachak.
I would like to know more about him.

48 Have you heard of Wesakachak?
l- Yes 2 No

49 [If Yes] IrIho has told you about hin?

50 Is Wesakachak a:
1- Spirit 2 Man 3 Both 4 Other 5 Donrt Know

51 When was the last time you heard a story about hiin?
1- Yesterday Last 2 Week 3 Month 4 Year 5 Other

52 Do you know any stories about him?
1 Yes 2No

53 Can you telI me a story about Wesakachak?
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